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hensivc (l_n21.1ysi s of the po~:sible impact upon tax equity and the
economy. ·In many rcspec-ts I solu-tions to these issues can best b2
formulated through -the normal legislative process Hhich \-,1oulc1 permi t
COD:3:i deration of the sU9~Iestions (tno comme nts by the pUblic.
IIr1'he Joint Commit:tec recognizes the impo:ct:Gl"!ce and c1esira.bili ty
of simplif1'in9 the tax la\·,Ts.
In this ligh.lc I t} ..~c Joint Co!;"":;nittee is
rclcCl~;ing this s-t-.. aff--prcparec1 report to the Eou s ~ Cornmi ttee on ":21'5 and
~1 C:!iH1S and -the Scnu -te Cormnit. tee on Finance ClnCl to the public in order
t . O promot~ e consiclerCl t ion
discussion, and reco:::~'.~~nda tions by the pl1bl ic I
tit>: prC1c·ti t.ioners I cc1ucat_ors I tho. Administration, and J'-lcmbcrs of Congrcs~. ;
concerning simpli f iCC1t i on of the t . ax la'.·l:; and the pot. ent. ial im:)~c t
upon 0 ther impor ·tant tax policy obj octi vc s . rrhc stuff report has not
ye t been thorousrh1y reviewo d by the Joint Co r ~'<;;1i -t ~ee f·lembors I and,
tllCrQforc I it_ i~5 not intencled to bQ a stzd~C m8 T)t of the ViO"\"5 of
-th e comrni t tee.
1

"'l'he principal purpose of t~he sta ff rCp8:L t i s to present a
g c n c~ ral c1cscript~ion of ;;o)Oe of the important issues \-lhich \-.'oulc1 2ris e
in connection \-lith a rCViC\'l of certain p}:ovi~_;ion~; of present 1,1\·,7
f e>1: f;) mplif:i.cation purpo:., ('!s.
As such 1 the :rc:)ort cloe~; not Jfl Cl k c
r(~C:()lni(~ ·::.:n d (lL i oll ;; \-.1 i..LJl :I:' (';;l)c c:: t
t o ~ ;pC'c : .i. f .i. c t_z~ : ·: i S~~1_H:::' ;: :_
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l\L UJJLI1z\N ( D . OREGO:-n l\ND
VICE CIIAIRl-',l\N RUSSELL D . LONG ( U. LOUISIANl\ ) ,
JOINT COMI-n'J"l'EE ON Tl\Xl\TI Q;\l , U. S . CO;"CRESS ,
l\NNOUNCE TIlE RELEl\SE OF 71 STiW ?-PREPARED
REPORT ON IS S UES IN SU1PLIFICNnm~ Or' TilE
INC01-m Tl\X LA~':S
The Honorable l\l Ull ma n (D. Oregon ), Chairma n , and th e
l lo nora ble Russ e l l D. Long (D. Louisiana ) Vi c e Ch airmil n , J oi n t
COMni ttee on Taxation , U_S . Congr ess , toda y an n ounced th ~ rel ease
of a staff-prepared report on i ss u es in si mplificat ion of t h e i ncome
tax laws.
Th e Joint Committee met on S e pt emb e r 19 , 19 77, fo r a
bri ef ing on the staff r eport and agreed to rel e a s ~ the r epor t a s
a s taff-prepared dQcume nt.
packground of Repo rt
Section 507 o f the Tax Reform Act o f 1 976 ( Pu b l ic L aw 9 4-~55 )
t:h e J oint CommiL-Lee on Taxation to na ke a study re<Jard i ns
simp lifying and in dex} ng th e F edera l t ax Im-;s .
'i'h e stUdy is to
include a consid e ration of whether rates o f tax can b e r e duc e d by
r0.pc dling any or all t a>: cl e c1uc tions , c;:cmp-:::i ori s , or cr c c1i ts .
Th e
provision al so requir es th e committe e to s ubm i t a report of i t s
study, together with r ecomme ndations , to th e Co~~i tt ee on Fin a nce
of the Senate and to the Commi ttee on l"iay s and ;!; c ans of th e li ou se
of Hc prcs e ntativc s .
-

rc~(Jl\ires

is made PUrsu a nt to t his provision of t h e
1 91 6 a nd d e a l s with simp l if ic at ion of t h e l ax

Th is staff repor t
~~x Re form l\ct of

law s _
Joi n t Co;nmi ttee Co mmezlts on Repo rt
Th e Joint CO:l'..l1it-z.r;:e sta t er:-le nt o n th e staff report j ncluc1e d th e
fo] 1 m-l ing COITllnC;1ts :
"1\ p roper r e v iC'~-: Cof tel.>: p r ovi s i ons f or slDp li f ic a tion purp oses
\-lOulc1 n e c essilr.ily i nvolve il r ev i e l-/ o f th e poss:L b le impa ct of s i E9 l i f:i C , I li o n chang es o n ot,her. i mpo:ctan t t ax p :::> l icy ob j cc ti v es _ Th ese
ot' h er con s id er atio ns inc lu (le th e p oss i~)l e il:tPD.Ct on ta>: e q uity
illJ d ot_h er e c onomic or soc ial goals .
TiD: si i:lp lif i c a t :ion c a nno t b 2
considered a s an isolate d i ss u e sin ce s i mpl ifi c at ion obj ec tives will
o Cte n conflict wit h some of these oth er o b j ect ive s .

"Th e Joi nt Committee b e li e v es th at specif ic s i mplifi ca tio n
r C'cOl!1Tncncl;)tio:)s s hould be! nacl e only af ter Lh8r2 has b ee n a c omprch c·ns ive a na l y,- , s o f t hp. po~;s ih] e i mp<!c t u pon til.}: eq ui ty and the
('collom),.
In many respects , s oluti ons to t hese issues can b est b e
formu l ated t hroll<J h tlw nOl:ma J l c<Jis l ativc P:C08(o:SS Hh i c h \-'0\11<1 p erm i t
COn~: i c1 ercl t ion of t he sugges t ions Clnd co;:)m-::!nts b:,' t.he p u b li c .
" 'fhe Joj nl

CO:~lmj t:leC'! rec09nizes t he i:npa:::~c;'1ce ancl desirabi lity

~;il1\p l i f: y:iJl~1 t_he t m: J.'1',·:5 . I n t his li9ht. , t.l-:e Joi, nt Co~~-;)ittec i s
r('lC'a~ing t.h is st--aff-prcp'~J"cd report to the EOUSG Committ.ee o n 1-:2Y3 an d

of

and the Senate Commil.teo 0:-1 Fini":nce of!:; to t he puh l i c i n order
t o promote consic1oration , discussion , and rQco~~2nda t ions b y t he publ ic,
t i1~ pra c titioners , cc1uci1tors , the l\drnlnistratio~ , and Members o f ConGress
CO-1("crninSJ simplificatioll of the t:c\): la~-;~: "nc1 the poten '. :ia l im:-'~ct
~
uP;») oth('r :important ta); policy objectiv,~s _
7-h~ staff: report ho.:s not
Yl'~ hec-I) thoroughly rcvie\'Joc1 by the Joint Co::;;"ittee ;-le ..,bcrs , ane; ,
l h:·l(·f o T.e, j L i!i not int('~nclec1 to be a stilte,,_:!;) '.: of the vie·,vs of:
Lhl' c:o!i1nti t t.0e .

l·j'·;l\l!:

"'j'he principal purpose of the staff rcp::J!.is to prc,sent a
c1cscril'tioll of sO!~C of th0. im~orti:!1t
~;suc:,:; \-]h:ich \:oulc1 arise
) I. ('onnccti on \'Ji th a revic: ..-, of cCTtal n provj s cn;:; of present li:" ..
i l l ! : !;lmplifir.ill1,on p\ll·p~·;(!s .
As Sl!cll, Lhf~ TC:;!8rt cJoc~; n0t na;~~~
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a s·taff suggestion for -the perioc1ic r .cvie\v of certain provisions
of present la\-; and staff sLlggestions for possible procedures \-lhich
\'Joulc1 assist. the tax-\'7riting commit.t:ccs in evaluating the impact
of Pl:'oposec1 chClngc~; on complexi t1' faccc1 by t.axpaycrs, tax practit.ioners, t .he cour ·t s, and ac1ministr<1tors Hithin the Executive branch."

Staff

SU~gestio~s

Specifically, the staff suggestions are:
" 1.

RevicH of

p~es~nt

1 a \'7

"It is suggested thclt t:here be a periodic revic\v of special tax provisions to see if their beneficial effects w~rrant the degree of
complexity added to the tax system. Section V of the report describe s
s ome of the .issues regarding simplification of the individual income
tax.
As a possible starting point of a review of present law for
simplification purposes, some or all of the issues c1escribed in th at
section could be selected by the tax-\',ri ting corrEni ttees ,for rCVi C\·l.

"It is <11so suggested that there be periodic rcvi e \.J s of t ax
pl:'ovisions to determine if structural jmprovernen·ts can b e made to
simplify the law .
.. 2.

~nalysis

"

of

legislat~ vc

propo_sal_~

_ )1111'

STATEnIENT BY THE JOINT COnI~1ITTEE ON TAXATION
WITH R.ESPEOT TO THE STAFF R.EPORT ON TAX
SIn1PLIFICATION
A proper review of tax provisions for simplification purposes would
necessarily illvolve a review of the possible impact of simplification
changes on other important tax policy objectives. These other considerations include the possible impact on tax equity and other economic
or social goals. Tax simplification cannot be considered as an isolated
issue since simplification objectives will often conflict with some of
these other objectives.
The fJ oint Committee believes that specific simplification recommendations should be made ollly after there has .been comprehensive
analysis of the possible impact upon tax equity and the economy. In
many respects, solutions to these issues can best be formulated through
the normal legislative process which would permit consideration of the
suggestions and comments by the public.
The Joint Committee recognizes the importance and desirability of
simplifying the tax laws. In this light, the Joint Committee is releasing this staff-prepared report to the House Committee on \Vays and
nleans and the Senate Committee on Finance and to the public. in order
to promote consideration, discnssion, and recommendations by the
public, tax practitioners, educators, the administration, and l[embers
of Congress ,concerning simplification of the tax laws and the potential
impact upon other important tax policy objectives. The staff report has
not yet been thoroughly reviewed by the Joint Committee members,
and, therefore, it is not intended to be a statement of the views of the
committee.
The princil)al pnrpose of the staff report is to present a general description of some of the ,i mportant issues which would a,rise in connection with a review of certain provisons of present law for simplification purposes. As such, the staff report does not make recommendations with respect to specific tax issues. It does include a SL:'lff suggestion for the periodic review of certain provisions of present law and
staff suggestions for possible ,procedures which would assist the taxwriting committees in evaluating the impact of proposed changes on
complexity faced by taxpayers, tax practitioners, the courts, and administrators within the executive branch.
The staff report also presents several possible base-broadening options for the individual income tax. This presentation shows the extent to which tax rates could be reduced if the income tax base were
broadened by reducing or eliminating certain exclnsions, deductions
and ,credits. The options are only intended to be illustrative of the degree of rate reduction associated with various levels of base-broadening. The options presented are not intended as recommendations and
do not represent the views of the committee or the staff as to what is
desirable.
(III)
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a sta ff suggestion for th e periodic ~eview of certain provisio ns
of present 1 m-; and staff suggestions for possible procedures \-:h1ch
\-Ioulc1 assist: th e t ax-Hrit.ing comlni ttees in eVLlluating t.he ir~i)'lct
of proposed chang es on comp lcxity fac e d by taxp~yers, tax prac ti t ioners , the courts , and aclministr.ators \-Ii thin the Exccu U.ve branch."
Staff

Su~~estions

S p ecifica lly, th e staff s ugg estions arc:
"1.

Re view of present law

"It is s ugg es t ed that there b e a periodic revimv of speciCll t.en:·
provision s to see if th e ir. b e n ef iciCll effects warrant the degree of
comp l ex ity LIdded to th e tax system .
Section V of the report describes
some of th e .issues regarding simplification of the individual income
t ax .
As a p oss ible starting point of a review of present law for
siwplific at i on purposes , some or a ll of th e is s ues de scribed in that
sect ion could b e selected by th e tax-\-1ri ting cO: (1,oi ttees for r.avic\-}.
"It i s also s ugg ested that th ero b e p er.iodi c rcvie~s of tax
rrr ovis ion s to dete r min e if structural jrnproveme nts can be made to
simp lify th e la\-1.
"2.

Analy sis of le gis ] ati ve

propo sa l_~

"It i s s ugg ested th at th e \\lays ,lIld Hean s Commi 1:.tee ~!I1d Finunce .
Comm ittee require staff a n alysis of Dny pos si ble complicating effects
of eac h ta x proposal considered by th e committees .
"It is also suggested that the c01l1.'nittee s receive data and
te s timon y con cerning th e po ssi bl e effects of a proposa l on tax
co mp l exity from th e staff o f t h e Tr easury Dc partment and th e public.
'l'his dat.a cou ld include an e s timate of: Cldditio]1 u l papenlOr k \·Ihich
would result fro m th e proposal and the complianc e cost s .
In ad~ition,
it is suggested that th e effect of a proposa l on th e tax fo rms be
con si dered , wh enever feasib l e , b y t 110 ta x- writ ing comm ittees .
This
con1cJ b e do ne irl c eo t~ in CCl ses by h uving th e Il~tcrn~d Hc·"enue S=:rvic(:.
in consul t<l. tion \·;i t
ten: po licy officials o f th e Tr ec!S llry ))2 !")u:ct:;·;2nt ,
pr epare sample tax orms which r e flect th e proposal."
Ou tl in e of Repor t
Section I of the' report cont. a ins a sUfTl~-n a ry of the stud IS
findings and gonerCll suggestions for Cong ressional con si d8r tion.
S 8·C tion II contains a general disClls s ion of ta;.: s irapli t icat on,
in c luding a review of the v ar ious meanings of simp li fic~tion and
po ssible conflicts betwee n simplific ation and other tax policy
obj ec tives.
Section III contain s statistical data to indicate
some gen era l trend s in th e u se and importance of the individual
inc ome tax, t ~xpayer error rCltes, and arnas of signi£iccnt controvc~sy
o r unc er tainty .
Section IV outlin es recent tr ends to~ard greater
c:omplex i ty of the t .ax l m·!s.
Und er u broCld top:i.cctl a?? roach , s8c.:tion '!
di scusses some of th e specific arcas Cif corr.pJc:·:i ty of tJle i!1dividuul
incomo tax u nder pre sent I m·l .
sectio;, VI co nl<~.i.ns C! SU!:1;-:1cu·y of
r ecent l egislation r e l at~ng to t ax ~implification ~ld other pToposels.
Sect ion VII presents severa l pos sible bnso-broCldening c~ tions for
the i ndivid ual income ta x .
This presentation sho~s the extent Lo
wh ich t ax rates could be redu ced if the inco!!';? ta>: base ,·:erc:
broadened by reducing or eJiminatinq certClin o~clusions , ~eductions,
and crecli·ts .
The opt.ions C!re only j ntendec1 to be illnstrilti vc o[
th c cleqree of rate reduction associated \-}ith v~rious lovels of basch roac1ei1i ng.
The o ptions presented <.ire not int.ended C!S rc:co~~.~"c1C1ti ons and do not renrescnt the vie\-ls of t.he co:~;"itte~ 0
its s::<t~[
ilf; to ' ''hat is desir~blc.
Finillly, t.h2 Ap?2ncii:·: c:ontc!in nC!tcrii:l
on estimates of Fodcrill t~l): c:;.:p~nr1itllres ilnc1 i! survcy u
ro(:u.:i:
tax literilturc relilting to tax simplification -
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INTRODUCTION
to,

Basis for Study
Section 507 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-455)
requires the Joint Committee on Taxation to make a study regarding
simplifying and indexing the Federal tax laws. The study is to include a consideration of whether rates of tax can be reduced by repealing- any or all tax deductions, exemptions, or credits. The provision
also requires the committee to submit a report of its study, together
with recommendations, to the Committee on Finance of the Senate
and to the Committee on Ways and J\lIeans of the House of
Representatives.
This staff report is made pursuunt to this provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and deals with simplification of the tax laws. This
report does not cover the subject of indexing of the tax laws.
This report focuses on simplification issues relating to the Federal
income tax~ and primarily the individuul income tax. The report does
not address the specific issues that may be involved in simplification
of Federal excise, employment, or estate and gifts taxes. However,
some of the general observations concerning reasons for complexity
of the income tax laws would be applicable to these taxes as well.
Procedure for Study
During the study, the staff of the Joint Committee reviewed previous tax simplification legislation and studies and proposals for
legislation relating to tax simplification which have been made by the
Treasury Department, other governmental agencies, professional
groups, and commentators. In addition, the staff consulted with representatives of the Treasury Department, the Internal Revenue Servjce, the General Accounting Office. the Tax Study Group OT the
Commission on Federal Paperwork, and the Senate Select Committee on Small Business. Suggestions and comments also were received from 1Iembers of Congress and their staffs.
The staff also consulted with members of the Special Committee on
Simplification of the Tax Section of the American Bar Association,
the Task Force on Simplification and Basic Tax Reform of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, as well as representatiYes of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the Task
Force on Simplification of The Tax Council, and the Pnblic Citizens
Tn.x Reform Research Gronp. The staff also met with other groups of
interested individuals. including tax practitioners, businessmen, and
other tax professionals.
The General Accounting Office, the Congressional Research Service
of the Library of Congress, and the Office or Assistant Commissioner
for Planning and Research of the Internal R.evenue Service assisted
in compiling statistical data and other research material.
(1)
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Section I of the report contains a summary of the study's findings
and general suggestions for Congressional consideration. Section II
contains a general discussion of tax simplification, including a review
of the various meanings of simplification and possible conflicts between
simplification and other tax policy objectives. Section III contains
statistical data to indicate some general trends in the use and importance of the individual income tax; taxpayer error rates, and areas of
significant controversy 01' uncertainty. Section IV outlines recent
trends toward greater complexity of the tax la,vs. Under a broad
topical approach, section V discusses some of the specific areas of complexity of the individual income tax under present law. Section VI
contains a summary of recent legislation relating to tax simplification
and other proposals. Section VII describes several possible options
for broadening the income tax base and reducing the tax rates. Finally,
the Appendix contains material on estimates of Federal tax expenditures and a survey of recent tax literature relating to tax simplification.

I. SUl\fMARY OF FINDINGS AND GENERAL SUGGESTIONS
FOR CONGRESSIONAL CONSIDERATION
A. Sumlnary of Findings

1. Nature lo f problem
Tax complexity means different things to different people. For some,
it means being unable to understand the basic filing requirements or
to comprehend forms and·instrnctions. For others, it means having to
ma!lltain records, consult a tax practitioner before engaging in a transactIOn for fear of the tax consequences, and obtain professional assistance in. preparing a tax return. For still others, complexity means
uncertaInty of statutory language.
'Vhile complexity of the tax laws is. a serious problem, it is clear that
trade-offs are necessary to achieve a significant degree of simplification. The issue of trade-oft's arises whenever simplification conflicts
with another objective songht to be achieved through the tax laws.
The principal conflicting objectives are described in the following
discussion of the reasons for complexity of the tax laws.
2. Reasons for complexity of the tax laws
Although there are num~rons factors contributing to tax complexity, the most significant' ,factors relate to the adoption of tax policies
to achieve greater equity and to promote various economic and social
objectives. The most important equity consideration which may
contribute to complexity concerns the principle that similarly situate.d
individuals should bear similar tax burdens (horizontal equity) and
that differences. in ability to pay among individuals be taken into
account where necessary and appropriate (vertical equity).
Equity objectives are important factors underlying both the graduated rate schedules and the- separate rate schedules for taxpayers who
are single, married, or unmarried heads of households. Equity objectives are also a major consideration underlying certain exclusions,
r1rdnctions, exemptions; or credits provided under the tax laws. ~Iost
of these provisions add some complexity to the tax laws.
Tax incentives .are provided for the attainment of nnmerous social
and economic purposes. These incentives include provisions relating
to economic growth and stability, assistance to State and local gover nments, promotion of home ownership,charitable giving, and participation in the political process. ~iost of these provisions add complexity to the tax laws.
There are additional reasons for complexity in the tax laws. These
include the necessity for compromise in formulating tax policy, the
time and revenue constraints sometimes applicable in the development
of legislation, and the tendency to "fine-tune" or to carefully draw
legislation to limit an incentive to a particular situation (or to
make the provision administratively feasible or to prevent tax avoidance or evasion). The imposition of special provisions to limit in(3)
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directly the use of incentives also contributes to complexity, e.g.,
recapture rules and the minimum tax provisions. There are also situat ions where tax provisions need to be complex to adequately deal with
complex business transactions. In addition, revenue loss considerations
may often necessitate the use of transition rules which complicate the
law. The judicial review system can contribute to complexity because
the various courts having trial and appellate jurisdiction over Federal
tax matters may give conflicting interpretations of the law. Finally,
t o the extent uncertainty is viewed as a form of complexity, the object ive of providing certainty may lead to complexity in the form of
elaborately detailed statutes designed to prescribe necessary qualifications and limitations.
3. Base-broadening and tax simplification
Generally, proposals to broaden the income tax base are primarily
based on considerations of equity and efficiency rather than on simplification. Usually, the arguments for a comprehensive tax base are made
on the basis of horizontal equity, i.e., equal treatment of equal economic income without regard to the source of income. In some ways
broad-based inclusion of income would contribute toward simplification in the administration and interpretation of the law, but not in
others. The principal kind of simpljfication resulting from comprehensive base-broadening would be the elimination of exclusions and special
deductions. The benefits of this kind of simplification would accrue to
administrators, the courts, and practitioners. As for taxpayers, comprehensive base-broadening would contribute toward simplification for
some and toward complexity for others. For example, the eliInination
of income source distinctions might contribute to simplification for a
t axpayer who will have to file a return in any event because the return
and instructions could be simplified. However, the inclusion of government transfer payments, such as welfare payments, under a comprehensive tax base would contribute to complexity for a taxpayer who,
but for the broad inclusion rule, would not be required to file a return.
Furthermore, additional complexity might result in valuing non-cash
items includible in income llllder a comprehensive tax base.
Comprehensive base-broadening might have an indirect effect on
simplification. The adoption of a comprehensive tax base could have a
favorable indirect effect on simplification if tax rates were significantly
reduced. The reduced rates would tend to reduce pressures for highincome taxpayers to engage in transactions the principal purpose of
which is to reduce taxes, such as shelter deals. To this extent, the need
t o prescribe complex provisions to deal with tax avoidance and abuse
of tax incentives may be reduced.
The principal features of proposals for a comprehensive tax base
that could have a substantial impact on simplifying the tax law incl ude the elimination of special treatment for certain t ypes of income
and the elimination or l'eduction of itemized deductions. However.
elimination of some or all of these provisions might frustrate the at~
tainment of objectives which 1he provisions were designed to achieve
unless alternatives were provided. The Congress could review these
p rovisions to determine if their purposes are. still considered meritoriOl1 S nnd, if they are. "dJe.ther current law is the most efficient method of
nchieving those objectives and " 'hether any modificntions could be
mnde to reduce complexity.
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In terms of simplification, the most significant provisions are those
relating to the treatment of capital gains. Generally, it is recognized
t.hat the treatment of capital gains results in a significant amount of
tax complexity. However, any consideration of the elimination of special tax treatment of capital gains would necessitate the consideration
of a number of related issues. Some of the most significant issues concern the possible effects on capital formation, e.g., the effect on investment, savings, and risk-taking. These issues would also include a consideration of the effect upon the mobility of capital, i.e., increased taxes
on realized gains could adversely affect the "lock-in" problem to the
extent there is a greater incentive to hold assets to avoid taxes imposed
upon the realization of a gain. Another important consideration would
be the effect of inflation on the measurement of gain. An additional
consideration would be the problem of the imposition of a graduated
tax rate on realized gains which are bunched into one year even though
the gains have accrued over a number of years. In addition, some
limitation on the deductibility of losses may have to be retained~ in
order to prevent tax-loss selling from completely off-setting liability
for tax on other income.
Solutions to these problems could reintroduce comple.xities into the
tax law even if the special tax treatment for capital gains were repealed. For example, if limitations continue to be imposed on the deductibility of losses incurred on the disposition of a capital asset, it would
be necessary to retain the definition of a capital asset or to provide
one for property to which the loss limitation applied. To some extent,
however, definitional complexity conld be reduced if the limitation applied to losses incurred with respect to a more easily identifiable or
defined class of property, such as marketable securities. Similarly, the
addition of special averaging rules for gain from the disposition of
property held for a long tenn would perpetuate many of the current
definitional problems, unless they could be mitigated by generally
extending the availability of the special averaging mechanism to all
long-tenn gain, other than that which arises from the disposition of
inventory and similar property. J\Ioreover, a new source of complexity
would be introduced if a basis adjustment (or any other indexing
method) were permitted in recognition of the effect of inflation on the
measnrement of gain.
Although principally related to equity considerations of tax reform,
other base-broadening items that could be considered as having
some relationship to simplification for some groups include (1)
elimination of the exclusion for interest received on State and
local obligations, (2) elimination of the dividends received exclusion,
(3) full inclusion of military benefits and allowances, (4) full inclusion of foreign sonrce ean1ings, (5) inclusion of all premiums paid
by an employer for group term life insurance, (6) elimination of the
exclusion for employer-financed health insurance, (7) inclusion of all
sick pay, (8) inclusion of workmen's compensation, (9) inclusion of
an scholarships and fellowships, (10) elimination of many of the taxfree exchange rules (e.g., reinvestment in residence, reinvestment in
property involuntarily converted, and certain transfers to controlled
corporations), and (11) the provision of more definitive rules for the
inclusion of miscellaneous employee fringe benefits (e.g., employee discounts, parking facilities, company car).
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In the case of businesses, base-broadening proposals that have some
relationship to simplification include (1) elimination of the exclusio~
for interest received on State and local obligations, (2) elimination
of deferral on foreign source income and repeal of the so-called
"subpart F" provisions, (3) repeal of the Domestic International
Sales Corporation ("DISC") provisions, (4) elimination of percentage depletion and accelerated depreciation provisions, (5) provision
of more definitive rules to determine deductible amounts attributable
to expenses having both personal and business purposes or elimination
of deductions for entertainment, and social or recreational club dues,
(6) the elimination or subst.antial restriction of the availability of
tax-exempt status for organizations, (7) elimination of excess bad
debt deductions for financial institutions, and (8) elimination of many
of the tax-free exchange rules.
These provisions could be reviewed by the Congress to determine if
the simplification benefits obtainable by repeal or significant revision
outweigh the objectives underlying their present treatment.
The evaluation could also include appraising the relative benefits
and detriments in instances where changes simplify the law for
one group (e.g., tax administrators) but complicate it for others ( e.g.,
taxpayers). l\1oreover, the Congress could evaluate whether a tax incentiye approach or some alternative method is the most efficient
method of achieving intended goals. In addition, the Congress could
determine the extent to which rates could be reduced because of reyenue gains from any change,s.
If base-broadening itself rather than simplification is the princi.pal
objective, a review of base-broadening proposals would also include
the income tax treatment of (1) government transfer payments (including public assistance, veterans' benefits, unemployment insurance,
soeial security, and railroad retirement benefits), (2) giHs and inheri.tances, (3) contributions and earnings under qualified retirement plans
durin:2: an employee's working career, (4) life insurance proceeds, and
(5) unrealized appreciation.
Base-broadening can also include the elimination of itemized deductions. :However, there are seyeral alternatiye methods of reducing
the use of itemized deductions 'which would not be considered within
the scope of base-broadening proposals, e.g., the substitution of credits
for itemized deductions.

4. Itelnized deductions and simplification
There are several possible ,yays to reduce the number of taxpayers
who claim itemized deductions. For instance, the standard deduction
(now referred to as the "zero bracket amount") could be increased so
!hat more taxpayers would switch from itemizing deductions to claimmg the st andard deduction. I-lowover, many taxpayers who do not
actually claim itemized deductions wonld still have to compute their
itemized deductions to determine if itemizing wel'e advantageous.
Revenue eonstl'aints would preycnt raising the standard deduction to
a le"e1 at which almost all taxpayers ,vould not have to determine
whether itemizing is advantageons.
Alternatively, the extent of itemizing could be reduced by converting deductions into credits. IIowever, this 'approach merely shifts the
complexities from a problem concerning itemized deductions to a
problem concerning credits against tax. ~foreover, the c0l1l'plexities
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,w ould then affect a greater number of taxpayers, since credits would
be, available to taxpayers who do not itemize deductions. Similar problems would arise from changing deductions from itemized deductions
to dec1nctions in computing adjusted gross income which may be
,claimed by taxpayers who elect the standard deduction.
,Another method would be to selectively repeal or restrict some of
the itemized deductions. For example, repeal of the , deductions for
home mortg.age interest and property taxes would cause a significunt
shift in taxpayers to the standard deduction. However, repeal of tllese
provisions could have an adverse impact on home ownership,
the demand for honsing, anel the economic health of the construction
indnstry and certain financial institntions. These consequences could
be avoided only if some alternative subsirly ,,"ere provided. If repeal
of the dednctions were phase,d out over a transitional period to minimize economic disrnption, there ,yould be increased complexity for
the short-run.
Restricting itemized deductions by adding new limitations and
qualification requirements could similarly complicate rather than
simplify the law. However, simplification wonld be achieved for taxpayers who can readily determine that itemizing is not beneficial because of new limitations and qualification requirements. The Congress
might be able to minimize some of the economic effects of elimination
01' curtailment of itemized deductions by revising only a few c1ec1nc-:tions at a time and by providing generolls transitional rules. 1-IO"\yeyer,
snch an approach Inight not generate sufficient revenue in the early
years to support a significant across-the-board rate l'ec1uction (which
many people think is an essential condition for reduction of itemized
deductions) .
If some or all itemized deductions were to be cl1rtailed the disposition of the revenue gain must be considered. Some argne that it is
equitable to return this revenue gain to the class of persons who itemize deductions. Others believe that the re\-enUe should be available to
both current itemizers and nonitemizers by way of general rate reductions. Still others believe that the revenue should be retained by the
goyernment (e.g., to reduce deficits), rather than returned to' taxpayers through rate reductions.
l

5. Illustrative base-broadening simplification options
To illustrate the extent to which tax rates could be reduced if the
tax base were broadened by reducing the exclusions from income and
i~emized deductions, the study presents four base-broadening optIons of varying comprehensiveness. These illustrative base-broadening options are discnssed in detail in section VII. Thev range from
Option A, a very minor broadening of the tax base which would permit a reduction in tax rates of only one percentage point in each
bracket rate, throngh Option D, which wonld eliminnte virtually all
itemized deductions and includc in the tax base yirtual1y all taxexempt income. This comprehensive base-broadening would pcrmit
an oy~rall reduction in tax rates of nearly 60 percent. reducing the
rates from the current 14 to 70 percent range to a range of 8 to ;)5
l?ercent. Between these two options are hyo other illnstrutive options.
Option C eliminates most itemized deductions and most of the exclusions from income reported 011 the tax return but (loes not incl ude
present ly tax-exempt sources of income, s11ch as interest on State and
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local bonds and social security income as does option D. This basebroadening option would permit a reduction of tax rates to a range of
11 to 50 percent. Option B is presented as an intermediate step between Options A and C, and would permit a range of tax rates from
12 to 60 percent.
These base-broadening options are intended to be only illustrative
of the degree of rate reduction associated with various levels of basebroadening. They are not intended as recommendations and do not
represent the views of the Joint Committee or its staff as to what is
.desirable.
B. General Suggestions

1. Review of present law
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It is suggested that there be a periodic review of special tax provisions to see if their beneficial effects ,,,arrant the degree of complexity added to the tax system. Section V of the report describes
some of the issues regarding simplification of the individual income
tax. As a 'Possible starting point of a review of present law for simplification purposes~ some or all of the issues described in that section
could be selected by the tax-writing committees for review.
It is also suggested that there be periodic reviews of tax provisions to
determine if structural improvements can be made to simplify the law.

2. Analysis of legislative P}.Jo posais
It is suggested that the 'Vays and ~feans Committee and Finance
Committee require 'S taff analysis of any possible complicating effects of
each tax proposal considered by the committees.
It is also suggested that the committees receive data and testimony
concerning the possible effects of a proposal on tax complexity frOln
the staff of the Treasury Department and the public. This data could
include an estimate of additional paperwork which would result from
the proposal and the compliance costs. In addition, it is suggested that
the effect of a proposal on the tax forms be considered, whenever
feasible, by the tax-writing committees. This could be done in certain
cases by having the Internal Revenue Service, in consultation with
tax policy officials of the Treasury Department, prepare sample tax
forms which reflect the proposal.

II. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF TAX SIMPLIFICATION
A. Introduction
\Vhile there may seem to be a growing awareness of the need for
simplifying the law, the concept of tax simplification often appears to
be more accepted in theory than in practice. This is attributable, in
part, to the different meanings assigned to simplification by various
groups, and in part to the fact that the concept of simplicity frequently may conflict with inherent structural complexities of an income tax and with objectives considered to be more important, e.g.,
equity and the achievement of certain social or economic goals. Thus,
simplification may become a secondary concern in the presence of a
more important competing objective. The relative importance of simplification depends upon the context in which it is placed. In terms of
impact upon our voluntary self-assessment system, the need for simplification may be less urgent in those contexts which do not affect the
majority of taxpayers. Yet, in all cases, the issue of tax simplification
involves record-keeping requirements and forms. It affects the ease of
taxpayer compliance, and the ease of governmental administration. It
deals with certainty, and with the ability to obtain an answer and to
know thereafter what consequences reasonably will result from that
determination.
Simplification, therefore, cannot be 'considered as an isolated issue,
since its desirability depends on the perspective from which it is viewed.
However, regardless of perspective, tax simplification is important
because of the adverse impact complexity may have on the integrity of
our voluntary self-assessment system.
The provisions of the tax laws which provide different treatment
for certain types of income or expenses not only directly benefit certain taxpayers by lowering their tax liability, but also, in many situations, confer indirect benefits on industries in which demand is stimulated by the favorable tax treatment. It is to be expected that groups
directly or indirectly benefited by a special tax provision would be
likely to object to its repeal or contraction, even if they support the
concept of simplification. 1 This is evidenced by a recent study by the
1 For example, see Nolan, A N ew Tax Structure for the United States-Prob1e11'/,s of Implem entation and th e Impact Of the Political Process, speech delivered

:\Iarch 30, 1977, as part of the University of Michigan Key Issues Lecture
Series.
In his speech, Mr. Nolan observed:
"What are the real prospects for such major structural changes in the income
tax? One thing is clear-the political process in the U.S. today is extraordinarily
sensitive to various major groups, particularly where the tax system is concerned. These include such diverse classes as business, labor, the investment community, the real estate industry, the life insurance industry, the aged, the minorities, state and local governments, charities, the churches, the educational institutions and teachers and educators, and others. Each has major vested interests in
the existing system which they will not give up without a bitter fight, each wanting a simpler, more equitable. and more efficient system, with lower rates for
everyone, but always with their particular vested interests fully preserved." Id.,
at 12 (emphasis in original).
(9)
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B. Meanings of Tax Simplification
Tax simplification means different things to different people depending upon the context in which the term is used and upon the user's.
particul ar concerns.

1. For individual taxpayers

I
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Roper Organization, Inc.,2 which concludes that many A mericans consider the income tax system unfair in part because of special provisions. I-Iowever, the study indicates that their belief appears to be
based on a misul1derstanding of "how the tax sy§te,m work~, anq, although individual taxpayers generally want reform and simplification,
they do not want it at the expense of losing deductions and credits
which affect them. In addition, the study found that the public favored
the "general concept of base-broadening with lower rates. I-Iowever,
'when specific base-broadening examples were presented, the public
rejected them and favored the present system.

.

.

For the majority of individual taxpayers, sililplification of the
income tax laws means eliminating difficulties encountered in understanding the filing requirements or completing the retlun and nnderstanding the instructions to the form. For many, the consequence of a
lack of confidence in comprehending the law and forIlls is that professional assistance must be secured for the preparation of his return.
The fact that a cost is incurred for tax return preparation increases
taxpayer frustration over complexity of the tax laws. Complexity is:
evidenced by. the frequency with which taxpayers request ndyice concerning less complicated provisions through the taxpayer assistance
program of the Internal Revenue Service.
The scope of these problems is evidenced by the fact that approximately one-half of the individual taxpayers employ third parties to.
prepare their income tax returns. In addition, a substantial numbei' of
inquiries are made each year to the taxpayer as~istance service 'of t.he
IRS. :Moreover, it has been snggested that an individual must read at
the level of a college graduate in order to cope, unassisted, 'with 't he
instructions for the individual income tax forms for di\T'i dend and intel'est income and itemized deductions. 3 • In a recent spe2ch, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue stated that statistical evidence had been
received from the Department of Health, Education, alld \''r elfare that
the basic filinp: requirements 'were beyond the comprehension of a
large porti on of the adult populntjoll.4

2. For the tax practitioner
I

.

For the tax practitioner, the ('m phasis on the need for simplificat ion
may be different from that of the average taxpay(>r.
A para monnt concern of practitioners is the need Tor certainty. For
many, nncert ainty is synonymons ,,,ith conipl('xity. This is attrlbutahl('
la rgely to the fact tluit a good part of the practition(,l'~s time is dC\'ot('(l
2

Rope r Orga ni7.ati on. InC' .. The Auwrican Public :llld the Income Tax System

( 1977 ) (co nllui s :;;i on e d hy H&R Block. Inc.)
:I IIe:i rin g"s OIl II.R. 7500 . h('fol'e a Ruueommittp p of thf' COlllmittee on Gon'rnlllP" t 0 nf'rati on ,.; , D2d Cong., ~d Sf'S~., 251 (1972) (statement of 'Villiam .T.
E lIlf' r SOIl ).
I .\ d llrf'HH hy In S ComlllisRiOllPr .Tf'l'Olllt' Kurtz. ElpYf)nth Ge nf'ral Assembl:r of
t h p Intf'r-Am ~rie:lli Cf'utf'l' of Tax Administrators, May 9, 10";7 reprint ed ill,'123.
Cong. Rec. S. R3..J.0 (.:\Iay 23, 1077).
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to counselling Clients and to keeping abreast of developments in the
law.
Uncertainty affects practitioners inse,feral ways in advising clients.
in many instances, a reasonably certain eonclusi~l1l as to th~ tax cOl~se 
quence~ of the client's problem cannot lJ€ d~term1l1e~1, ll?twIt~lstnn~lm~~
diliO'ent and expert research. 1\lore0"er, In certaIn sItuatIons, It IS
neitllel' feasible, nor appropriate to resolve doubts by requesting a
ruling from the Internal Hevenne Service. Nevertheless, it is the professional's responsibility to formulate a reasoned judgment as to the
applicability of the law and. regardless of the amOllnt of information
supplied to the client, it is the practitioner's judgment that, in 1ll0st
instances, will guide and mold the ultimate decision.

3. For legislators and other policymakers
For legislators and other policymakers, tax simplification has an
especially important, yet yarie(~, function. Since they are ~he originators of the revenue laws, legIslators must attempt to deSIgn a tax
system ,vhich effectively and efficiently raises reyenue but recognizes
other competing objectives. Simultaileonsly, considerations of tax
equity and simplicity mllst be reconciled. This task is not accomplished
easily.

4. For the tax administrator
For tax administrators, the emphasis of simp1ication concerns procedural as ,veIl as substantive aspects. 5 Thlol'e particularly, for
the administrator, simplifieation focuses on the management o.f the
tax system, through Treasury Hegulations, Internal Revenue Sel"'ice
rulings, taxpayer assistance. and 011 the processing and auditing of
tax returns together ·with the resolution of conflicts and the sl1peryision of taxpayer complianc0. 6 The successful implementation of
these functions anel responsibilities depends both on the clarity of the
la wand on the availabi1ity of resonrces devoted to its snpervi.;;;ion.
Thus, institutional constraints, as ,yell as statutory ambiguities, may
inhibit the administrator's role in the simplification process. Among:
the institutional constraints are manpmyer and time limitations. the
size of the supelTisory staff, and the volume of returns filed. Implicit
in these restrictions are thE' problems of statutory clarity and interpretation, effective dates of legislation, and taxpayer compliance, including the difficulties engendered by the relative inability to detect a
questionable reporting position taken on a return. These problems,
in turn, compound the complexity faced both by the Service awl by
taxpayers.

5. For the COUI"is
Normally, the courts act as arbitrators of tax liability dispntes bet\Yeen taxpayers and the goyernment. This process necessitates (1) a
determination of the pertinent fact~: (2) a determination of the appropriate rule of law; and, (3) a finding and explanation of ' ''ily
5 See Surrey, Complcxity alld the Internal Revenue Code: The Problelll of tlle
Management of Tax Detail, 3-1 L & Contempt. Prob. 676 (1969),
6 L. H. 'Yrigbt, et al., Comparntiye Conflict Resolution Procedures in T:nation
(1968) ; see also, Report on AdministratiYe Procedures of the Internal Reyenue
Sen"ice, October 1975, to tbe AdministratiYe Conference of the 'United Sta tes
(1976), printed as, S. Doc. :x o. 9-1-266, 94tb Cong., 2d Sess. (1976).
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the facts fulfill or fail to fulfill the prerequisites for liability under
the applicable law.
The probability of complexity increases if courts are faced with
applying statutes that are vague or complex or if adequate statutory
guidance is not provided.
T hus, for the courts, tax simplification concerns ability to understand and apply the statute with a reasonable degree of certainty and
uniformity. For the courts, however, the emphasis on these attributes
of simplicity is especially important because a decision by a court may
have far-reaching precedential consequences affecting a large number
of t axpayers.

'c.

Possible Conflicts Between Simplification and Other Goals

1. In general
Although governments long have sought to implement simplified
revenue-raising systems, a perfect synthesis of equity and simplicity
has rarely, if ever, been achieved. Neyertheless, the goal remains
worth striving for and a fairly assessed and administered income tax
may be the least objectionable way of raising revenue.
A number of standards have been proposed as guides for policymakers seeking to structure a fair and equitable revenue-raising system. Perhaps the most noted of these are Adam Smith's maxims of
t axation. According to Smith, taxes should be equitable, with each
person contributing according to ability; certain, that is, "clear and
plain to contributor and every other person"; convenient as to time of
imposition and payment; and economical, that is, inexpensive to collect, and not unnecessarily demoralizing to taxpayers. Inherent in these
standards are the supplemental requirements of administrability and
adequacy of revenues. 7 Notably, each standard expressly or implicitly
affects t.he concept of simplification. Yet the standards should not be
read as emphasizing simplicity as the dominant objective.
When equally important principles of taxation appear to require
divergent approaches, these conflicts mnst be resolved. Often, the
reconciliation of competing principles or objectives results in the
introduction of complexity and intricate detail into the tax system.
So long as the resultIng compromise preserves, to the maximnm extent
possible. the substance of tax law goals, the encroachment on simplicity
may well be acceptable. The crux of the issue, then, is the degree of
complication acceptable in exchange for the increased realization of
other valued goals.
~10reover, the inherent structure of our income tax makes a certain
level of complexity unavoidable. Thus, many of the complexities of
the income tax law are attributable to the nature of the income tax
itself which is imposed annually on the net incmne of specified taxable
'ltnits at graduated rates. The tax statute must eJaborate 'On each of these
fundamental aspects of taxability, inevitably giving rise to definitional
problems. Initially, it must be determined whether an item constitutes
"income" which is subject to the tax, or whether it constitutes a nontaxable receipt, such as a recovery of capital. In arriving at the tax
base, any applicable deductions or exclusions must be taken into account thereby reducing the gross amount to net income to which the tax
7 A. Smith, An Inquiry Into The Nahre And Cause Of The 'Wealth Of Nations,
bk. 5, ch. 2, pt. 2. For a more complete description of standards by which a
reyenue system could be evaluated, see R. Goode, The Individual Income T3X
12-32 (1976 rev. ed.) ; R. Musgrave, The 'l'heory Of Public Finance (1959);
R. Musgrave & A. Peacock (eds.), Classics In The Theory Of Public Finance
(1958) ; Jacoby, Guideline.<) Of Income Tax R eform For Th e 1960'8, in Panel
Discussions before the Comm. on Ways and l\Ieans, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., 1 Tax:
Revision Compendium 157 (Comm. Print 1959), hereinafter cited as Tax: Revision
Compendium.
(13)
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'lytle applies. Further complexities arise as to each of these determina-

tions because necessary timing rules mnst be provided to implement the
assessment of the tax on an annual basis. These rules relate to the
concept of "realization" for purposes of determining 'Loken income is
taxable and to the payment or accrual of expenses for purposes of
determininO' when deductions are taken into account. Also, they relate
to the conc~pt of "recognition" for purposes of determining when (or
w'h ether) realized income is to be taken into account for tax purposes.
These rulE's must deal with an almost unlimited range of factual circumstances, e.g., the single qnestion of realization of income by socalled "constructive" receipt may arise in a yariety of contexts. In
adclition~ certain complexities are unavoidable in providing necessary
r111es fo r the identification of the proper taxpaYel\ that is, the person
who m11st inclnde an income item and who may take a. deduction.
Fre<luently~ sel ecting the proper taxpayer from m;long the potentially
taxable units calls for making sharp distinctions, which add complexity to the law .
. For bn~in(>~s taxpayers. complexlty in tax: reporting may be increased by differences in the acconnting inrormat ion recmired for fi'nanci[ll reporting: pnrpo~es ~nc1 for tax ~p lll'pO se::::. Fllrthe-r cOlnp1exity'
1S cam'eel by differences in the treatment of ~' ome items for fi:1[lllCinl
re porting allcl tax purposes.
Anoth(' r complicating a ~pe('t for many busi nesses inyolves the> acc1'1wl method of acconntiuQ'. It may he argued that the cash metbod
of accounting for tax pllrpO:~es is lr <:: s complex 1'1 an t he accrual met11o(1.
1-IO\\(',-el" the accrual method of accounting if:: orten necessary 10
clearly reflect income.
,,\Vith the preceding discussion of the basic maxims by which a tax
system may be evaluated and the inherent complexities of an income
tax as background, this portion of the report deals ,,-ith the possible
conflicts between simplification and other goals. s

2. Tax equity and sinzplification
In many instances, fairness may require a certain amount. of complexity. The1'e are two equity principles generally associat.ed with
tax laws, i.e., ",-ertieal equity," pnrsnant to which persons with larger
incomes pay greater amounts of tax, and "horizontal equity." pnrsnant
to ,vhich persons with substantially the same amount of income pay
the same or approximately equivalent amonnts of tax.
.

u. Vertical equity
One of the most ncnte probl f'Ins inherent in arhieying an eqnitable·
~cheme of taxation, and certainly a major contributor to complexity.
is the desire. to differentiate among taxpaye rs according to their respecH\-e abilities to pay.9 This principle of v(>1'tical equity relates to the·
8 :'IIany of the if' S ll PS set forth in this (liscussioll were also raiserl h:v particil"lIlts
in a pnJIPl (1i:;;f'lls:;;ion on ~iU1plifying and re"trllC'tnring" the tnx law )-efnl'P tl]('
Com mittef' Oil "'nys and :'IIealls on .Jnllp. 24. ]flj'i'i, Pond ])i'<;('I/.<lsi()H8 (m tll c Suujc('f
nf T(/,l' Itefn1'l1i. ]/('fo1'c fh(' ('n1lllllittec nil 11'alj8 and JlI(,(/IIS, 94th Cong., 1st
f;es:;;. ] 2;,- ;1fl-l LJnne 24, 1 !Jjl)).
o For a (If'tnil f'rl HlJalysis I)f this (,Ol1('<'pt, 8('(' R. Mnsgrnye, SlI]J1'a, ch. ] - G. The
.Tann:11'Y ]7, lH77 ,}'r!'HsllI'Y stl1(ly. "HIlle]ll'ints I~'ol' Hn:;;i c 'l'ax Reform" no1"p<l thnt
" ... :lltholl~h the F(>dernl tax Ry:;;tem hy nJ1rllal'~(, relateR tnx lmr(lens to in<livi<lnal a hility j'o P:l~'. the tax co(le (loes not r e tIect ally consistellt philosophy about
the ohjediY(,s of the system."
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ability-to-pay principle that individuals ,,,ith larger incomes should
pay a greater amount o·f tax, both in absolute terms and as a percentage
of total income, than do ilidivicluals with lesser amounts of income.
The ability-to-pay principle also for111s the basis for several provi:sions that add complexity to the law. The graduated rate schedules
.are a prime example of the principle. It is easily understood that a flat
rate " 'ould be less complicated for taxpayers to compute. I-Iowever, it
js also clear that a fiat-rate tax disregards the greater ability of high"income individnals to contribute to the cost of government.
Other provisions based primarily on ability-to-pay princip~es are
the separate rate schedules for taxpayers who are single~ marrIed. or
'lmmal'ried heads of households. ,Vhile the actual use of one schedule
instead of another may not affect the complexity of the tax calculation,
the eligibility rules for a partjcnlar schedule may be difficult to under·stand and the fact that several rate schedules are printed in the tax
l'etnrn instructions may be confusing.

~
(

.
;

b. Ilorizontal equity
Legislative changes designed to achieye hOl'izontal equity will sometimes simplify the la IV and sometimes complicate it. For example, if it
is a5s11med that horizontal equity could be advanced by the repeal of
t he special capital gains provisions, repeal of those provisions
would be consistent with both an equity objective and a simplification
objective since these provisions add considerable complexity to the fa x
hnvs. Of course, this general conclusion leaves aside other arguments
related to equity, e.g., that it is inequitable to fully tax inflation-induced gains on property held for a long period of time.
On the other hand, some of the provisions of present law for which
arguments can be made on the basis of horizontal equity add to the
·complexity of the tax laws. One example of the attempt to achieve
horizontal equity in the tax system is the complicated provision gOY,erning income averaging. In certain circumstances, this provision generally allows taxpayers to aggregate the total amowlt of income.
realized over several years and to pay the current year's tax on the
average amount of that total.
The income averaging provisions were designed for taxpilyers who
'h ave fluctuating incomes, and who, as a result of the combination of
t he graduated rate schedules and the allnual accounting period,
would pay a heavier tax on the fluctuating amollnt than on an equal
amount of income spread evenly over the years involyed. Averaging
"is considered to satisfy the prerequisites of horizontal eqnity and
s ~mu1taneonsly is considered consistent with vertical equity object.ives
:Slnce the taxpayer's ability to pay is judged by the average annual
mnOllnt. of income over the averaging period. In general, a taxpayer
who is eligible to average his income is taxed as if the income had been
earned more evenly over the averaginO" period.
In part, the cn,r ryover basis pl'ovisio~s for inherited property were
enacted by the Tax Reform A'c t of 1976 for tax equity reasons. Under
prior law, the appreciation on property transferred from ,a de,c edent
,"as not subject to income tax because the heir's basis in the property
101' determining gain was stepped-up to its value at the decedent's

I,
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death. This was considered to be discrimination against those who sell
their property prior to death ,as compared with those whose property
was not sold until after death. In addition, it was thought that there
was some discrimination between taxpayers who receive property by
gift and those who inherit property since the donor's basis in property
is generally 'carried over to the donee. ,Vhile the carryover basis provisions may ,a dvance tax equity, they add complexity to the tax laws
because, for example, it may be difficult. to ascertain the decedent's
basis in certain property, and a number of basis adjustments must be'
computed for death taxes attributable to appreciation (which are d esigned to mitigate the impact of having both income taxes and death_
taxes imposed on appreciation).
Various comprehensive base-broadening proposals supported by
horizontal equity considerations would provide a type of simplification for some groups. For example, the inclusion of government transfer payments, such as unemployment compensation, in gross income
might simplify the law for legislators and administrators in the se11se
t hat income source distinctions need not be made. In addition, broad
inclusion rules would contribute toward simplification in administrat ion and interpretation. Comprehensive base-broadening could be used:
as a vehicle for overall simplification. However, an all-inclusive rule
for gross income might be VIewed -as contributing to complexity by the
taxpayers affected. For example, taxpayers required to file ret.urns
solely because of the treatment of government transfer payments as
t axable incOlne would hardly consider base-broadening to be a simplication of the tax laws. Thus, certain comprehensive base-broadening
pr oposals to achieve horizontal equity could be viewed as contributingto simplification for some and to complexity for others.
c. Coordination of treatment between taxpayers in conI-mOil-law Stutes and in comnlunity property States

Another source of complexity in the tax law arises out of the
a.ttempt to coordinate the tax treatment of individuals in common law
[lnd in community property States. Because of the basic conceptuul
and t echnical differences between property laws, special rules h ave
been clevised to provide similar Federal tax treatment of individualsunder the two systems. Under the income tax laws, the joint r eturn
r ules have been adopted in response to the differences in State property
laws. Special rules also are necessary under the estate and gift tax laws
to provide greater similarity of tax treatment between residents of
cOll1Jnon-law St,ates and residents of community property States.
, Vhile none of these rules individually are more complex than other
provisions of the tax law~ their intricacy and detail are compoun ded
when they are integrated with the more generally applicable tax rulf's.
The very existence of two separate sets of rules also tends to complicate the tax structure and t o confnse taxpayers who move from one
type of jurisdiction to tlH' other. In certain cases, simplification has
been achieved simply by disrea:arding the community pro p ert~r laws
for tax purposes. An example of this is the rule for indi vldual r etirement accounts that contribution limitations and other rules are to be
determined without regard to community property htws (sec. 408 (g) ) .
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3. Sinzplilication and social or economic incentives under the
tax laws
Another obstacle to tax simplification results from the use of the
tax system to achieve social or economic goals. Essentially the goals
souaht to be accomplished are directed to ends other than revenue
raisina. They are embodied in a variety of measures designed either
to pro~ote or to discourage particular actions. The costs attribut able
to these incentive provisions are commonly referred to as "tax expenditure" costs.
Since the income tax system can be used without establishing new
agencies and tax considerations may significantly affect the decision
of whether to act in a specified manner, the Congress, frequently on
the recommendation of an agency or department, has periodically
sought to accomplish a variety of social and economic objectives
through the tax laws. These objectives include, for example, cap it al
fonnation, economic stimulation, philanthropy, and the preservat ion
of historic structures.
The most recent publication OIl Federal tax expenditures 10 lists
thirteen categories of tax expenditures determined on the basis of
functional categories as reflected in the Federal budget. These functional categories are:
(1 ) National defense;
(2)_International affairs;
(3) Natural resources, environment, and energy;
( 4) Agriculture;
( 5 ) Commerce and transportation;
(6 ) Community and regional development;
(7) Education, training, employment, and social services;
(8 ) Health;
(9 ) Income security;
(10) Veterans benefits and services;
(11) General government;
(12) Revenue sharing and general purpose fiscal assistance; and
(13) Interest.
Inclu~ed ~ithin these functional cat egories are eighty-six separately lIsted Items. The scope and number of the tax expenditures contribute significantly to complexity of the tax laws.
T hese socio-economic provisions of the tax code include special
deductions, credits, or exclusions applicable only to a specific action.
In some instances, these provisions may be combined with p referent ial timing rules. Targeting refinements cont ribute to the complexity of the tax laws by adding what some consider "excessive" statutory detail. l l
What has been considered as overuse of tax incentives has led to the
a.doption of addit ional complex mech anisms to cut back indirectly on
the benefits available t o any p articular t axp ayer. T hese pr ovisions include th e minimum tax iml)Osed on t ax preferences, pref erence offsets
for the m'a ximum tax on earned incomE', various r ecapture rules. and
the "at risk " rules. These provisions add complexity t o the tax laws.
10 Staff of t he J oint Comm. on Taxation. Estimates of Federal Tax E xpendihIres, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977) .
11 For example. see Bittker, T am Reform and Tam Simplification, 29 U. Miami
L. Re-v. 1, 10. (1974).
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4. Provisions designed to cover complex transactions
In formulating tax rules for complex business transactions, it is
?fte!l necessary to adopt co.mplex provisions. Ho".'e:er., comple~ity ~f
mtl'lcate arrangements de,Tlsed by taxpa~-ers to llnnllnlze, or to ell1nlnate, taxes· is not so urgent a concern as is tax complexity at a more
generally applicable leveL12 :Moreover, some transactions are inherent ly complex, even in the absence of any tax considerations~ and,
therefore, probably require the formulatiOli of comprehensive statutes
if they are to be brought "ithin the pnrview of the tax law. 13 For example, it is difficult to conceive of simple tax statutes to deal adequately
,,-ith problems of triangular reorganizations, comlllodity straddles,
retirement plan qualifications, trust transfers, or corporate distributions, redemptions, and liquidations. Easily discernible tax consequences~ or fact patterns, are not the usual characteristics of these
t r unsnctions. The problem is the need for sufficiently detailed, but
broadly applicable statutes that can be applied effectively in complex
cases.
It is often necessary to reach some kind of balance between a gener~lizec1 and a detailed statutOl'Y approach. A generalized provision may
Increase the uncertainty of the tax consequences of complex transactions. On the other hand, a detailed prm-ision dealing with comDlex
transactions may also be very complicated.
In addition, precisely drawn and elaborately detailed statntes may
inacl,-crtently increase the odds of winning the "tax lottery", or
chance that a questionable position IDay not be chaBenged on audit,
by failing to covel' a novel or unanticipated situation which logically
shonld be within the scope of the statute. H
\Yhile imprm-ing statutory language by eliminating technical
phrases ,u nd replacing t hem "ith clear and simple terms certainly is
a goal to be sought, "[tJhis is easier to promise than to deliveT ... " 15
esp ecially ,yhere the language inyoh-ec1 has a technical meaning not
easily translatable into simple terms.
5. Provisions to prevent tax avoidance
Rules dealing with tax evasion or avoidance also contribute to
compJexjty. A number of the provisions under subtitle F of the Internal Revenue Code, relating t o procedure and administration, are
designed to deal with tax a,-oic1ance or evasion. For ex~mple, rules are
12 Sep Surrey, Oomp7exity And The Int ernal Rc'renlle Code: Tile Prob7em Of
The Management Of Tax Detail, 34 L. & Con temp. Probs. 673, 697 (1969).
13 Srr . e.rl., Lowe, Bailouts: Their Role In Corporate Plallwing. 30 Tax L. Rev.

337. 3(;7 (1075); cf. N.Y. State Bar A:;;sociation. Comm ittee on Tax Policy.
A R rprn·t on C01nplr:r it./l ancl the In('ome Tax, 27 Tax L. Rev. 341, 348, 361 (1972).

14 8ee Sl1rre~-. Complea:i tll ({nel 171 e Internal Rel:enue Corlc: The Prob7em of
the jJJonagement Of Tax Detail, 34 L. & Contemp. Prob. 698-699 (1969) ; Blum,
,~imp7ifie({t1on Ot The [i'cclerol InC'()mc Tax Lall;, 10 Tax L. Rev. 239. 246-248
on:;;) ; XY. St. TIar. A:;;ROC. Rf'p. 8I/pm.:1t ~(n
SeC' olso, Chamberlain v. Comm'r .• 207 F. 2d 462 (6th Cir. 1953). where the

appellate c011rt allowed capital g-ains treatment on a preferred RtOCl\: bailout.
'I'be ('ourt noted that the transaction. which admittedly was designed to avoid
taxation at ordinary income rates. fell within a statutory g-ap. and therefore
tIlt> C'lnimed capital g-ains treatment was available. Cong-ress reacted quickly and
l1P!!atiYf'ly to the GllambC7'lain d ecision hy enacting what is now § 306 of the
Infernal Revenue Code. See S. Rep. No. 1622, 83d Con g .. 2d Sess. 46 (l9r54).
15 PanI Simp7ification Of Fcdeml Tax L([108, 20 Cornell L. Q. 286 (1944) ; 8ee
((7so, Blum, 811P1"([, at 243.
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provided for the imposition of civil and criminal fraud penalties,
jeopardy assessments, and transferee liability. In addition other substantive provisions have been added to deal with either specific tax
avoidance 16 situations or the conver.sion 'Of ordinary income into
capital gains.
6. Ooncern for administrative feasibility

Concern for administrative feasibility may complicate the law, both
as to procedural requirements imposed upon taxpayers and in regard
to snpervisory responsibilities imposed upon the Internal Revenue
Service. Administrative rules may also affect third parties as \yell
as taxpayers and the Service, e.g., payors of dividends or interest and
fiduciaries required .to furnish informat.ion. N everthless, administration of the tax laws is an enormonsly important facet of an effective
and equitable revenne system. ,Vithout appropriate administrative
rules, inadequate revenue may be collected, due either to taxpayer
noncompliance or to excessive administrative cost.17 An essentia l
aspect of the tax legislative process must be an evaluation of the
administrative feasibility of the proposed provisions, including an
analysis of the proposaFs projected impact on taxpayers~ on the
Service's ability to implement it, and on its compatibility with other
tax provisions.
Administrative rules may add to the complexity of the tax law·s.
In certain instmlces, structural changes could be ;nade for simplification purposes, e.g., the t\yO separate extended payment provisions
for estate taxes attributable to a closely-held bnsiness (sees. 6166 and
6166A ). However, the vast majority of these rules are essential for the
effective administration of the law and could not be snbstantiallv simplified. j){oreover, the average individual t axpayer rarely h as
contend with the complexity of administrative rules other than the most
basic requirements and the payment of tax. (I-Iowever, it sho uld be
noted that even the average individual taxpayer is faced with lllallY
elections provided under the Code, even though he may not be a\yale
of their existellce. According to a guide to Federal tax elections
published by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
there were approximately 360 possible elections available under the

to

16 These provisions include rules relating to the deductibility of expenses a ttributable to activities not engaged in for profit (sec. 183), losses, expenses, and
interest with respect to transactions between related taxpa yers (sec. 267) , the
di sa llowance of deductions and credits attributa ble to acq uisitions to evade or·
a void income tax (sec. 269), the disallowance of certain en tertainmellt and foreign travel expenses (sec. 274), the disallowance of indirect contributions to
political parties (sec. 276), the disallowance of expenses attributable t o a yacation home (sec. 280A), the treatment of preferred stock dividend bailouts (sec.
306), the treatment of collapsible corporations (sec. 341), the treatment of net
operating loss carryovers of an acquired corporation (sec. 382), the alloca bion of"
income and deductions between related taxpayers (sec. 482), the treatment of
unreasonable accumulations of income by corporations (sec. 531 et seq. ), the
treatment of personal holding companies (sec. 541 et seq.), the treatment of
appreciated property transferred to a trust (sec. 644), the treatment of grantor
trusts (sec 671 et seq.), and the treatment of gain from the sale of depreciable
property between related taxpayers (sec. 1239).
17 See Sneed. 'l' he Crit eria of PccZeral Incolll e Tax POlicy, 17 Stan. L. TIeL ;")G7
(196;) ; Kahn, Compliance And Enforcement Problems, in 2 Tax Revision Com-·
pendium 1467, 1473-1475.
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Code at the end of 1972, many of which were not identified by the
word election.)

7. Revenue loss considerations
In the legislative process, revenue loss considerations will sometimes
dictate the choice of more complicated alternatives. In recent years,
the overall limitations adopted under budget resolutions pursuant to
the Congressional budget procedures have affected choices among
alternative approaches for specific issues. In some cases, the result has
been to target tax incentives more specifically to minimize the revenue
loss. Also, the constraint of revenue losses has been a factor in considering phasein rules for new provisions and phaseouts of benefit
eljgihility for high income taxpayers.

D. Other Factors Contributing to Tax Complexity

1. The Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service
For the average individual, tax complexity relates primarily to the
number and difficulty of tax forms, schedules, and instructions. In
many respects, the complexity of a particular form and of its instructions merely reflects the statutory complexity which the Internal Revenue Service must incorporate in the .forms and instructions. The Service does conduot a continuing review of forms and instructions. In
addition, several other programs are useful in spotting problems
attributable to form design or the instructions. These programs include
the taxpayer service quality review program, the math error detection
program, the unallowable items program, and the taxpayer compliance measurement program.
The Service must exercise discretion as to the frequency with which
rev~sions of forms are made. Annual changes might increase. confUSIOn for taxpayers who prepare their own returns and who typIcally
use a copy of the prior year's return as a guide in preparing the
current year's return. Of cour8e, changes in the form and instructions
are unavoidable when the law is amended.
For tax practitioners and more sophisticated taxpayers, regulations
and rulings also are relevant to complexity. The rulings program tends
to provide ad<:litional certainty and generally has a beneficial impact
upon complexIty of the tax laws.
The regulations also furnish guidance to taxpayers, tax practitioners, and the courts. The interpretations provided in regulations
decrease uncertainty and thereby contribute f avorably to simplification. On the other hanel, the regulations may be difficult to follow
because they tend to provide detailed rules and illustrations. In many
instances, the more complicated regulations reflect the complexity of
a detailed statute or attempt to fill in the gaps of a generalized statute.
Thus, the regulations are often thought of as contributing to simplification by providing certainty and detracting from it by addressing a
multitude of possible situations.
2. Present judicial review system
Under present law, tax litigation may be commenced in the United
States Tax Court, the United States district courts, or the United
States Court ot Claims. These various trial courts may render conflicting or inconsistent decisions. This contributes to complexity
because it may be confusing as to which interpretation is correct. "
Appeals from the Court of Claims are taken by certiorari to the
Supreme Court. Appeals from the Tax Court and the district courts
flrp, taken to the Court of Appeals for the circuit in which the taxpayer
resides. There are eleven circuit courts. Thus, conflicts between cir cuits occur and contribute to uncertaintv. Generallv, review of decisions of the circuit courts is available onlv bv certiorari to the Supreme Court.
. .
(21)
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The Tax Court, more than other courts, is affected by the availabil-·
ity of alternative forums and by the existence of 11 different courts ',
of appeals. Initially, the Tax Court established the practice of following its own rule of law even when the decision was reviewable by
a court of appeals which had adopted a contrary rule. However, in
Jack E. Gol8en,t8 the Tax Conrt annonnced that it would follow the
decision of a court of a,ppeals when the taxpayer's appeal lies to that
conrt. Conc'e ivably, then, the Tax Court could be faced with applying'
11 different rules in similar factual circumstances. 'Vhere a decision
involves more than one taxpayer it may be appealable to more than
one circuit, and hence lead to different results on appeal.
Apart from the effects of the Tax Court's Gol8en rule, the Tax Conrt
makes substantial efforts to provide, at the trial level, for uniformity
of Federal tax law throughont the nation. Each opinion of a judge is
reviewed by the Chief .Judge of the Tax Conrt. If the Chief .Judge concludes that an opinion may conflict with other opinions of the court, .
the Chief Judge may direct that the case can be reviewed by the entire
court (sec. 7460 of the Code). Snch court-reviewed decisions are~ then,
followed by all of the judges in their subsequent cases. Another method
that is used by the Tax Court to make for greater uniformity nation'wide is the practice of having each of the judges preside at calendars
in several parts of the country. This avoids having the ,'iews of any
one judge become the de facto interpretation of the law for any given
region of the nation.
The Committee on Tax Policy of the Tax Section of the New York
State Bar Association has endorsed giving primary jurisdiction in
civil tax cases to the Tax Conrt. 19 In addition, that Tax Section
endorsed the creation of a Court of Tax Appeals that would be
given exclusive jurisdiction to review Tax Court decisions.20 The
principal reason given for giving primary jurisdiction to the Tax
Conrt was to secure more nniformity in decisions. The change recommended. for appellate review was made principally to eliminate the
dela y often occurring under the present system and to achieve more
certainty resnlting from decisional nniformity.
The complexity arising from the present jndicial re,Tiew system generally does not affect the average individual taxpayer. In fact , the Tax
Court small claims procedure largely insulates the average individual
taxpayer from all of these problems. Under the small claims procedure, the proceedings are informal and do not follow technical 1'11les;
of evidence. :Moreover, decisions from the small claims division cannot
be appealed by the taxpayer or the Government (sec. 7463(0)).
3. Dual jurisdiction by governlnental agencies
In certain instances, multiple jurisdiction by two or more gm~ern
mental agencies contributes to complexity of the tax laws. A prime'
exampl e in,'oIYes qualified pension, profit-sharing, and stock bonns
plans, and similar arrangements which are subject to regn1ations written jointly by the Treasury and the D('partI~lent of Labor, and ellIS
10

5-.1: T.O. 742 (1970), afJ'a 445 F.2tl985 (10th Cir.1971).
New York State Bar AssoC'. Report, 8UPra., 3rl2.

20 Report of the Tax Section, New York State Bar A~sociation. to the Commission on Revision of tlle Federal Court Appellate System r i'w II H.earillg~,~
Secolld Phase 1348- 13Gl (1975).
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forced by both agencies subject to rules of the Pension Benefit Guar;anty Corporation. 21
In other cases, tax rules involve certification or approval by an
agency other than the Treasury Department. In other situations,
the tax laws require coordination with these other agencies because
terms are defined by reference to nontax laws. Examples of these
provisions include the coordination of the 'Vork Incentive Credit
with the Department of Labor, the tax treatment of certain ~Ierchant
n1al'ine ships acquired with capital construction funds with the ]Haritime Commission, and low-income housing ta.x provisions with the
Department of IIousing and Urban Development.
These provisions add to complexity because two distinct bodies of
law have to be coordinated and complied with in order to qualify for
tax benefits. In many cases, the dual jurisdiction also results in delay.
:M:any of the provisions which are treated as tax expenditure items
designed to achieve nontax social or economic objectives present a
special kind of complexity to those charged with the administra.tion
of the tax laws. This imposes a burden upon the allocation of available manpower resources by requiring the Service to coordinate efforts
with other agencies, develop the applicable forms, prescribe the
necessary interpretative rules, and make the necessary audit examinations of these items.
21 See sec. 401(a) (12), providing rules for merger or consolidation of plans
(or transfers of plan assets) ; as added by the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974.

III. STATISTICAL INFORMATION RELATING TO TAX
SIMPLIFICATION ISSUES
This section provides statistical information on the individual income tax. The first part describes some general trends in the use and
importance of the individual income tax; the second part discusses
characteristics and trends in the utilization of IRS Forms 1040 and
1040A; and the third part discusses various indicators of taxpayer difficulty with the individual income tax.

A. Trends in Federal Taxation and the Use of the Individual
Income Tax
1. Role of individual incorne tax

Prior to 'Vorld "Val' II, Federal collections for all taxes imposed
were a relatively modest part of the overall level of economic activity.
In 1916, total Federal taxes were 1.1 percent of the Gross National
Product. The financing of "Vorld War I caused Federal taxes to grow
to 5.9 percent of GNP by 1920. Federal taxes declined as a fraction of
GNP to 2.8 percent in 1925, before rising slightly to 3.4 percent in
1930 and to 4.6 percent in 1935. Since 1940, however, Federal taxes
have been a much larger percentage of GNP: for example, 20.7 percent in 1945, 18.2 percent in 1960, and 19.4 percent in 1975. (See
table 1.)
Just as the role of Federal taxes has changed since the inception
of the individual income tax in 1913, so too has the importance of the
individual income tax. Initially, the individual income tax was a
minor source of Federal funds; in 1916, it provided 13.3 percent of all
Federal taxes. By 1930, it rose to 37 percent, but declined to 16-18
percent between 1935 and 1940. Since 1945, however, the individual
income tax has grown in importance as a source of Federal finance:
in 1945 in represented 40.7 percent of all Federal tax collections, and
has stayed at or above 40 percent since then.
This shift toward the individual income tax has also been a shift
away from excise taxes, which represented 41.3 percent of all Federal
tax collections in 1935, but only 5.9 percent in 1975, as well as a shift
from the corporate income tax from 41.6 percent of Federal tax
revenues in 1930 to 14.5 percent in 1975. (See table 1.)
The importance of the individual income tax can also be gauged by
comparing the income tax to total personal income in the economy. The
ratio of income tax to personal income is, in effect, the average effective
tax rate on inchvic1ual income. In 1916 this rate was only 0.2 percent;
in 194:5 it was 11.1 percent; and it has continued in the 10-12 percent
range since the mid 1950's. (See table 1.)
(25)

Table I.-Share of }'ederal Tax Collections by Type for Selected Fiscal Years 1916-75

Fiscal year

1975 ___ _____ ___
1970 _________
]965 __________ _
1960 __________ _
_________ _
1950 __________ _
1945 ____ ___ ____
1940 __________ _
19::;5 __________ _
0 __

t:3
8

1955 ~

1 9~jO __________ _

1925 __________ _
1920 __________ _
]916 __________ _

Indi vidual
inccme tax
as percent
of total
receipts

Corporate
income tax
as pereen t
of total
receipts

43. 6
46. 7
41. 8
44.0
43. 9
39.9
40. 7
17.5
16.0
37. 7
32. 7
NA
13.3

14. 5
16. 9
21. 8
23.2
27. 3
26. 5
36.2
15.4
17.5
41. 6
:) 5. 5
NA
11 . 1

NOTE.- NA : Not available.

Employme nt
(payroll)
tax as
percent
of total
receipts

Estate and
gift tax
as percent
of total
receipts

30. 8
23.4
19. 1
15. 9
12.0
11. 1
7. 6
27.0
___ ___ _____
__ ______ ___
_--' _____
_____ ______
0' _ _

_

_

1.6
1.9
2. :~
1~ 7
1.4
1.8
1. 4

5. 5
6.4
2. 1
4. 2
1.9

_

0_ _ _ _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ _

_

__

0_ _

______

Excise taxes
as perce nt
of total
receipts

Other taxes
as percent
of total
receipts

Total tax
collections
as percent
of GNP

Individual
income tax
as percent
of personal
income

5. 9
8. 1
12. 5
12.6
13.9
19. 1
13.0
29.0
41. 3
18. 6
20.8
14.9
66. 3

3. 7
2. 8
2. 6
2. 5
1.4
1.7
1. 1
5. 7
18. 8
5. 0
6. 8

18. 5
19.7
17.0
18. 3
16.4
13.8
21. 3
6.3
4.6
3.4
2.8
5. 9
1. 1

9.8
11. 3
9. 1.
10. 2
9. 3
7.0
]0.8
1.4
.9
1.5
1.1
NA
.2

~

___ __ ~_- -9:$

Source: 1940-'('5, OMB, Feder~l Government Finances. 1916-35,
U.S. Department of Commerce', Historical Statistics of the United
'State? "
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Nwmbe1' of tax returns filed
As the country has grown in population, so too have the number of
individual income returns filed. Prior to vVodd War II, the individual
income tax was not widely applicable. In 1920, only 7.3 million
returns were filed; this represented 12.6 percent of the prime age
population and 17.6 percent of the Jabor force. By 1945, however, 49.9
million returns were filed, representing 60 percent of the prime age
popUlation and 93 percent of the laboi' force. Since 1945, the
number of returns has kept pace with the size of the labor force,
so that the number of returns filed since 1945 has been between 85 and
93 percent of the labor force. In 1975, 82.2 million returns were filed,
representing 88.6 percent of the labor force.
Of related interest is the difference between the total number of
returns filed and the number of returns filed which were taxable
(i.e., had a tax liability.) Generally, as many as 25 to 30 percent of
the returns filed have been nontaxable.

Table 2.-IndividuaI Income Tax Returns in Relation to
Population, 1915-75

Year

1975 2 ______
1970 3 ______
1965 3 ______
1960 4_~ __ .__
1955 4 ______
1950 4 ______
1945 5 ______
1940 5 ______
1935 5 ______
1930 5 ______
1925 5 ______
1920 5 ______
1915 5 ____ -_

Total
number
of returns
filed
(millions)

Total
number
of taxable
returns
(millions)

82.177
74.280
67. 596
61. 028
58.250
53.060
49.932
14.665
4.575
3. 707
4.171
7.260
.337

61. 753
59.317
53. 701
48.061
44.689
38. 186
42.650
7. 504
2. 110
2.037
2.501
5.518

1

Age 20-64.

2
3
4

From Statistics of Income: 1971.

5

NA

Preliminary Statistics of Income: 1975.
Statistics of Income: 196~.
Statistic3 fJ! Income: 1941.

NA=Not available.
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Total
returns as
percentage
of civilian
labor
force

88.7
89.9
90.8
87.6
89.6
85.3
92. 7
26.4
8.9
7.9
9.2
17.6
.9

Total
returns as
percentage
of
prime
age population 1

70.5
69.0
67.9
64.6
63. 7
60.2
60.0
19.0

NA
5.6

NA

12.6

NA

Taxable
returns as
percent
of all
returns

75. 1
79.9
79.4
78.8
76. 7
72.0
85.4
51. 2
46. 1
55.0
60.0
76.0

NA

B. Trends in Characteristics and Utilization ,:of the Individual:
Income Tax Form

I

,. .

. ,. Since the il).ceptlon of the indivIdual incom~ tax in 1913, the tax form
has gone th~'6ugh six general phases. Dnril?g the first period 1~13-17;
the 104:0 Form and instn~ctions were a four-page form stapled together,
with t)~e. instructions cOl)stitu~.ing one half a page anq. the 104:0 'Form
the·renluinc1er. Page 1 conta'i ned general inr.ol'lpation (name, address;
income, etc.) ; page 2 contained seven separate general deductions, and
page 3 contained the jurat, i.e., signature and statement of belief as to
correchless, etc.
During the second period, 191~~36, the 1040 Form was two pages and
the instructions were two pages. Separate, alphabetically ordered
schedules were on the second page of the 1040, and no additional at-,
tachments were required. During the third period, 1937 to 1960, the
104:0 Form grew to four pages; however, since the t'vo-page form dur-;
ing 1918-36 was on oYersize paper, some of the growth in page lengt.h
represented just a reformating. The instructions remained at two pages
until 1945 when it grew to four pages. The fourth period covers 1948] 960. In 1948, the instructions grew to eight pages, and then to 12 pages
in 1052. to 16 pages in 1954:. and remained at 16 p-agesthrough'1960 . ....
The fifth peribd covers 1961-63. During this period, the 1040 Form
shrank to two .pa.ges, mid the number of schedules on the 1040
declined to just 'itemized deductions and schedule A. It was during
this period (1961-63) that the taxpayer was required to attach additional schedules, as needed, to the 1040 .Form to document the claim,ed
deductions, etc. Also during this period, the instructions grew' to 19
pages.
The sixth period covers 1964 to the present. The 104:0 Form has
remained at two pages (except for 1969 when it shrank to one page)
with no schedules whatsoever on the second page. Instead, various
"parts" are provided to permit the taxpayer to enter totals arrived at
from separate schedules which need to be attached. By 1975 the instructions had grown to 40 pages.
.
This historic:al overview indicates that the 104:0 Form has constantly
been changing, and that the long-term trend has been to make the basic
104:0 Form shorter in terms of page numbers, but to require the taxpayer to affix additional infor,m ation to the 104:0 Form to substantiate
his deductions, etc. There also has been a Tery clear trend in the size of
the instructions: from one page in 1913 to 40 pages in 1976.
(28)
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c.

Indicators of Taxpayer Difficulty with the Income Tax

1. Use of taw return preparer-s
In recent years, concern has been expressed over the large number
of taxpayers ,w ho utilize commercial tax return preparel's to assist in
filling out their individual income tax return. Table;) shows, the percentage of tax returns "'hich were signed by a person other than the
taxpayer. As indicateel, only 18.2 percent of the tax returns in 195-1: were
prepared with outside assistance~ while 48.3 percent of the returns ",yere
signed by a person other than the taxpayer in 1961 and 61.6 percent in
1974. For 1966, 1969, and 1974, the data on persons who used a tax retnrn prepareI' are available by adjusted gross income. It is interesting
to note that lower income groups relied quite heavily on tax return
preparers. For example~ in 1966, 53.7 percent of those with AGI under
$2,500 11sed a tax ]'et11rn prepareI', which rose to 61.3 percent in 1974.
Also of interest is that higher income persons (-those with AGI in excess of $50,000) used 'a tax return prepareI' more than 80 percent of
the time.
Although significantly more than half of all taxpayers use the
services of a tax return prepareI' (commercial return prepareI', accountant. attorney, etc.), while only a small portion actually itemize,
simplification lllay not necessarily alter this situation. To some extent,
going to a tax return specialist is an efficient allocation of the taxpayer's time, for the specialist has already familiarized himself with
the instructions (now over 40 pages), other IRS publications (such
as "Your Federal Income Tax", which was 192 pages for 1976) , and
perhaps the regulations.

Table 3.-Taxpayer Use of Tax Return Preparers 1
[In percent]
1974

Total __________ ~ _____

2

. 1969

3

1966 •

61. 6

52.9

55.7

61. 3
69.3
66.0
59.61
59.3[
54.8
65.3
82.8

43 ..2}
49.2
59. -7

55.7

1961

48.3

5

1954 e

18.2

AGI:

Under $2,500 ________
$2,500 to $4,999 _____
$5,000 to $9,999 _____
$10,000 to $] 4,999 ___
$15,000 to $19,999 ___
$20,000 to $29,999 ___
$30,000 to $49,999 ___
$50,000 and over ____

60. 7

55.0}

47.0

55.0
71. 0
82. 1

68. 7
84.0

NA..

NA

As indicated by signature of person other than taxpayer.
U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Reporting Characteristics, Form 1040 Ta." Y ear 1974 (June 1977), p. 18 .
• 3 U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Reporting Characteristics, Form 1040 Tax Y ear 196.9 (August 1971), p. 17.
4 U.S. TreaRury Department, Internal Revenue Service, R eporting Charact eristics, Form 1040 Tax Y ear 1.966 (October 1968), p. 11.
5 U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Incom e,
Reporting Characteristics of Taxpayers for 1961, p. 11.
.
6 U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, R eporting Character,
istics of Taxpayers Fning Form 1040 for 1954 (May 1956), table 1.
(29)
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Taxpayer er')'or rates
Another indicator of taxpayer difficulty with the individual income tax is the extent to which errors are made in filling out tax forms.
Table 4 shows the percentage of IRS 1040 and 1040A forms which
contained mathematical errors. It should be noted that while the definition. of a math error has generally involved errors in addition,
subtraction, multiplication or division, the expanded use of data processing in the Internal Revenue Service in the early 1960's greatly enhanced the ability of the Service to checK taxpayer arithmetic. On the
other hand, beginning in the 1970's, the definition of a math error was
narrowed by th(;> Service in compliance with court decisions. ",Yith these
caveats in mind, there still ,,'ould appear to be a general np,Yard trend
in the percentage of returns with math errors. From 1953 to 196-1,
returns with math errors gradually rose from about ~.7 percent to about
'4.0 percent. During' the period lr)6fi-6S, er1'or rates grew to just above
'6 percent. Kote that in 1970, it rose to 8.3 percent from 5.0 percent in
1969, perhaps reflecting taxpayer difficulty with the many changes
"made in the Tax Reform Act of H)69. Also, in 1V76, the error rate rose
to 8.8 percent from 4.7 percent in 1975, possibly due to the new general
tax credit, the earned income credit, and the changes in the tax tables.

"Table 4.-Percentage of IRS Form 1040 and 1040A's with Math
Errors
Fiscal
year
Percent error
year
Percent error
1976
_______________________
8.8 Fiscal
1964 _______________________ 4.1
1975 ___ - ___________________ 4.7
1963 _______________________ 4.2
1974 __________________ --___ 6.0
1962 _______________________ 4.3
1973 _______________________ 5.9
1961 _______________________ 4.2
1972 _______________________ 5.2
1960 _______________________ 4.0
1959 _______________________ 3.4
1971 ___ ___________________ 6.3
1970 _______________________ 8.3
1958 _______________________ 3.3
1969 _______________________ 5.0
1957 _______________________ 3.1
1968 _______________________ 6.7
1956 _______________________ 2. 7
1967 _______________________ 6.0
1955 _______________________ 2.3
1954 _______________________ 2.7
1966 _______________________ 5.8
1965 ____"___________________ 6.2
1953 _______________________ 3.2
~

Source: Annual Reports of the Commissioner of the Internal Reyenue Seryice.

Recently, the, IRS has tabulated the kinds of math errors that are
detected when processing returns. Table 5 gives the results of math
' errors detected for processing year 1977 (tax year 1976) as of June.
, 1977. Almost 11 percent of those who used the earned income credit
made an error in computing it: 14 percent of those who used the credit
, on the 1040 F0l111s erred; while 8.7 percent who used the credit on the
1040A Forlll erred. There ,,'as also a sizable error rate by those usingthe general t ax credit. Overall, 3.4 percent of those of those who used
the credit made a mistake; while 2.4 percent of those 1lsing the 1040
Form made a mistake and 6 percent of those using the 1040A Form
erred. .
(30)
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Table 5.-Taxpayer Math Errors-IRS Processing Year 1977 1'
)

Error
percentage onItem

Total

Anityerror
was made in figuring tax liabil- _
_______________________________
1. 67
General tax credit was either not computed or computed incorrectly _______ _ 3.45
Error in computing the earned income
credit _____________________________ _
10. 74
Standard deduction incorrectly computed_
2.46
T axpayer itemized when standard deduction was more beneficiaL ____________ _
.7
Medical deduction incorrectly computed_
1. 37
Overpayment or balance due incorrectly
computed _________________________ _
.66
For tax year 1976.
Source: Internal Revenue Service, Planning and Research.

1

Form
1040

I,

~,

Form~
1040~

(

1. 38

2.38

2.42

6.01

14.05
1. 64

8.73
3. 11

.7
1. 97

NA
NA

.47

.72

...

:.~-
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Ar~a8 ~J Taxpayer/ IRS c01JtrqveTsy at the lJl!pellate le~et~_~.-_

,
The General Accounting Office ( GAO) has been conducting studies
,of tax administration at the"request of the Joint Committee 'on Taxation, including a review of areas relating to possible simplification of
the Code as well as the procedures involved in taxpayer compliance
and' IRrs administrative practices. As par~ of its study, GAO reviewed
the . various tax issues which have generated a significant degree of
c.ontroversy between the IRS and taxpayers at the Service's Appellate
Division level (i.e., those disagreem~nts not resolved at the district
level) .1
~
.
.. .
_
.
:T?~ GAO reviewed the record of settlement activity at the Appellate
-DIVIsIOn for "both docketed and nond6cln~ted cases, classified by major
.legal issues according to the Sel'vice's '~lllliform ·issue list." .2 GAO's
-review coyeI~ec1 I R S data for fiscal veal'S 1972- 1976.
-.
. .
-~-- The eight most significant issues' identified by the GAO at.the IRS
appellate level (cases docketed in the U.S. T ax Court and non docketed
cases combined) '~'ere:
.'
.,..
(1) Compensation fo r services;
(2) Unreported, understated, reconstructed income;
(3) Degree versus nondegree students for scholarship exclusion
purposes;
(4) Support t est for children of divOl'ced parents;
( 5) D efinition of trade or business;
( 6) Travel expenses ( deduction) ;
(7) Education expenses (deduction) ; and
(8) Personal casualty loss (deduction).
I n addition, the GAO identified the f ollowing six issues which
comp rised one percent or more of all docketed cases received: (1)
Dependency exemption (Does an individual, claim ed as a dependent,
qualify?); (2) D ependen cy suppor t (Did the taxpayer contribute
mor e th an one-half of the snpport of a person claimed as a dependent?) ; (3) S ubst ant ia,t.ion of business expenses (Issues concerning the
approximation of deduct ible expen ses under the Coh an rule, allocation of expenses between business and personal, and inadequate records); (4 ) Deduction of employee business expenses (Items subject
to d isp ute concerning nniforllls, tools, meals and lodging, use of personal residence for business purposes, as ,,-('11 as outlay for travel and
entertainment ); (5) Substantiation of deductible gifts (Essentially
an issue involving inadequate r ecords); and (6) S ubstantiation of
J

I
,. -

~.~.;

.

1 Letter R eport t o the .Joint Committee on 'l'axa tion from the Comptroller General , U. S. General Accounting- Office, "Tax I ssues Generating a Significant Level
of Contr oversy" (Report No. GG7- 7S: .Tune 15, 1n77).
2 The " uniform issue list" is the Service's method of describing legal problems
a rising under t he Cod e and for locatin~ subjectR at issue. At the appellate level,
each ca se i s given one iRsue number only, baRed upon the classification by the
docIn't a ttorn py of t h e pri ncipal issu e in controversy. "Docketed" cases are those
which a r e t o be taken f urt h er to th e courts for resolution.
(32)
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medical expenses (Essentially an issue involving inadequate records).
Table 6 displays the relative frequency of the fI bove eight issue.s before the U.S. Tax Conrt, Small Tax Cases in the Tax Conrt, and District Conrt and Court of Claims for fiscal years 1975-76. Unreported,
etc., income issues represented an average of 16 percent of all Tax
Court cases, while travel expenses repre.sented 14 percent of rull Small
Tax cases.

Table 6.-Docketed Court Cases by Major Tax Issue as a Percent
of Total Disposals by Settlement

,

f

Fiscal yearIssue and court

1974

1975

1976

3.25
1. 79
.91

2.87
1. 62
.80

4. 16
1. 21
.56

15.95
5. 15
1. 09

16.84
3. 15
.60

16.28
3.77
.21

.79
4.93
.18

.87
4.92
.20

.82
3.55
0

.79
5.66
0

.67
3.96
0

.69
4.20
.38

3.31
.11
1. 09

3. 11
.91
2.40

2. 71
1. 30
1. 69

6.63
14.96
.91

5.44
16.40
2.40

5. 76
14.50
2.44

.91
2.69
0

.94
2.08
.20

.57
2.42
.18

2.27
.59
.36

1. 27
2.13
.40

1. 74
2.77
.19

(1) Compensation:

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Tax Court ________________________
Small Tax Cases 1 _________________
District Court, Court of Claims _____
Unreported, etc., income:
Tax CourL _______________________
Small Tax Cases 1 _________________
District Court, Court of Claims _____
Degree/nondegree students:
Tax CourL _______________________
Small Tax Cases 1 _________________
District Court, Court of Claims _____
Support test for children of divorced
parents:
Tax Court ________________________
Small Tax Cases 1 _________________
District Court, Court of Claims _____
Definition of trade or business:
Tax CourL _______________________
Small Tax Cases 1 _________________
District Court, Court of Claims _____
Travel expense deduction:
Tax Court ________________________
Small Tax Cases 1 _________________
District Court, Court of Claims _____
Education expense deduction:
Tax CourL _______________________
Small Tax Cases 1 _________________
District Court, Court of Claims _____
Personal casualty loss deduction:
Tax Court ________________________
Small Tax Cases 1 _________________
District Court, Court of Claims _____

1 Cases subject to the small case procedures of the U.S. Tax Court
Sec. 7463 of the Code).

(under
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IV. RECENT TRENDS TOWARD GREATER
COMPLEXITY OF THE INCOME TAX LAWS
A. In General
In recent years, it is said that four general trends which complicate
the tax laws have developed in tax legislation. First, it has been argued
that there is an increasing trend toward using the tax system to
achieve social and economic goals through provisions which are referred to as "tax expenditure" items. 1 Second, credits have been increasingly adopted instead of deductions, exclusions, or exemptions
to achieve economic or social objectives. Third, there has been more
frequent use of indirect methods to limit the extent to which tax
incentives can be used by taxpayers to reduce their income tax liabilities. Fourth\ there has been a growing trend to "fine-tune" or "target"
tax expenditure provisions by adding limitations or qnalification
requirements to ensure that the incentive is available only for the
intended purposes or beneficiaries. It has been said that this trend
often involves the use of "excessive" statutory detai1. 2
In addition~ the frequency with which the Congress has amended
tlw tax laws contributes to complexity. It has been argued that simplification would be served if there were less frequent changes in
the tax laws. 3 Frequent legislation affecting a large number of taxpayers can contribute to complexity because there is some uncertainty
after the passage of tax legislation. In recent years, major tax legislation has been enacted every two or three years. 4 On the other hand,
many significant changes made in recent legislation have simplified
the law. However, it may be argued that the short-term complexities attributable to uncertainty and transitional problems arising
solely from the more frequent enactment of tax legislation outweigh
the long-term beneficial effect of the changes simplifying the tax law.

B. Growth in Tax Expenditures
Consistent estimates of tax expenditures became available in 1967,
and have been subsequently generated annually by the staffs of the
1 For example, see statement of Stanley S. Surrey, Panel Discussions on the
Subject of Tax Reform, Before the Committee on Ways ancl Means, 94th Cong. ,

1st Sess., at 11 (1975).
2 For example, see statement of Boris I. Bittker, Panel Disc1lssions on the Subject of General Tax Reform Before the Committee on Way.~ and Means, 93rd
Cong., 1st Sess., at 121 (1973).
3 For example. see Eustice, Tam Complemity and the Tam Practitioner, 8 Ta x
Adviser 27, 30 (Jan. 1977).
• The Tax Reform Act of 1969; The Revenue Act of 1971 ; the Employee RetirE"ment Income Security Act of 1974; the Tax Reduction Act of 1975; the Tax
Reform Act of 1976; and the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977.
(35)
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Joint Committee on Taxation and U.S. Treasury Department. 5 Evaluation of the trends of such tax expenditures requires that the particular items be added together; however, the estimates of each item's.
associated revenue effect is based on the assumption that there are no
interrelated effects. If a combination of some or all tax expenditures
were to be eliminated, it is likely that there would be indirect, interrelated effects, e.g., if eliminati'On of a business incentive resulted in a
reduction in employment, there might be a reduction in tax collections
from individuals who become unemployed and therefore partially
offset the revenue gain from elimination of the incentive. Thus, adding
the individual tax expenditure estimates together can be misleading.
On the other hand, the mathematical sum of each tax expenditure does
indicate an order of magnitude of the static effects of tax expenditnres
and will be used here as a rough measure of their significance.
Table 7 provides the total individual and corporate tax expendiditnres, their growth rates, and the growth rates of selected economic
va6ables for 1967-1977. From these aggregates, several generalizations are possible: (1) tax expenditures have amounted t'O abont onE}
qnarter of aggregate Federal direct spending, and this relation has
been reasonably stable except for 1977, "\vhen it rose to about one-third;
(2) the growth rate of tax expenditures ha s been variable, but tends
to pattern itself after movements in the general economy ; and (3) tax
expenditures for individuals far exceed those for corporations, althongh this dominance has been declining in the last few years.
" See: Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, U.S. Congress, Estimates oj Fedeml Taw Ewpenditures, October 4, 1972; June 1, 1973; July 8, 1975;
l\larch 15. 1976; Joint Committee on Taxation, U.S. Congress, Estimates oj Federal Taw Ewpenditures, March 15, 1977.

Table 7.-Estimates of Tax Expenditures: 1967-77

Fiscal year

1977 _______________
1976 _______________
1975 _______________
1974 _______________
1973 _______________
1972 _______________
1971 _______________
1970 _______________
1969 ______________
1968 _______________

~

Total tax
expenditures
(billion s)

Tax
expenditures
as percent of
Federal
budget

Percent
individual tax
expenditures

P er cent
corporate tax
expenditures

Growth rate
in tax
expenditures
(percent)

GNP growth
rate
(percent)

Inflation
rate
(percent)

$114.470
298.530
2 92. 865
3 82. 015
4 74. 441
559.810
651. 710
643: 950
646.640
644.140

32.3
25.3
26.0
27.4
28. 1
24.4
23.4
21. 5
24. 7
24.4

76.:4
73. 7
76.:0
76.G
75.2
77.' 7
80.9
85. 5
N'A
NA

23.6
26.3
24.0
23.4
24.8
22.3
19. 1
14.5
NA
NA

16.2
6. 1
13.2
10.2
24.5
15.7
17.7
-5.8
' 5.7
20.7

11. 1
6.2
-1.8
-1.7
5.5
5.7
3.0
-.3
2.6
4.4

6.0
5.8
9. 1
11.0
6.2
3.3
4.3
5.9
5.4
4.2

1

1 Joint Committee on Taxation, E sti'ilwtes of Federal Tax Expcnditures, Mar. 15, 1977, table 1.
2 Joint Committee on Internal R evenue Taxation, Estimates of
Federal Tax Ex penditu1'cs, Mar. 15, 1977, table 1.
3 Joint Committee on Intern al R evenue Taxation, Estimates of
Federal Tax Expenditures, July 8, 1975, table 1.

CIJ
'-l

Unpublished Treasury D epartment t able, calendar year basis.
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue T axation, Estimates of
Federal Tax Expenditures, June 1, 1973, table 1.
6 Joint Committee on Internal R evenue Taxation, Estimates of
Federal Tax Expenditures, Oct. 4, 1972, table 1.
4
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C. Use of Credits
"1. In general
Since 1970, a significant nnmber of credit prOVISlOns have been
enacted. The following table lists the principal credits and their
purposes:
TABLE 8 . -C REDITS ENACTED: 1971-77
Item

I

Act

Purpose

1. Investment credit 1 ____ Revenue Act of 197L Economic stimulus for capital

investment.
2. Work incentive credit _______ do _____________ Employment of welfare recipients.
Participation in political proc3. Contributions to canP.L. 93-625
ess.
didates for public
office.
4. General tax credit _____ Tax Reduction Act Tax reduction for economic
of 1975.
stimulus.
5. Earned income credit _______ do ____________ _ Relief for low-income individuals with children.
6. Purchase of new prin- _____ do ____________ _ Economic stimulus for housing
cipal residence.
industry.
7. Welfare recipienL ___________ do ____________ _ Employment of welfare recipients.
8. Child care credit ______ Tax Reform Act of
Expansion of coverage and
simplification of prior law.
1976.
9. Jobs credit ___________ Tax Reduction and
Reduction in unemployment.
Simplification
Act of 1977.

I

p '
"1 The investment credit ,,-as restored in 1971 after its reveal in 1969. It was
-originally enacted in 1962.

In general, there are two basic reasons for the greater use of tax
credits for achieving vario11s objectives. First, a tax credit generally
provides the same amount of tax benefit for 10"- and middle-income
t axpayers as for high-income taxpayers. By comparison ~ a larger or
llew exemption, exclnsion, or deduction provides a greater benefit to
l1ig-h-income taxpayers nnder the gradnated rate strnctnre because an
lexemption, exclnsion, or deduction rednces tax liability at a taxpayer's
~marginal tax rate (i.e., the bracket in which the last dollar of income
j s taxed).
A second reason for adopting a credit is that the relief or incentive
is avail able to taxpayers who do not itemize deductions, whereas a
deduction would not benefit these taxpayers.

I

'-2. Complicating characteristics of credits
Three 11snal characteristics of creditS' tend to make them inherentlv
more complicated than itemized deductions. First, the compntation of
t he amount of the credit nsnally involves an additional mathematical
s tep in which the amount of the base is multiplied by the percentage
r ate of t he credit. Second, a credit potentially afi'ects a larger number
o f t axpayers than would an itemized d eduction be c au~e a credit can
'be claimed even t hough the t axpayer llses the standard deduction.
Consequently, many more taxpayers h:n-e to maintain records con,cel'ni ng t he expenses with respect to which a cred it is allowed.
"J'hird) becanse most credits a re not refundabl e,. special stack-
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inO' or ordering rules must be provided to determine which of several
cr~dlts available are actually applied against tax liability. These orderina rules require several lines on each of the forms 11sed for claiming a
cr~dit. In addition, rules may also be needed to determine carryback
and carryover amounts for unused credits. These rules must be coordinated with the net operating loss carryback rules because a loss
carryback from a subsequent year will affect the amount of a credit
limitation based on the tax liability for the preceding year.
An additional complicating feature of the credit for contributions to
candidates for political office is that taxpayers have an option between claiming a credit of one-half of a limited amount of the contributions or an itemized dednction for a limited amount of the contribution. As a result, taxpayers who itemize deductions must determine
the relative advantages of claiming a credit or an itemized deduction.
In general, the credits available to individual taxpayers can be
classified in two categories for purposes of considering their impact
on tax complexity. The first category of credits includes business related credits such as the investment tax credit, the 'VIN credit, and
the jobs tax credit. The second category includes individual credits
not related to an active trade or business although they may be related
to a taxpayer's employment. It may be argned that concern over complexity attributable to business-related credits should not be as great
as concern for complexity of the other credits. This argument is basi~
cally founded on the assumption that a taxpayer who is engaged in an
active trade or business will ordinarily obtain professional assistance'
in tax matters and, therefore, will not be as greatly affected by com..:·
plexities. In addition, the business-related credits affect a smaller number of individual taxpayers. However, complexity remains a concern
for small businesses.
In the case of credits available to individual taxpayers, there may
be a greater cause for concern over complexity becaus~ of their effect
on low- and middle-income taxpayers. Credits in this category include
the general tax credit, the earned income credit, the political contributions credit, the child care credit, and, for several taxable years, the'
.
.
new principal residence credit.
It should be noted that the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of
1977 made several changes designed to simplify the application of the
general tax credit. As a result of this 'Act., the general tax credit is built
into the tax table and taxpayers who use the table need not actually
compute it.

D. Indirect Methods of Limiting Preferences

1. In general

.

Since ,the early 196.0'8, a number of provisions have been enacted to
l:imit indirectly ,the amount of tax benefits which a taxpayer may receive under the tax incentive provisions. The principal provisions
added to limit tax preferences .are set forth in the fpllowing table: .

TABLE

9.-INDIRECT J\tlETHODS OF~IMITING PREFEREN9ES: 1962-77

Item

Act

Purpose

1. Depreciation reRevenue Act of
Prevent conversion of ordinary
capture for person1962.
income to capital gain.
al property.
2. Depreciation reRevenue Act of
Do.
capture for real
1964.
property.
. 3. Minimum tax- _____ _ Tax Reform Act of
Limited tax benefit of certain
1969.
preferences.
4. Farm loss recapture _______ do _____________ Prevent conversion of ordinary
income to capital gain.
5. Recapture of write- _____ do ____________ _
Do.
offs for soil and
water conservation
expenditu:res and.
land-clearing costs.
_____ do~ ____________ Limit use of investment in6. Limitation on investment interest.
terest to shelter income.
7. Reduction in amounts _____ clo _____________ Limit benefit of maximum
eligible for maxitax for benefit attributable
mum tax bv tax
to preference.
preferences'
8. At-risk rules ________ _ Tax Reform Act of Limit tax writeoffs to amounts
1976.
invested or at risk.
_____ do _____________ Prevent conversion of ordi9. Recapture from
disposition of oil
nary income to capital gain ..
and gas property.
_____
do
_____________
Prevent
immediate writeQff of
10. Amortization of
construction
construction period interest
period interest
and taxes.
and taxes.
..
_____
do
____________
_
Require production costs to
11. Production costs for
be deducted over income
films and books.
period.
_____ do ____________ _
12. Accrual accounting
Require accrual accounting
for farm
and capitalization of preproduction expenses for cercorporations.
tain farm corporations.

In addition, several of these provisions have been amended t.o
broaden their impact. For example, the real property depreciation recapture rules were expanded in 1969, and in 1976. ~Iajor changes t~the
minimum tax provisions were made in 1976, including the treatment
of "excess" itemized deductions as a tax preference.

2. Complicating characteristics
These provisions complicate the Code in several ways. First, at least
two computations must be made: the basic pre·ference must be COlnputed and then computations must be made for the limiting device.
Sepa;rate forms and instructions are ordinarily required for the latter
computation. Second, many of the techniques to limit the preferences
are not commonly used in the measurement of income and, conse-'
quently, the rules raise many new interpretative problems. Thus, in
terms of both uncertainty and additional records and computations,
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:substantial complexity may be added. As a result, the preference-limiting devices add considerable difliculty in evaluating the tax implications of a proposed transaction.

E. "Fine-Tuning" Tax Expenditures
1. In general
There are generally four different insta:nces when the Congress
.enacts legislation designed to "fine-tune" the tax system. First, the
Congress may pass legIslation designed to tighten up an existing deduction, credit, or exclusion if it believes that there is an unintended
application of the tax benefit of the deduction, credit, or exclusion.
This can occur if a particular situation was neither considered nor
fore seen when the initial legislation was drafted, where there has been
some creative tax planning, 01' a court decision 01' an Internal Revenue
Service ruling is thought to be inconsistent with the policy of the initiallegislation.
Second, the Congress may expand an existing rule to reach cases not
initially covered. This can occur if a particular situation was overlooked when the legislation was originally considered if new situations
develop subsequent to the original action, or a judicial or administrative decision interprets the initial legislation more narrowly than the
Congress desires.
Third. the Congress may pass legislation to clarify an unclear rule.
An unclear rule can exist because of varying judicial 01' administrative
interpretations, or it can arise from the need to provide a rule where
no rules existed before and general tax principles do not provide a
clear rule.
Fourth, the Congress passes tax legislation designed to implement
some new tax policy. As times change, so do the incentives and penalties of the tax system. In enacting this legislation, existing provisions may be "fine-tuned" to cO'llforIn to the new policy.
Many examples of these four cases can be found in tax legislation
e.nacted in recent years that have added to the complexity of the tax
system. Examples of "fine-tnning" legislation include the private
foundation rules enacted in 1969, portions of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974, and the revisions of the DISC provisions in 1976.
2. Complicating characteristics
Several characteristics of "fine-tuning" tax legislation add to complexity. Invariably, "fine-tuning" involves the adoption of special
qualification requirements and limitations to target the provision. In
many cases, "fine-tuning" legislation requires considerable statutory
detail. Another characteristic of fine-tuning legislation is the tendency
to provide transitional rules to protect existing arrangements or to
phase in the impact of the changes. Transitional rules make comprehension of the la w more difficult.

<•• (

v.

ISSUES IN SIMPLIFICATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL
INCOME TAX
A. In General

This portion of the report discusses the princi pa 1 issnes and problems of simplification of specific provisions relating to the individual
income tax. The discussion generally is limited to issuE's and problems
affecting a significant number of individual taxpayers because (1)
more taxpayers are involved. and (2) the effect of complexity on the
voluntary self-assessment system is perceived by many to be greater
for these taxpayers.l
The discussion of issues relating to a specific item covered by the
report is arranged under broad topical categories based on the primary characteristic of the items ,vithin a category, i.e., exclusions,
credits, itemized deductions, etc .
.A number of issues and problems apply generally to a wide range
of possible simplifying changes. The issue of tax equity frequently
arises when considering the possible repeal or restriction of a provision benefiting a particular class of taxpayers. Depending upon the
provision, the equity arguments against repeal or revision may be
made in terms of vertical equity or horizontal equity.
In reviewing existing social and economic incentive provisions under
existing law, the basic issues would appear to be :
(a) What eifect, if any, would continuation, repeal, or revision have
on tax equity?
(b) Does the provision continue to promote desirable social or economic purposes?
(c) Is the tax incentive approach the most efficient method of
achieving the desired objective?
(d) Would there be serious disruption of the economy if the provisions were repealed or significantly modified?
Another problem common to most proposals to simplify the law by
repealing or revising a provision is its efi'eot upon taxpayers who
1 This does not mean there is no neeo to review other arE"aR for simplification
purposeR. For example. a review of other areaR might include the areas of iuRtallment sale reporting and property settlements incident to a diYorce. In addition, simplification through structural changes might be 'achieyed in the income tax treatment of corporations, partnerships. and trusts and estates. In a
broader review for simplification purposes, the areas ('ould include accounting
rules (including differences between tax and financial accounting), inventorY
rules, qualified retirement plans, the treatment of foreign business income (induding the subpart F rules). the Domestic International Rales Corporation
(DISC) rules. devletion and depreciation rules. the carryo,er basis rules, and
the investment tax credit. Such a review could also include 'all of the mechanisms
for limiting tax preferences. P.g., the recapture and at-risk rules. Finally. limitation of the discussion to income tax issues and pr.oblems a~ectingindiyidu.al taxpayers should not be taken as a suggestion ,t hat other taxes, snch as estate and
gift taxes and excise taxes, cannot be simplified.
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have entered into transactions in "reliance" upon the tax incentive
provision. In some cases, a transaction extending' over a period of
several years might not have been economically feasible but for the
tax incentive, e.g., a transaction involving long-term debt which is
eco~101)1i~ally feasible only if interest is deductible. If repeal or revision of a provision is considered, this "reliance" problerri raises issues
as to ,,,hether there should be transitional rules to protect prior transactions. Transitional rules would ordinarily contribute toward
complexity.
If. instead of considering repeal or significant contraction of coverage of a provision. the focus is on structural improvements of a provision for simplification purposes, a number of basic issues are common to all provisions. In general, these issues are:
(a) Are the existing requirements or limitations necessary or appropriate to prevent abuse and excessive or unintended benefits?
(b) Can definitional problems be solved by providing broad statutory guidelines or are detailed statutory guidelines necessary?
(c) Can complex computations be eliminated by combining limitations 01' by substituting an easier computation designed to achieve
rough justice for a more precise method of calculation?

I
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B. Exclusions From Income

1. In general
The Internal Revenue Code begins with a very broad definition of
gross income and then sets forth specific exclusions fron) the general
definition. Thus, ' the general rule provides that, in the absence of
provisions to the contrary, "gross income means all income from whatever source derived" (sec. 61). However, many exclusions have been
provided. Some of these have been provided in the Internal Revenue
Code itself; others have been provided in legislation outside the Code;
and still others are based on judicial authority or administrative pract ice. Those items which are excluded from the gross income of individuals by specific Code provisions include the following:
: 1. Prizes and a wards received in recognition of religious, charitable,
scientific, educational, artistic, literary, or civic achievement (sec. 74
(b».
..
.
.
2. The cost of employer-financed group term life insurance subject
t.o a per-employee ceiling of $50,000 (sec. 79).
3.. Certain life insurance proceeds and employee death benefits (sec.
101).
4. Gifts and inheritances ' (sec; 102).
.
5. Interest on certain State' and local governmental obligations
.
( sec. '103) .
:6. Compensation for injuries or sickness (sec. 104) .
. 7. Amounts received under accident and health ' plans (sec. 105).
8. Contributions by employers to accident and health plans (sec.
106).
9. Rental value of parsonages (sec. 107).
_10. Income from the discharge of indebtedness (sec. I08). .
11. Improvements by a lessee on a lessor's property (sec. 109).
12. Recovery of bad debts, p'r ior taxes, and delinquency amounts _
(sec. ~11).
.
_
13 . .Certain combat pay for members of the Armed Forces (sec. 112) .
14. ,Mustering-out payments for members of the Armed ; Forces
(sec. 113).
.
. 15. Partial exclusion of dividends received by individuals (sec.
116). ' .
:
... -.
.
16.. Scholarships and fellowship grants (sec, 117). '
17. ~Ieals '01' lodging furnished for convenience of employer (sec.
119).
18. Amounts received under qllalifi~d group legal services plans
(sec. 120) .
19. Gain from sale or exchange of residence of individual who has
attained age 65 (sec. 121) .
..
.
.20. Certain reduced uniformed services .retirement pay (sec. 122).
21. Amounts received under insurance contracts for certain living
expenses (sec.' 123 ) . -. '
'.
.
.
'.'
I

.

,
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22. Exclusion for current employer contributions and earnings
under qualified retirement plans (sees. 402 and 403) .
23. Certain income earned abroad by nonresidents or citizens living
abroad (sec. 911).
24. Allowances for certain Federal civilian officers and employees
stationed overseas and Peace Corps volunteers (sec. 912).
25. Certain income from sources within the possessions of the
United States (sec. 931).
A.mong the items specifically excluded from gross income by other
provisions of law are veterans benefits, income transfer or welfare
payments (such as Railroad Retirement benefits, public assistance
benefits, and unemployment benefits) and certain other benefits for
members of the Armed Forces. (By Internal Revenue Service ruling,
social security benefits are also excluded from income.)
A'lso, under judicial decisions and administrative practice (or inaction), certain other items normally referred to as "fringe benefits"
may be excluded from income. These items include benefits such as·
employees' discounts, free airplane travel, and personal use of business
property such as hunting lodges, yachts, etc.
On the basis of estimates for fiscal 1977, the exclusions for individual
taxpayers involving the most revenue (more than $1 billion) were:

I

1. Net exclusion of pension contributions and earnings ________________ $10.020
2. Exclusion of employer contributions for medical insurance premiums
and Inedical care______________________________________________
5.195
3. Exclusion of social 's ecurity benefits______________________________ 4.235
4. Exclusion of unemployment insurance____________________________
2.755
5. Exclusion of interest on general purpose State and local debL______
1.680
6. Exclusion of benefits and allowances to Armed Forces personneL_____ 1. 095

Billions

,. .

Be~ause of the wide variety of exclusions and their diverse origins,
they cannot be categorized precisely according to the reasons for their
existence. However, some exclusions, such as governmental transfer
(or welfare) payments and veterans benefits, have been exempted at
least in part be·cause the exemption is viewed as a more efficient way
of giving the same after-tax benefit to recipients than a system of
making larger taxable payments and then collecting the tax (although
this may not have been the original reason for the exemption). The
exclusion of certain other items may be explained, at least in part, by
valuation difficulties attributable to their relatively small value and
their receipt in kind rather than cash. Among the items which have
been excluded, at least in part, be'cause of their noncash nature and the
inability to measure their value with any degree of precision include
certain employee discounts, meals and lodging furnished for the convenience of an employer, and the income resulting from imputed net
rental income from a home owned and occupied by the taxpayer.2
O~her exclusions have been pr~n:ided because a particu}ar type of economIC benefit has not been tradItIOnally thought of as InCOme. Exam.;
pIes of these exclusions are gifts and inheritances. Another argument
made for these exclusions is that gifts and inheritances are subject to
s~parate estate or gift taxes.
.
..
2 See generally Bittker, A "Comp1·chcns'i'Ve 'l'a.r Base" as a Goal .of tneome To,all
R eform" 80 H a n '. I.J. Rev. 925, 934-8, 94?-50 (1967), for a discussion of many

excluded items, especia lly items which are difficult to measure.
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The exclusions discussed above generally relate to the income tax
treatment of the recipient of cash, services, property rights, and other
benefits. However, at least in some circumstances, it may be argued
that an income tax exclusion is provided to the transferor of appreciated property. Thus, it may be argned that the failure to include in
the donor's income the lllll:ealized appreciation of donated property
("\vhich is not done except in the case of certain transil'l's to a political
organization) could be considered an income tax exclusion, since, in
lnaking a gratnitons transfer, the clonal' bas exercised control and
dominion over the unrealized appreciation and the transfer should be
treated as a "realization" of the appl'eciation.
A substantial nnmber of the exclusions are based upon a desire to
benefit specific types of inclividnal taxpayers or to encourage employers to provide certain types of benefits (such as accident and health
insurance, group legal services, etc.). The exclusion for employer
contributions to qualified retirement plans is one of several incentives
designed to encourage the establishment and maintenance of private
retirement plans.
Another type of exclusion essentially deals with the time for recognition of income. An example of this is the exclusion for income frOlu
eancellation of indebtedness where the taxpayer agrees to make adj ustments to the basis of property.
The partial exclusion of dividends received by individuals is not
only intended to rtduce the double taxation of corporate profits but
also to encourage invest,ment in corporate stock. The exclusion for
interest OIl State and local government ohligations is intend('d to aid
those governments through lower borrowing costs 'which resnlt from
the sp~cial e""empt stat.ns for Federal incolllo tax pUI'poses.
2. Issues involved in the consideration of repeal 01' revisions of

exclusions
In addition to the general issnes arising in connection with the consideration of the r~peal or revision of any special tax provision, a
number of issues particularly related to exclusions from income would
nrise. One issue that may be of great significance in a review of exclusions concerns the impact of change upon funding reqnired to maintain the same level of after-tax b(,lwfits. In general, elimination of
excl11sions wonld affect emplo~'ers and State and local governments.
For employers. changes in the exclnsion rules for unemployment compensation, workmen's comp(,l1sation, social secnrity, qnalified pension
plans. meals and lodgjing: for the cOln-enience of the employer, and inkind fringe bene.fits might increase their compensation expenses if
their employees demand the same ufter-tax benefits. The increased costs
might affect consumers to the extent employers could pass the increases
on in higher prices.
Elimination or cnrtailment of the exclusion for interest on State and
local government obligations would drive up the cost of borrowing of
State and local governments. The additional costs ,,"ould ordinarily
result in an increase in the State and local taxes levied to service the
debt. For this reason. many proposals to eliminate the exclusion have
suggested a Federal snbsidy for the interest rate differential between
taxable obligations and exempt obligations. Under these proposals,
the subsidy level ,,,ould hav(' to be established and some assurance of
the subsidy's continuation ,,,ould have to be provided.

.J..
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~Iost progl~ams which wonld repeal or significantly restrict exclusions could incre,ase the number of individuals required to file tax
returns. III particular, a substantial increase in the number of individual income tax returns could resnlt from any "cOlnprehensive
tax base" proposal pursuant to which governmental transfer payments
would be taxed. Since adoption of sllch a proposal could add some
individuals to the tax rolls~ it conld contribute toward complexity for
affected taxpayers. Of course, the number of individuals added to the
tax rolls would depend upon the filing requirement level reflecting
personal exemptions and the "standard" deduction. On the other hand~
for the Internal Revenue Service, the proposal might contribute
toward simplification in interpreting the law. HOIvever, the additional
returns required to be filed might increase the Service's manpower
needs to ppocess and audit returns (it is possible that some existing
personnel could be merely shifted to this function if major simplification decreased manpower needs for other functions).
The elimination of certain exclusions could result in additional
complexity. For example, valuation of employee discounts and meals
and lodging furnished for the convenience of the employer could be
exceptionally difficult unless there were some ascertainable market
valne for the particular items.
Some exclnsion~, however, are predicated upon satisfaction of complicated or vague qualifications. As a consequence. considerable difficulty results. An example, of this is whether certain stipends are
excludable as scholarshins or fellowships or are taxable as payments
for services. This problpm has been acute in many types of
graduate programs. especially those involving physicians. There are
also a nnmber of areas where limitations on the availability of the
benefit and phaseouts require some mathematical calcul,a tions. Two
arens which involve substantial calculations are the exclusion for
disa1:>ility income and the partial exclusion of the gain from a sale of
a reSIdence by persons age 65 or over.
Some exclusions lnvoh e complexity in tax planning rather than in
return preparation. This complexity may often involve structuring a
transaction f:O that the income qualifies for exclusion. A primary
example of this is structuring a, State or local bond issne so that the
interest is C'lil2:ihle for exclusion from income rather than being taxable
because of tIle rules relating to industrial development bonds-or arbitrage bonds.
T

3. Specific areas of conlplexity
A review of the exclusion provisions for purposes of simplification
indicates that several 1)rovlsions produce an inordinate amonnt of confusion or lit ip:ation. These provisions are the exclusion for scholarships
and fe]]owships, th~ exclusion for an emplovee's contribntions unclt'l' a
qnalified annnity plan, and the exclnsion for foreign sonrce income. 3

u. Scholarships and fellowships
In general~ scholars'h i ps and fellowships nre excluded from gross
income. as arc certain amounts received to cover exnenses for research,
travel, clericn.1 help and equipment. In the case of a non-degree can3 ThE' pro,i Riom; relating" to industrial de,E'lopmE'nt honds and arbitrage bonds
arE' g"pnernl1yconRidered to be complex. They are not desrribed here becauRe th e
~ompJ px i tiCR affect the issuers of th e honds and do not ordinarily affect an individual taxpayer in the preparation of his income tax return.
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didate, an exclusion is available only for np to $300 per month f01"no
more than 36 months and then only if the grantor of the scholarship is
a qualified governmental unit, charity, 01' intel11ational organization.
(Issues concerning the treatment of degree versus nondegl'ee students
are identified as an area of significant controversy in section· III of
the report.)
"Vhile there are few computational complexities or forms problems,
serious definitional problems have arisen. The exclusion for scholarships and fello\'Vship grants has been interpreted to be restricted to
educational grants by relatively disinterested grantors who do not
require any significant consideration from the recipient. 4 The problelll
of determining whether a particular stipend made in an educational
context is a scholarship or is compensation for services has been particularly troublesome in sit nations where the reci pient performs services which are related to his education and which also benefit the
grantor. In addition, some disputes have focused on whether certain
stipends are taxable compensation to the recipient's parent if the
parent is an employee of the grantor (or of a company \'Vhich is related
to the grantor) and the eligibility for stipends is limited to chit·
clren of persons employed by the grantor (or company). Problems
have also arisen with respect to so-called "tuition remission" plans
under \,hich a child of an employee of an educational institution is
charged less tuition than other students.
It could be argued that repeal of this exclusion would eliminate
these controversies without nnduly burdening most recipients, since
they are in very low tax brackets or belm, the taxable level. The Congress could consider using the increased revenue from repeal (estimated to be $250 million for fiscal 1977) for direct Federal spending
on education or for loan guarantee programs. I-ImYe,er, repeal of the
exclusion would have an adverse effect on many private grant-making
organizations that \",ould have to provide larger grants to compensate
for the change in tax treatment.
b. Employee's contributions to annuity
In general, amounts received under an annuity are includible in
income except to the extent that the amounts recei{'ed represent recovery of the annuitant's contributions. This cost recovery normally is
computed by prorating the cost over the expected return, i.e., o,er the
annuitant's life expectancy in the case of an anlluity for life. Hm,e,er,
a special rule provides that, in the ease of annuity payments made nn~
del' a qualified plan to which both the employer and the employee have
made contributions, all amounts received from the annnity are to be
excluded until the e,mployee's contriblltions are recoyerec1, and thereafter the full amount of the anlluity payments is inclndible in income. This rule, howeyer, applies only if the amounts receivable in
the first 3 years after the starting date of the annuity would equal
or exceed the employee ~s contrihntions.
This pro rata exclusion rule il1volyes some relatively complicated
c~mputations. If the employee is regnired to make the" compntations
I~Im~elf (as oppos~d t.o situations w lWl'e this is done by the payor) ,
SIgnIficant compleXIty In preparation of the return results.
, Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741 (1969).
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The Treasury Department's "Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform"
proposed that the law could be simplified by allowing current deductions for the employee's contributions to any contributory qualified
retirement plan, taxing currently the earnings of the plan, and then
taxing in full the annuity payments. (That report is summarized in
section YI.)

c. Earned incolne of citizens working abroad
United States citizens working abroad may exclude up to $15,000 of
earned income (up to $20,000 for employees of United States charitable
organizations) if certain residency or "presence abroad" standards are
met. However~ foreign taxes paid on income eligible for the exclusion
are not allowed as a foreign tax credit a.gainst U.S. income tax; income
derived in addition to the income eligible for exclusion is subject to
U.S. tax at the higher rate brackets which would apply if the excluded
income were also subject to tax; and income earned abroad which is
received outside of the country in which earned in order to avoid tax
in that country is not eligible for exclusion.
The rules which stack the excluded amount of earned income at the
bottom of the taxpayer's rate brackets were proyided (in the Tax
Reform Act of 1976) to avoid giving greater benefits from the exclusion to taxpayers in higher brackets ....<\.J.l exclusion which is stacked at
the top of the taxpayer's rate hrackets~ as other exclusions are stacked,
results merely in omitting the item from the income compntation . However, by stacking the foreign income exclusion at the bottom bracket
two computations of tax are required. First. tax is computed on taxable
income without regard to the exclusion. Then, tax is computed on the
excluded income as if it were the only income earned (and thus taxed
a t the bottom of the taxpayer's rate brackets). The difference between
the two amounts computed represents the income tax imposed before
eredits. Additional complexity is generated by the disallowance of
the credit for foreign taxes paid OIl the excluded income (including
the question of how to "stack" the excluded income for purposes of
the disallowance of foreign taxes).
The complexity of this provision could be substantially reduced
withont any significant substantive change by changing it from an
exclusion to a credit. Thus, if a credit ·were al10wed in an amount
equal to 20 percent of the first $1!),000 of gross income earned abroad
(reduced br the expenses of e<1rning that income), approximately t.he
same benefit could be achieved without the same degree of computation complexity." 5
l

5Th i:-: ChRnge wOlllrl tend to give a somewhRt greater Imefit than present law
t:lxpayer~ ,,'hosE' excludable income earned abroad is significantly less than
~15,OOO per year.
to

c.

Deductions From Gross Income in Computing Adjusted
Gross Income
1. In general
Under present law, certain deductions are allowed to all taxpayers,.
including those who do not itemize deductions. These deductions are
taken into account in computing adjusted gross income and are commonly called "above~the-line" deductions. Most of these deductions
are for expenses incurred in connection with a taxpayer's trade or
business.
Generally these deductions can be placed in the following six
categories:
(1) Deductions attributable to a trade or business carried 011 by
the taxpayer, other than the performance of services by the taxpayer
as an employee.
(2) Certain deductions and losses attributable to investment income or investment property (including the deduction for one-half of'
net long-term capital gain).
(3) Certain trade or business deductions of employees which are(a) reimbursed by the employer;
(b) expenses for travel away from home;
(c) transportation expenses; or
(d) expenses incurred by an outside salesman.
(4) Certain deductions for contributions to qualified retirement.
plans and for lump sum distributions from qualified plans which are·
subject to' a special tax rather than the regular income tax.
(5) The moving expense deduction.
(6) The deduction for alimony payments.
The basic purpose o.f most items in the first three categories is to
allow deductions for the costs incurred in earning income (the most
notable exception being the clpduction for one-half of net long-ter ln
capital gain). Generally, the allowance of these deductions is necessary
to determine the taxpayer's net income. The majority of the items in
these categories are simply the ordinary and necessary expenses incurred in a trade or business. One type of deduction in these three
categories is the deduction for a loss from the. sale or exchange of
property held for the prod uction of income. Another type is the
deductions for expenses attributable to the production of rents or
royalties ..A third type covers penalties imposed because of premature withdrawals of funds from time-savings accounts Or deposits.
Although the three. types of deductions dpscribed abovp do not, strictly
speaking, solely involve expenses of earning income, they reflect some
of the expenses of activities engaged in for profit. (Certain other
expenses incurred in connection with activities engaged in for profit
are deductible as itemized deductions, e.g., investment interest.)
.A. major purpose of some of the above-the-line deductions is to p rovide an incentive for certain socially or economically desirable act ivities. In some cases, the incentive is provided by accelerating tl1e time
(51)
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for claiming a deduction which ordinarily would be allowable at a
later time, or over a longer period. Examples of these are the
provisions dealing with depreciation, and a substantial number
of Code sections which allow certain types of rapid amortization in
lien ()f. deprec!.~tiQ~). , ~Ior,eover, other pro\"isions, allo\V the qlrr;ent
deduction 'of ~ertain Itemswhibh normally li'ill~;£ be':-'capitaliz({d. One
of these is provided under section 174~ which allows a C:llrrent deduction for cert!lin r~searc~l and exp,!rimental, expenditures;' ~,
$ ~ , ....
;:'''Thel~~a:re' also ,incentive provisions which allow, current, geductions
for artldlmts that would othetwise be capitalizecland taken into account
as' ~n'adjustment to basis. upon ''Sale or 'exehange of the property
'Uather than dedllctihg the amounts as depreeiation' or 'a mortization
over the useful , life of the property). An example of .this is the provision which allows a cnrrent deduction for certain land----:-clearing'
exi)enditltres'by farmers tluit wOl1ld normally be added to the basis of
nondeprecia ble land.
'
, The fou'r th category of abmTe-the-line deductions for an individual
'i nvolves certain items relating to pension plans or retirement savings
plans. A primary it,em in this category is the deduction allowed for
cohtdbi.ltions to all individual retirem.ent account" bond. or annuity.
Also~ deductions for a self-employed individual's contributions to a
qualified. retirement plan are in ,t his categOl~y.6 Generally, these deductions are ~provided in order, to encourage retirement savings.
In essence, the moving expense deduction 'reflects two policies: first,
the policy of considering as an employment expense the cost of a substantial relocation to accept a new position and, second, an abjlity-topay concept.
'
T he alimony deduction reflects the fact that the taxpayer's ability
to pay has .beenrednced by alimony paY1l1ents and the fact that the
r ecipien t mustreport alimony as income.
"' , ' , "
2. Issues involved in the consideration of repeal or revision
The most, important i~sues arising luc,.Olinection with 'any simplification proposal which would entail the repeal or significant restric:tioil of mallY aboV'e-tlle-lin~ deductions would be equity issues. These
issnes necessarily ,wonla ' inclnde the ability-to-pay concept, e.g., the
costs of 'ea'rning income should be taken into account becanse net in~on~ gives a better me,asnren:i'ellt of ability to pay than, does gross
Income.
"
.
. An iss~le pertaining to aboye~the-line deductions concerns 'the queshon of ~hy 'Gertail'l. expenses ofearning)nvestment)ncome are treated
as itemized dednctions while others are tre,ateel as above-the-line deductions. This is particularly true, for example, of interest paid to ,carry
illvef)tInents in stocks or interest-bearing securities and of the employee
business expenses which are currently treated as itemized deductions.

3. S pe~ific areas 'of c~~plexity
'
i
a. Moving expenses
,
A deduction for certain expenses of moving to a new prilicipa:l place
of work , j,s allowed to a;Il
. It ··

cmpl~yee

or self-employed individnal who
.

"

o' The other deductions in ':fhis general category 'in'clude a deduction for certain
lump s11m 'distributions which are taxed separately and a deduction aIlo'wed for
s hareholders of subchapter S corporations for forfeitures of excess contributions
\vhich have been included in income by them.
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lncu'rs the 'expenses in cc;mnection with the commencement ~f work at a
'place ~hich is at le.ast.35 miles farther from his for~er resIde1?-ce than
was'lns former prIncIpal .place of work, and who)s, a fl~ll-tIme employee iI). the new general location for at least 39 weeks dUrIng the next
-12'months (7S 'weeks during the next 24,monthsfor self-employed persons) .7 IDednctible moving expenses are the e.xpenses 0,£ t~>ansporting
the' taxpayer and members of his household, as , well a? h~s house~lold
goods and personal effects, from the old to the new resIdence; the c.ost
of meals and lodging en route; the expenses for premove househuntIng
-trips ;-temporary living expenses for up to 30 days at·the new job loca.,.
tion ~ and certain expenses related tO ,the sale or settlement of a lease on
the old residence and the purchase of a new residence· at· tl~en~w job
location. ,I-Iowever, the deduction for premove househunting and temporary living expenses at the ne;w job location cannot exceed $1.500 and
the deduction for qualified expeIlses for the sale, 'Purchase, or lease of a
residence cannot exceed $3,000 (reduced by any deduction claimed for
premove honsehunting or temporary living expenses ). Special rules are
provided for members of the Armed Forces, taxpayers with no former
principal place of work, and certain exceptional cases of involuptary
separation from the new Blnployment.
.
.
These complicated qualifications result from an attempt to distinguish bet,veen the normal, persona.] expense's of moving (or moves
made for personal purposes) and costs related to the product ion of
income from employment at the new principal place of ,work. Since
t.he revenue cost and equity problems may not. permit a substantial .expansion in the type or amo unts of costs allowable as deductions, any
simplification would seem to depend on the repeal of the provisions
or a cutbael{ hI the types of expenditures ' allo wed as deductions.
Since the moving expense deduct ion is allowed only for certain types
of expenses and limits are placed 'on some categories of expense (e.g.,
sale of residence, pre-move expenses and temporary . living expenses),
the ~lovii1g Expense Adjustment Form (Form 3903) is rather complicated. Subst~ntial simplification of the form and computations
'would be p'~ssible if one overl111limit were placed on allowable expen-ses. Hmyeyer, this would mean that the basic cost of moving honsehold
'goods, now allowable in fnll, 'would have to be limited in order to
prevBIlt excessive claims for the currentl y restricted categories. In adclition~ eliiniliatioll of the separate limitations might decrease equity
as between taxpayers who rent t heir"homes and those who mr,n their
h omes. Alternatively, the full cost ~d basic 111m-ing expenses cou)d be
allowed while disallowing some or all of the items which are . currently snbfect'to linlitation, such as expenses incident the sale of the
fqrmer re'sidence.
.
b. Alimony
An above-the.- line deductiOl; is allowed to a taxpayer who 'is divorced
or legally separated for the amount of alimony paid to -the extent
~t is. includible in t he spouse's income, as periodic payinents received
1n dIscharge of a legal obligation or of certain separatioD; agreemen~s .

to
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Any amount received directly or indirectly as a reimbursement of moving
expenses must, be' included in a taxpayer:s gross income as compensation for servlees (sec. 82), but he may offset this income by deducting expenses which would
otherwise qualify as deductible items (sec. 217 ).
7
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No deduction is allowed for child support payments or ,for paylnents
dIscharging a prindpal sum (i.e., a property settlement), except in
certain circumstances in which such payments are to be paid (or may
be paid) over a period of more than 10 years.
As a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the alimony-paid deduction is now an adjustment to gross income and ther~fore available
to taxpayers claiming the standard deduction. There are no important
computational problems, and the form is not complicated by this provision. The most serious complexity in this area involves the distinction between dednctible alimony on the one hand and nondeductible
payments for child support or for the discharge of a principal obligation on the other hand.
Simplification could be achieved by eliminating these distinctions
and treating all payments made by one former spouse to the other as
income to the payee and as a deduction to the payor. However, this
would raise severall equity issues. Since the payor would benefit from
larger alimony deductions and the payee would have greater income y
existin~ agreements would have to be modified or excepted from the
provisions. Also, it appears unfair to treat the payee spouse as a recipient of income for amonnts which are received in payment for her
share of marital property (at least to the extent 'Such amounts do not
exceed basis) 01' for amounts which are properly attributable to the
satisfaction of the payor~s personal obligations to support minor children. Furthermore, allowance of a deduction for child support. payments "'ould, in effect, give the payor spouse a deduction £lor expenses
of raising his children even though these expenses (except for medical
expenses) aTe nondeductible personal expenses for other taxpayers.
Alternatively, simplifioation could be achieved by eliminating these
distinctions and providing that alimony is neither income to the payee
spouse nor deductible to the payor spouse. The. major problem with
this approach ,,"onld be that. it does not take into account the payor's
reduced ability to pay. Another alternative might be to provide that
specified 'm inimum amounts of payments from the payor spouse. to the
payee ISpouse (based on a specified figure per child) won 1d hm'e. to be
treated as nondednctible child snpport. Such an approach might result in some simplification but it fa~ls to take 'i nto account the ,'arying
costs of living in various portions of the country and the different
needs of, and normal standards of living of, different.individuals.

c. Employee business expenses
Employees are allowed "above-the-line" deductions only for certain
specified trade or business expenses. (Some of the employee bnsin('ss
expense items are included in the areas of significant coiltroversv in
se?tion III of the report.) -Peductions are allowed for an employee·s expens('s for transportatIOn and expenses for travel. nlPals~ and
lodging while away from home in connection with his employmrnt.
Employees may deduct other employment-related expenses for which
they are reimbursed by the employer. Outside salesmen Inav deduct.
all trade or business expenses incnrred while a way from the employer~s
place of business.
T~e 'd ednction for employee business ('xp('nses inherently involves
det.aIled record-keeping and. a lengthy form (Form 2106). There are
few computational difficulties, except for the lilll'itations on certain
L
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expenses ,t o the amount of reimbursement, but the definitional com~
plexities are great. For example, the distinction between deduct~
ible transportation expenses and nondeductible commuting ex~
penses can be difficult to administer. vVhile it may not be feasible
or desirable to disallow all employee business deductions, some simplification could be achieved by disallowing deductions for unreimbursed employee business expenses below a floor and by tightening
specific provisions, such as the un reimbursed use of a personal automobile, so that fewer taxpayers would be involved.

d. Entertainment expenses
Generally, entertainment expenses are deductible if they satisfy the
ordinary and necessary standard, certain special requirements (sec.
274(a)), and substantiation rules (sec. 274(d». In the case of a se1£employed individual, the allowable:expenses are treated as above-the~
line deductions. In the case of an employee, the allowable unreimbursed expenses are generally treated as itemized deductions. For convenience the discussion of these expenses is set forth here.
There ,are a numher of definitional problems concerning entertainment expenses that contribute to complexity. For example, the basic
question of whether 'a n entertainment expense is an "ordinary and
necessary" expense incurred in connection wi<tll a 'trade or business can
arise in a multitude of factual circumstances. In addition, the special
rules for entertainment activities contribute to complexity, e.g., the
bona fide business discussion requirement and the quiet business meal
rules (sec. 274). Additional problems arise in connection with the
special rules for entertainment facilities, such as a country club or
hunting lodge, which must be used primarily for the furtherance of
the taxpayer's trade or business. The record-keeping requirements
under the substantiation rules also contribute to complexity.
Another aspect of the deduction for entertainment expenses concerns t.ax evasion ;and the administrative problems faced by the Internal Revenue Service. In fact, the special entertainment nIles and
substantiation rrequirements were enacted in part as a response to
what was perceived to be widespread abuse in claiming deductions.

e. Special problems of small business
For small businessmen, almost all of the above-the-line trade or business expenses may involve some complexity. However, their primary
concern is more frequently related to problems of excessive regulation,
involving paperwork and filing requirements. ",Vhen raised, the problems for above-the-line deductions generally concern the three broad
areas of inventories, depreciation methods, and qualified retirement
plans.
In inventory accounting, the basic problem is preparing and
maintaining adequate records. ",Vhile this problem may be one
for which no relief can be provided, the small businessman may be
precluded from adopting the so-called last-in-first-out (LIFO) method
?f inventory prici~g becau.se of the significantly greater record-keepIng and qualI~catlOn reqUlre~ents. It has sometimes been suggested
that a streamlIned, Jess complIcated LIFO inventory method should
be provided for sman businesses.
In the case of depreciation, it may be argued that the small businessman may not have the sophistication or access to professional as-

's istan'ce t~ "take~! advantage of the special depreciation rules :,pecaus~
'o f ' their complexity. The solutions for ,this'partic,u lar problem may
be extr'en'lely' difficult. For example, the substitution of, a· "cost recovery" system for the depreciation system would ent.ail the adoption
of arbitrary write-off periods for capital purchases. In some cases.
such an appro~ch might actually be detrimental to small business.
e.g., by creatilig unusable net operating loss carrybacks and carryovers.
In the case of qualified pension plans, the small businessman g~ner
ally has to satisfy the same qualification and . reporting requirements
applicable to · the largest corporations in the country. The issuance
of model plans and the preapproval of pattern, master •. and prototype plans by the lllternal Revenue Service simplifies some of the
problems incident to the initial adoption of a plan. However. annual reporting requirements. and the need to obtain an actuarial certification of the funding of benefits under a defined benefit plan, may
impose a cost.1y cOinpliance burden on a small business. One possible
.way ,to alleviat~ these problems for small business would be for the
Service to develop an abbreviated annnal report that · would satisfv
reporting requirements for the Service, the Department of Labor, and.
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. .
.
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1. In general
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D. Itemized Deductions

Generally,"no deductions 'are allowed for personal, living, and family expenses. However, some, personal expenses are deductible as itemized deductions. These include medical expenses, charitable contribut",
tions, nonbusiness casualty losses, personal interest expenses, and certain taxes. Thus, many or the itemized deductions relate to personal
expenses. However, certain investment expenses and employee, busi~
ness expenses are deductible only as itemized deductions.
After computing adjusted gross income~ an individual may deduct
the excess of the sum of certain expenses incurred during the year
over the standard deduction, now called the "zero bracket alllOllnt";
Expenditures 'within this category generally are referred to as itemized
deductioris; they are deductible only to the extent that they exceed
th~ zero bracket amount (formerly the standard deduction). As a
result, individuals frequently are presented with the praCtical necessity of computing the total amount of their potential1y deductible
annual expenditures to determine whether those expenses exceed the
zero bracket amount, and thus whether they should itemize. To make
these calculations, taxpayers must maintain the applicable records for
the taxable year. The existence of intricate rules undlimitations with
respect to the eligibility for and the computation of the various d~
ductions which lllUSt be itemized led the Treasury Department to
report~ in 1973, that itemization of deductions "causes the greatest
complication in the individual tax . . . . " 8
:Many proposals designed to simplify the individual income tax have
focused on these provisions. In particular, changes have been suggested
which would simplify tax return preparation, minimize the need for'
detailed record-keeping, and reduce computational difficulties. The
achievement of these objectives "ould decrease return errors substantially, and thereby eliminate many of the burdens of audit review and
verification currently imposed upon taxpayers and the Intel'nal
Revenue Service.
As noted above, itemized deductions allm,ed to individuals also include certain specified expenditures, incurred incident to employment
or investment activities, which are ordinary and necessary expel~ses fo1"
the production of income. For example, they encompass such exp'ellses
as those incurred for union and professional association dues, jobrelated educational fees, and, in some instances, the cost of ,york
clothes. ~10reover, itemized deductions may include the cost of investment advisory services, subscriptions to financial publications, and tax
planning and return preparation.
. As noted above, individuals who itemize lUay deduct a number of
expenditures
which are not incurred for the proch~ction of inc'
Qme~
.
,;.
'
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The principal items within this category are State and local t.axes~
charitable contributions, interest, medical expenses, and casualty losses.
The rationales or objectives generally cited as underlying particular itemized deductions include: achieving more equitable treatment
of taxpayers by adjustments to reflect relative ability to pay taxes
(deductions for medical eXipenses and casualty losses) ; stimulating or
facilitating taxpayer expenditllres for SOllle social or economic purpose
(deductions for home mortgage interest and property taxes, and for
charitable contributions) ; refining the tax base to better measure taxable income (miscellaneous expense deduction) ; coordination of FederaL State, and local taxation impacts (deduction for State and local
taxes, generally) ; or some combination of these factors. Therefore, to
the extent that particular tax simplification proposals seek to eliminate 'Or reduce the use of itemized deductions, the prop'Osals may prevent the realization of these other objectives.
2. Issues involved "in the consideration of repeal or revision of
itemized deductions
In general, the basic issues previously mentioned concerning tax
equity and the attainment of economic and social goals would arise in
connection with any sim"plification proposal which involves the repeal
or a significant restrictive change of an itemized deduction. The consideratIOn of these issues would also include the possibility of reducing
tax rates from the revenues which would be raised from repealing or
restricting itemized deductions and the illlpact of such a reduction in
attaining tax equity and social or economic goals.
One way to reduce the complexity associated with itemized deductions is to increase the standard deduction. As a result of changes to
the standard deduction (presently called the zero bracket amount)
made by the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977, it is estimated tha,t some 6.7 million returns will shift from itemizing, reducing
the percentage of itemizers from approximately 31 percent to about
24 percent.
A significant limitation on use of an increased standard deduction
( or zero bracket amount) to simplify the preparation of tax returns is
the revenue cost of further increases.
.
An alternative approach could involve redllcing the number of tax'p ayers eligible to claim a particular itemized deduction by adding a
deduction floor, or increasing any existing floor, so that only expenditures above the floor could be deducted. For example, fewer taxpayers would be eligible to itemize medical expenses if the deduction
floor (now 3 percent of the adjusted gross income) were increased. To
the extent that any such decrease in the amonnt of allowable medical
expenses (or other items) would reduce a particular taxpayer's itemized ded uctions below the zero bracket amount, furthe r simplificat ion
would result. However, some taxpayers who currently itemize medical
expenses wonld still he required to keep rec('ipts and make the comp utations in order to determine whether their expenses in a particular
year exccecled t he applicable floo r, eV E' l1 t hongh the year-end computation might show no deductible expenses.
The House Committee on Ways and :Me.ans applied the deductionfloor approach in reaching tentative decisions in late 1974 on tax
reforrn proposals. UncleI' the tentative committee decisions, the medical
expense deduction floor was to be raised from 3 percent to 5 percent,
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the separate deduction for a portion of health insurance premiums was
to be eliminated' as well as the separate I-percent floor for drugs and
medicines, a 3-percent floor to the casualty loss deduction was to be
added, and a $200 floor to the "miscellaneous expense" deduction was
to be added. To offset the increase in tax liability which would result
from these proposed limitations on itemized deductions, it was tentatively decided to add a "simplification deduction" (not to exceed $650)
to be available to taxpayers who would continue to or then be eligible
to benefit from itemizing notwithstanding these modifica~ions. These
tentative decisions were not, however, incorporated in any bill reported
by the committee.
. :
3. Specific areas of complexity

a. Medical expenses
In general, an individual may deduct unreimbursed medical and
dental expenses in excess of 3 percent of adjusted gross income, plus
one-half of medical insurance premiums (up to $150) without regard
to the 3-perce,nt floor. In 1975, medical deductions totaling $11.4 billion
were claimed on approximately 19 million tax returns, or about 75 percent of those filed by itemizers. For fiscal 1977, the total reduction in
revenues attributed to this deduction is estimated at $2.6 billion.
Before an individual who intends to claim a medical expense deduction can determine the amount deductible, he or she is presented with a
"formidable hurdle," 9 a three-step calculation. First, the taxpayer
deducts one..:half of any medical insurance cost up to a maximum of
$150, regardless of the amount of adjusted gross income. Second, the
taxpayer collects and totals all bills for medicine and drugs not compensated by insurance and then determines the amount by which these
exceed one percent of adjusted gross income. Third, the taxpayer then
determines the sum of the excess medicine and drug expenses, the remainder of any medical insurance cost not deductible under the first
step, and the other medical expenses such as physicians' fees and hospital bills not compensated by insurance. The allowable medical deduction equals the excess of this total amount over 3 percent of adjusted gross income plus the medical insurance deduction comlmtecl
under the first step. Any recomputation of a taxpayer's adjusted gross
income on audit would require appropriate adjustments to the medical
expense deduction.
.
Medical expense deductions have been allowed since 1942 on the
rationale that "extraordinary" medical costs-those over a floor designed to exclude predi.ctable, recurring expenses-re:6ect an
economic hardship, beyond the taxpayer's control, which reduces the
ability to pay taxes. The I-percent floor on drugs is intended to serve
as a rough way of excluding from the deduction calculation
ordinary drugstore purchases such as aspirin and bandages. The special rule for insurance premiums has been justified on the ground that
such premiums help even out health expenditures and make it less
likely that such ex'penses can be deducted; consequently, it is argued,
at least part of the cost of premiums should be outside the floor to
avoid creating a disincentive for carrying health insurance. It might
also be argued that, since employer contributions for health insurance
are excludable from income by an employee (sec. 106), the special
9
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itemized deduction treatment for health insurance achieyes some degree of equity between taxpayers who are not fortunate enough to be
covered by an employer-financed program and those who are covered.
However, the special treatnlent provides no equalizing benefit to t'axpayers who do not itemize deductions.
Several proposals have been suggested 'for simplification of the
medic.al expense deduction:
(i) The deduction floor could be raised to a higher percentage of
adjusted gross income, thereby reducing the number of taxpayers
eligible to deduct medical expenses. Assuming the higher percentage
can be justified, this simplification change would be consistent with
the underlying rationale of the floor-to limit the deduction to "extraordinary" medical expenses.
(ii) The separate floor for drugs and medicine, which introduces
cOlnplexity into the deduction computation, could be eliminated. But
in order to continue meeting the purpose of the current floor-barring
the deduction for ordinary items such as headache remedies and cough
drops-the statute should be amended to count medicine and drug
expenses only for prescription drugs. (In 1974, the 'Vays and ~Ieans
Committee tentatively decided to take this approach.) Such a simplification of the medical expense computation could give rise to
some definitional complexity and possible distinctions wit hout a real
difference, e.g., insulin obtainable without a prescription would be
deductible only if prescribed by -a physician.
(iii) The specia.l rule for partial deduction outside the floor for
Inedical insurance premiums could be eliminated to reduce computational problems. In the alternative, the full premium could be -allowed
as a separate deduction entirely outside .the medical expense floor.
However, such an alternative would result in a substantial revenue
loss.
Any sizable reduction in the number of medical expense itemizers
'would lessen the audit burden of the Internal R.evenue Service and
the taxpayer burdens of verifying and substantiating large numbers
of expenditure items. In addition, the volume of audit and litigation
controversies concerning this deduction presumably would be reduced.
Numerous issues (apart from substantiation) have arisen as to the
medical expense deduction, including the deductibility of the following t ypes of expenses: various travel and transportation expenses incident to medical treatment; schooling expenditures for children with
h andicaps or impair ments; domestic help or nursing costs for ill persons ; capital expenditures (such as air conditioners or elevators) for
persons with medical problems; the deductibility of expenditures on
behalf of dependents; and the definition of luedical care expenses (acupuncture, vasectomies, vitamins, birth control pills, etc.).
The 1973 Treasury simplification proposals recOlnmended that medical and casualty losses be aggregated as a single itemized deduction
subj ect to a 5-percent of adjusted gross income floor. The aggregation
could be justified on the grounds that both types of items are extraordinary in nature. This approach would contribute toward simplification by eliminating a separate floor computation for casualty losses.
T he itemized deduction schedule for individuals would be revised by
the elimination of the separate section for casualty losses. However,
many of t he reporting r equirements for the separate casualty loss
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section would merely be shifted to a new section for the aggregate
medical and casualty deduction.

b. Casualty losses
Since the inception of the income tax laws, individuals have been
permitted to deduct losses incurred with regard to personal property
caused by fire, theft, or other casualties, but only to the extent not covered by insurance. A ,further limitation allows such losses only to the
extent they exceed $100 for each occurrence. While these losses do not
necessarily represent out-'Of-pocket expenditures, the deduction is
premised on the theory that the casualty victim must use income to
replace the damaged property, thereby reducing ability to pay taxes
in the same manner as would catastrophe-type medical expenses. The
$100 floor, added to the statute in 1964, serves not only to exclude
predictable, ordinary losses but also to eliminate what might be a
multitude 'Of hard-to-'audit small -claims (e.g., a claim of $35 damage to
shrubbery from ,a rainstorm).
Some 1,765,000 returns for 1975, or about 7 percent of the returns
filed by itemizers, claimed casualty losses aggregating $1.2 billion.
The total reduction in revenues attributable to this deduction has been
estimated at $345 million for fiscal 1977. (The deduction for personal
casualty losses is identified as an issue generating significantcontroversy between section III of the report.)
Under the 1974 tentative decisions of the Ways and Means Committee, there would have been two floors on the casualty loss deduction-$50 per occurrence (reduced from the present $100 limit), plus
a floor of 3 percent of adjusted gross income applicable to the aggregate excess over the per-occurrence limit. "\Vhile this change would
l1ave increased computational complexity for taxpayers who could
still itemize casualty losses, it would have achieved simplification by
reducing the number of taxpayers claiming such deductions. This
change would have eased audit burdens for the Internal Revenue
Service and reduced the significant volume of audit and litigated
disputes over the types of casualties giving rise to deductible losses,
computation of the deductible amount, proof of losses, etc.
c. Miscellaneous expenses
As stated above, itemized deductions include certain employee or
investor expenses incurred in earning income. The allowance of this
deduction, it is argued, creates difficulty for those taxpayers who must
keep track of numerous, relatively small expenditures throughout the
year. The 1974 tentative decision of the Ways and Means Committee
would have placed a $200 floor under the miscellaneous expense deduction. Thus, taxpayers who customarily did not incur expenses of that
size, and who did not expect to incur expenses in the coming year exceeding $200, might have decided not to bother keeping records during
the year or computing the amolmt for purposes of the tax return.
Also, the floor would have relieved audit verification and substantiation burdens for individuals claiming smal1 amounts for such
expen~es.

d. State and local gasoline taxes
Under present Jaw, a taxpayer's itemized u~ductions include State
and local taxes imposed on gasoline, diesel fuel, and other motor fuels
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which are use~l f or nonbusiness purposes. The taxpayer may 'rely on
records to establish the exact amount of such tax expenditures or m,ay
calculate'the amount deductible from tables printed in the tax. return
jnstructions.
"
.
This dedu~tion was claimed on ahout 26,500,000 returns' for 1973,
or -approximately 95 percent of the returns filed by itemizers. The
aggregat~ of the amounts deduct~d was $2.8 billion. The total reduction in tax r~v~enues attributable to this deduction is estimated 'a,t $699
. .
InilliQn for fj.sca11977.
The Servjce has prescribed t ables for determining the deductible
amount has~d on:mileage and the rate of tax. Although the determinat ion of mileage may involve record-keeping and present difficult audit
problems, the' actual calculation of the deduction from the tables would
not semn unduly complicated for most taxpayers. By contrast, use of
t he sales t ax deduction table requires more comput ational complexity
for taxpayers with gross income above $20,000. Reason$ other than
s implification also have been suggested for elimination of the gasoline
t ax deduction. In 1974, the Ways and Means Committee tentatively
decided to eliminate this deduction, as well as deductions for certain
.other miscellaneous taxes. The NatiIOnal Energy Act (H.R. 8444), as
p assed by the House of Representatives on August 5, 1977, also
would repeal the gasoline tax deduction (based in part on e·n ergy conservation reasons) .
e. Charitable contributions
Within cert.ain limitations, an individual may deduct contributions
of cash or properly to qualified charities. The charitable deduction,
allowed since 1917, serves as an incentive for charitable giving. The
deduction has been said to be justified because cha.ritable activity relieves the burdens of government and, since charitable contributions
do not represent revenue used fur personal consumption or increasing
personal wealth, they should be excluded from the tax base.
On some 24,635,000 returns for 1975, or about 95 percent of the
returns filed by itemizers, deductions for charitable contributions
amounting to $15.4 billion were claimed. The total reduction in revenues attributable to tJhis deduction for individua1ls has been estimated
:at $5.44 billion for fiscal 1977. .
Some of the complexity factors cited to justify eliminating or
~urtailing use of other itemized deductions would n,ppear applicable
t o the eharitable contributions deduction as well. The availability of
t he deduction to all itemizers, without a limiting percentage or dollar
floor, reqnires taxpayers to maintain careful records throughout the
y ear of all gifts, regardless of size. In the case of cash contributions
(not paid by check) to religious institutions or to groups soliciting
d oor-to-door , however, taxpayers may often neglect to obtain receipts
or keep track of amounts given. Consequently, in preparing their ret urns the donors may either forego or overlook deductions to which
t hey are e.ntitled or may estimate the total amounts. Valuation difficulties frequently occur with respect to cont ributions which entitle the
donor to some privilege or benefit, such as payments for f und-raisinO'
-entertainment events, and with respect to contribu ti'Ons of property,
such as gifts of used clothing or appliances to community groups. On
audit, t.he taxpayer may face significant substantiation burdens.
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In "Tax Reform Studies and Proposals" published in February
1969 (developed under the Johnson administration), the Department of the Treasury recommended adoption of a deduction floor of
3 percent of adjusted gross income, with any excess deductible whether
the taxpayer utilized the standard deduction or itemized other deductions. This change was intended to maintain the existing tax
incentive for more than routine private giving, while achieving simplification by reducing the number of taxpayers claiming the
deduction and requiring auditing. However, neither the "Tax Reform
Studies and Proposals" nor the Treasury's 1973 "Proposals for Tax
Change" proposed 'a charitable deduotion floor.
The charitable deduction provisions have given rise to numerous
audit and litigation controversies, even with respect to cash contributions (e.g., issues as to the deductible amount of payments to a
charity, qualified donees, form of contribution, percentage limitations,
and substantiation). The statutory and regulatory provisions relating to nontrust gifts 'Of appreciated property are among t.he most
intricate in the Code.
Considerable complexities may be involved in the determination of
the amount deductible for charitable contributions of property. The
general rule is that the amount deductible is the fair market value
on the date of contribution. However, special rules in some cases (most
cases for individual contributors) require that the value of the property be reduced by any amount which would be treated as ordinary
income if the property were sold on the du/te of contribution. Also,
in the case of some property contributed to private found.ations, the
amourit of ·the contribution may have to be reduced by a portion of
the appreciation which would be treated as capital gains. The amount
deductible depends upon (1) the classification of the property as ordinary income property or as capital gain property, - (2) the st atus of
the donee as either a public charity, a private operating ·foundation,
or a privat~ nonopB:!'. ating foundation which will "pass through" the
contribution within a specified time; (3) the status of the donor (since
corporations ~re, in some cases, entitled to more favorable treatment
than indiVidu'a ls), and (4) if tangible personal property is contributed, whether the donee organization will use the property directly
in connection with its exempt function. The percentage-of-income limitations and the carryover rules increase the complexity of the
provision.
The rules applicable to contributions of appreciated property were
adopted as part of the Tax Reform Act 'of 1969, to preclude the possibi1lity that a donor could obtain a greater benefit financially from
giving away property rather than selling it. It is' arguable that the
same objectiye could have been met by adoption of a far simpler rule
which would limit the deduction for appreciated property tlo the
lower of the property's adjusted basis or its fair market value.
Among the rules designed to prevent abuse of the charitable contributions deductions are certain percentage-of-income limitations.
There is one overall percentage limitation and two special limitations.
One of these special limitations involves contributions to private
fonndations, and the other involves contributions of appreciated property. Although these limitations do not apply to many taxpayers, when
they do apply the intel~action can result in substantial complexity.
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E. Tax Credits

1. In general
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There are several major categories of credits against income t~x
liability. One category inC'ludes credits to reflect prepayments lof Income tax. This category includes the credit for income tax withheld
from wages (sec. 31 (a)") and the credit for tax withheld at the source
on certain pay,lnents to nonresident aliens (sec. 32). A second category includes credits used to refund overpayments 'of taxes other
than income taxes. This category includes the credit for the overpayment of an employee's social security taxes (sec. 31 (b» and the
credit of overpayments of excise taxes on gasoline and other fuel
which has been used for an exempt purpose (or for off-highway purposes, with respect to which the special fuels tax applies at a reduced
rate). These two categories of credit are fully refundable to the taxpayer, i.e., they Inay be claimed even if they exceed the taxpayer's
income tax Eability.
A third category consists of the credit for the income tax imposed on foreign source income by foreign countries or the Possessions.
The purpose of the credit is to eliminate taxation of income by two
countries.
A fourth category consists of credits designed as incentives to
achieve certain social and economic objectives. This Icategory includes
the general tax credit (added in 1975 for economic stimulation), the
investment tax credit, the jobs ,t ax credit, the work incentive credit,
the earned income credit, the child care credit, the credit for the
elderly, and the credit for 'c ontributions to political candidates. Except for the earnecl income creclit, these credits are nonrefundable, i.e.,
they cannot exceed the income tax Jiability of the taxpayer. The investment credit and the work incentive credit are further limited to a
portion of the taxpayer's tax liability. Carryback and carryover rules
are pI'ovided for some credits which are unused as a result of the
limitations.
The credits in this last category are more diverse than any other
category. ~fost of the credits added in the last 10 years have been in
this category.
2. Issues involved in repeal or revision
The credits for tax prepayments are necessary for the accurate
computation of the unpaid tax liability. As a result, they cannot be
eliminated.
The possible repeal of the credits designed to re:fund overpayments
of nonincome taxes raises fundmnental questions concerning the rationale for treating these amounts as overpayments. In the case of
(64)
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the credit for excess FICA tax withheld for an employee with more
than one employer, the basic issue concerns the maximum annnal FICA
tax to be paid by an employee. Since FICA benefits are not increased
by excess contributions, imposing a greater tax on an employee who
earns, in the aggregate, lTIOre than the maximum wage base from two
or more sources than that which is imposed on an employee who carns
the same amount from a single employer raises serious questions of
horizontal equity. In the absence of a viable alternative through which
the tax treatment accorded to such similarly situated taxpayers could
be equated, eqnity considerations would preclnde the repeal of this
type of credit.
The credit for excise taxes for nonta.xable (or partially taxable)
llses of gasoline and other special fuels is based on the rationale that
these taxes are lIser charges. Since the funds raised by these taxes are
earmarked for the construction of highways, the consumption of a
taxable fuel in a nonhighway lIse should not be taxed because no
benefit is derived from the usc of highways. In substance, the issue in
repealing this credit involves equity consideration because of the
benefit rationale underlying the tax. Another issue concerning this
credit involves the effect, if any, that the refund of the fuels taxes for
exempt purposes has on energy conservation. This issue would involve
a review of all of the underlying exemptions for which a credit is allowed, e.g., fanning uses, local transit uses, etc. In this context, the
nontaxable uses affecting the average taxpayer could be separated
from trade or business nontaxable llses. In the case of the average taxpayer: the nontaxable uses most often involved are fuels consumed by
lawn mowers and recreational boats. In the typical case, the amounts
of credit involved for these uses are insignificant. Thus, a strong simplification argument can be made for eliminating the credit for these
uses.
For both the excess FICA credit and the excise tax credit, another
issue is whether the use of credits under the income tax system is the
most efficient way of providing refunds for overpayments. Dnder
present law, a separate clailn for refund for the fnel taxes can be
made in the case of (1) farm nse, (2) governmental units or taxexempt organizations, or (3) where the amonnts exceed $1,000 during
the first three-quarters of a taxpayer's taxable year. Otherwise, a
credit must be claimed on the income tax return. But for these restrictions, the number of claims filed for small amounts would be substantially increased. In the case of excess FICA payments, providing an
alternative means of claiming a refund would also increase the paperwork involved.
The complexity of the foreigri tax credit is attributable to (1) the
option to credit or deduct foreign taxes, (2) the limitation of the
credit to the amount of D.S. tax on foreign income, (3) the source
rules, (4) limitations on the type of creditable taxes, (5) carryover
prov:jsiolls, and (G) other limitations. In considering repeal of the
for~lgn tax credit, the basic issues would involve equity, foreign
polIcy and trade questions. The equity considerations basically involve potential double taxation of the same income.
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The complexities of the foreign tax credit do not directly affect
most taxpayers in the preparation of their returns but rather affect a
small class of taxpayers.10
The credits designed to provide social and economic incentives raise
the basic issues concerning equity and economic and social objectives.
However, a number of equity issues are unique to the credit provisions. First, an argument is made that a credit is more equitable than
a deduction because the same tax benefit is provided for all taxpayers
regardless of amount of income, while a deduction provides greater
benefits to upper income taxpayers due to the graduated rate schedules.
Second, an argument is made that a credit for social and economic purposes is more equitable (and efficient) because it is available to all taxpayers including those who do not itemize deductions. The contrary
argument in the case of an item with wide application is that progressivity should be a function of the rate schedule, and i.f the item truly
represents a reduction in ability to pay, a credit instead of a deduction
unfairly increases progressivity. In addition, the desirability of using
income tax credits, like using deductions or exclusions, depends on a
resolution of the basic issue of whether it is more appropriate to use
the tax system or direct appropriations to provide financial aid or
incentives for certain purposes. In this regard, the principal questions
relate to efficiency, the necessity for periodic review of the effects of
incentives, and jurisdiction of the various Congressional committees.
(Since the earned income credit is refundable , the interrelationship
of tax credits and the appropriations system is of greater significance
for this credit.)
The credits which cause complexity for the average taxpayer are
in this social and economic incentive category. While the general tax
credit h as now been built into the tax tables thereby removing
it as a concern for almost all taxpayers, the credits for earned income,
the elderly, child care, and political contributions, along with the expired new home tax credit, are major causes of taxpayer confusion and
tax return error. Any or all of these credits could be repealed, but
only at the cost of reversing a policy decision to favor the affected
groups. Several credits could be simplified either by removing limits
or restrictions which limit the revenue cost of the provisions or by
eliminating refinements which fine-tune the provisions but increas'e
complexity.
3. Specific areas of complexity
a. Earned income credit
Low-income families are eligible for a refundable credit equal to 10
percent of the first $4,000 earned income, with a phaseout for families with incomes between $4,000 mid $8,000. Generally, the purposes
of the earned income credit are to eliminate economic adnlntages taxfree welfare may have over lmv-paid work and to provide relief for
The individuals who are directly affected by the foreign tax credit are, for
most p~rt, individuals employed abroad who are eligible to exclude a portIon of the Income earned abroad from income subject to United States tax. For
these jndivduals, calculations of the allowable foreign tax credit may present
some computation difficulties because the income exclusion provision requires
that the portion of the foreign taxes attributable to excluded income not be
treated as creditable taxes.
10
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socin,l security taxes imposed on the wages of low-incom~ families.
The phaseout is designed to restrict the benefits o"f the credIt to those
taxpayers who need relief the most.
.
.
For taxpayers with income of $4,000 or less, the earned Income
credit is computed by multiplying earned income by 10 percent. For
taxpayers with earned income or adjusted gross illc~nne between $4,000
and $8,000, the credit is computed by subtracting from $400 the product of 10 percent of the excess of either earned income or adjusted
OTOSS income (whichever is greater), over $4,000. This credit was intended to improvc the financial position of lower income working
families, especially vis-a-vis families on welfare. It also is seen by
some as a means of alleviating the burden of payroll taxes in this income range.
One way to simplify the earned income credit with only minor modification to its basic structure would be to have it determined on
amounts which already are listed on the individual income tax return, i.e., "earned income" is not separately shown on the return. If
this were done, the credit would be easier to compute, and the Service
could treat errors in computing it and failure to claim it as math
errors. Another way to simplify the credit would be to link the phaseout to earned incOlne or to adjusted gross income but not to both.
b. Credit for the elderly
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 converted the former retirement
income credit into a credit for the elderly. The new credit is much
less complex than its predecessor, which originally was intended to
treat taxpayers who received little or no social security benefits about
the same as those receiving tax-exempt social security benefits. The
former credit was very complex because it was patterned after the
requirements of the social security law.
The new credit is more generally available t o taxpayers age 65 or
over, who arc allmvecl a credit of 15 percent of a limited amount of
their income reduced by social security benefits an d certain other taxexempt income. The income limits are $2,500 for single t axpayers and
$3,750 for joint returns where both spouses are age 65 or older. The
credit is phased out for single taxpayers with adjusted gross income
between $7,500 an d $12,500 and for married taxpayers with adjusted
gross income behveen $10,000 and $15,000 ($17,500 if both spouses are
age 65 or over). Thus the credit is available for all taxpayers age 65
or over, regardless of t he type of income they receive. I-Iowever, that
eligible income mnst be reduced by the amount of social security benefits and certain other tax-exempt income received. The credit is phased
out for higher-income taxpayers. The phase-out focuses relief on lowand middle-income taxpayers.
Taxpayers under age 65 who are retirees under a public retirement
system also were eligible for the former retirement income credit, but
only for income from a qualified governmental retirement system. Under the new credit, they remain eligible for a somewhat simplified version of the former credit until they reach age 65. This provision
requires the reduction of eligible income by the amount of earned
income received over a floor amount. An election between this credit
and the credit for t he elderly over age 65 must be Im ude in the case 'Of
joint returns with one spouse under age 65 and one age 65 or over.
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The repeal of this credit f or taxpayers under age 65 would simplify
the law. However, tax equity issues would arise, i.e., goyernment employees who retire before age 65 should be given the same treatment as
private sector employees who retire at age 65 or over.

c. Credit for household and dependent care services
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 replaced the itemized deduction for
household and dependent care expenses with a nonrefundable tax
credit. The credit is allowed for 20 percent of expenses paid for the
care of either a child under age 15 or an incapacitated dependent
spouse, in order to enable the taxpayer to work. The credit is allowed
for expenses up to a maximum of $2,000 for one dependent or $4,000
for two or more dependents. This amount, however, may not exceed
the earnings of the spouse earning the lesser amount. This limitation
reflects the fact that child care expenses are ordinarily incurred to
enable the second earner in a family to be gainfully employed. A special rule is provided for a spouse who is a full-time student.
The computational requirements of this provision are less burdensome than they were under prior law, although records of expenses
must still be maintained and a separate tax form filed. There still are
difficulties with some of the definitional requirements. vVhile some
argue that this provision could be repealed on the theory tha.t childcare costs are merely personal consumption items and no more a cost
of producing income than are such nondeductible items as commuting
expenses, this credit is widely seen as a method of reducing the tax
burden of two earner and single parent families.

d. Credit for political contributions
A nonrefundable 50-percent credit is allowed for contributions made
by individuals to political candidates for nomination or election to any
Federal, State, or 10caI public elective office, to politieal parties, or to
newsletter funds of public officials. The credit is limited to $25 ($50
in the case of joint returns) and is allowed only if the contribution is
verified. In lieu of the credit for one-half of his political contribution
of up to $50, an individual may elect to take an itemized deduction for
contributions of up to $100 ($200 for joint returns).
The computation of the political credit is relatively simple, and the
only administrative problem is verification that the contribution went
to an eligible recipient. The election between a credit la nd an itemized
deduction, however, 'is confusing to taxpayers. Repeal of the deduction
would elimina.te this complexity.

F. Capital Gains and Losses

1. Intr'oduction
In considering the treatment of capital gains and losses, the following discussion emphasizes simplification issues. If repeal ?f these provisions were considered, a number of other important Issues would
arise-including the effect on capital formation and mobility, the
effect of inflation on gains, the problem of applying graduated tax
rates to realized gains "bunched" in a single taxable year, the possibility of integrating the corporate and individual income taxes. 'Vith
its emphasis on simplification, this report is not intended to provide
definitive answers to these other important tax policy questions. Some
of the related issues are discussed for the purpose of describing the
complexity that might result from possible solutions. The discussion
should not be taken 'Us a recommendation for or against repeal of capital gains treatment or for solutions for the various problems which
would arise if it were repealed.

2. Present law
Gain or loss from the sale or exchange of certain types of property
is treated differently than income from services, sales of property held
for sale in the normal course of business, and other routine activities.
In general, .long-term capital gains are taxed at a lower rate than
other types of income. In the case of individuals, the tax is the
lesser of (1) the regular tax on one-half of such gains, or (2) an alternative tax of 25 percent for the first $50,000 in gains for a year and
the regular rate on one-half of gains in excess of that amount. In the
case of corporations, the tax is the lesser of 30 percent of the gains or the
regular corporate tax (presently the rates range from 20 percent to
48 percent) .
The precise reasons for treating capital gain or loss differently than
other gain, loss, or income are not always made clear in the legislative
history. However, the traditional arguments in favor of a different
treatment include the following: (1) the sale or exchange of a capital
asset usually involves only a change in the form of the taxpayer's investment; (2) gain or loss essentially is a reflection of the price structure (i.e., gain really represents the effects of inflation and therefore is
illusory); (3) generally, gain which has accrued over a substantial
time period should not be subjected to the progressive tax rates in the
year in which it is realized because a greater tax will tend to immobilize capital. Additional arguments are made in favor of different
treatment for capital gains. One of these arguments is that different
treatment should be provided for capital gains as an incentive for
risk -taking investment.
The type of property which may give rise to capital gain or loss is
referred to as a "capital asset" which is defined to include all classes of
property that are not specifically excluded. Under these provisions, the
(69)
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Jollowing- items are not treated. as c~pital assets: (1) inventory, stock
-In trade, and property held pnmanly for sale to customers; (2) depreciable property and real property used in a trade or business; (3)
''Copyright, literary, or similar property held by its creator, or by h is
t ransferee in a tax-free transaction; (4) accounts or notes receivable
acquired in a trade or business; (5) certain governmental obligations;
and (G) government publications received without charge or at a
reduced price.
D nder special rules, ca;pital gains treatment is also extended to sales
'Or exchanges of certain other p roperty. These special rules extend capital gains treatment to: (1) depreciable and real property used in a
-trade or business; (2) timber, coal, or domestic iron ore; and (3) cer.tain breeding livestock (sec. 1231) . On the other hand, many provisions
\Cleny capital gains t reatment for certain transactions or recapture a
portion of a gain as ordinary income. These provisions include the
special rules for sales and exchanges of depreciable property between
related taxpayers (sec. 1239) and the depreciation recapture rules
(sees. 1245 and 1250). In addition, there are a number of income characterization provisions designed to prevent the conversion of ordinary
income into capital gains (e.g., secs. 306, 341, 1232).
In general, gain or loss from the sale or exchange of a capital asset
1S"capital gain" that may qualify for special tax treatment, or "capital
1I.oss" that may be subject to restrictions on deductibility. Whether
gain or loss falls within the special rules covering capital assets
.ordinarily depends on whether it arises in a transaction (1) involving
a "sale or exchange" (2) of a "capital asset" (3) that has been "held
by the taxpayer."
Capital gains and losses are classified as long-term or short-term
depending upon the holding period of the asset. In general, long-term
capital gain or loss results from the sale or exchange of property
which has been held for more than nine months, and short-term gain
or loss results from the sale or exchange of property which has been
held for nine months or lessY Beginning in 1978, property must have
been held for more than 12 months to qualify for long-term treatment.
If net long-term capital gains exceed net short-term capital losses,
an individual taxpayer may deduct 50 percent of the excess from gross
income. As a result. the deduction has the same effect as applying onehalf the taxpayer's highest marginal rate to the entire gain. Generally,
therefore, the highest rate at which long-term capital gains will be
taxed is 35 percent, i.e., one-half the maximum tax rate of 70 percent.
The only instances in which maximum rate may exceed 35 percent
result from the application of the minimum tax or the maximum tax·
II The g('neral holding period requirement for classification as long-term capital
gain or l oss was changed from 6 months to 9 months (for taxable years beginning- after December 31. 1976) by the Tax Reform Act of 1!)76.
There are exceptions to the general holding period requirement. For example,
the holding period is 6 months for commodity futures contracts. Also, in order
t o olJtain long-term capita'l gain treatment, the holding period is 24 m onths for
cuttIp and horses held for draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes, and 12
months for other livestock (not including poultry) h eld for these purposes (sec.
1231(1)) (3) ).
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on earned income which can raise the effective rate on capital gains
to as much as 49.125 percent. 12
In lieu of taxing 50 percent of long-term capital gains at the regular
rates, an alternative tax applies if it results in a lower tax than that
produced by the normal method. The alternative tax consists of a 25percent tax on the first $50,000 of net long-term capital gain. Therefore, the alternative tax benefits only those individuals whose income
is subject to marginal rates exceeding 50 percent.13 The alternative
tax will never save more than $5,000 for a taxpayer in a taxable year.
If a taxpayer has only a net long-term capital loss, the loss may offset
up to $3,000 of ordinary income but two dollars of loss is required to
offset one dollar of income. This two-to-one ratio for long-terln losses
to ordinary income, which was enacted in 1969, is intended to c;,omplement the special treatment accorded to long-term capital gains whereby
two dollars of gains are taxed like one dollar of ordinary income.
A net long-term capital loss in excess of the amount of loss used to
offset ordinary income becomes a long-term capital loss carryover. If
the taxpayer has only a net short-term capital loss, however, up to
$3,000 of that loss may be applied in full against ordinary income;
any excess becomes a short-terln capital loss carryover to future years.
There is no limit to the number of years to which an individual's excess
capital losses may be carried forward, but they may not be carried
back to a prior year.
For corporations, the alternative tax is 30 percent of the excess of
net long-tenn capital gain over net short-term capital loss. However,
the alternative tax will not benefit a corporation if the gain is subject
only to the normal corporate rate (which is less than 30 percent)
(

This is the sum of a 35-percent regular tax, a tax increase on earned income
equal to 10 percent of the capital gain, and a 4.125-percent minimum tax (this is
the effective rate of the minimum tax after giving effect to the deduction for
regular taxes). (In certain very unusual circumstances, the rate of tax on a
capital gain can be as high as 52.5 percent, i.e., where due to various tax credits
the minimum tax exemption is not increased by the income tax on the capital
gains.)
13 The alternative tax is the sum of three "partial" taxes. First, a partial tax
must be computed at the regular rates on taxable income reduced by 50 percent
of the taxpayer's net long-term capital gain in excess of net short-term capital
loss. Since 50 percent of the net long-term capital gain was initially deducted
in arriving at taxable income, this further reduction removes the full a mount
of long-term gain in computing the tax base for the first partial tax, Le., the first
partial t ax is based solely on the taxpayer's ordinary income.
The second p artial tax is 25 percent of the lesser of $50,000 or the n et longterm capital gain. Therefore, the second partial tax is a fiat 25 percent of the
first $50,000 of net long-term capital gain.
If the net long-term capital gain exceeds $50,000, the third partial tax applies.
The third partial tax is an amount equal to the difference between (1) the tax
computed at normal rates on taxable income, including 50 percent of the net
long-term capital gain, and (2) the amount of the tax c9mputed at normal rates
on the sum of all taxable ordinary income and 50 percent of long-term gain up to
$50,000 ($25,000 in the case of married individuals filing separately).
Once the sum of the three partial taxes is determined, the taxpayer pays the
lower of this amount-the "alternative tax"-or the regular tax. The alternative
tax will not be lower than the regular tax unless the taxpayer's marginal tax:
rate under the regular rate schedule is more than 50 percent.
12
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rather than the combined llormal and surtax rate of 48 percent. The
alternative tax applies only to net Iong-ter~ gains; net short-term
O'ains are taxed at ordinary rates. No deductIOll for 50 percent of a
.
fono--term capital gain is provid~d for corporate taxI?ayers. .
(Jorporations may offset capItal ~osses only agaInst capItal ga~ns.
C orporate capital losses can be carrIed back three years, and carrIed
forward five years. Losses must be carried back to the earliest year
a llowable , and then. carried forward until the losses are used or the
five-year period expIres.
3. Complicating features of capital gains treatment

It has been said that capital gains treatment js "perhaps the singl.e
most complicating aspect. o.f existi~g la:v." 14 There. are ~he O?Vlous computational complexItIes mentIOned In the precedIng dIscussIOn.
The complexities are also reflected in the applicable income tax forms.15
~Iany of the complexities are attributable to definitional problems
and to the siO'nificant number of special rules adopted to prevent abuse
of the speciaftreatment for capital gains.
As previously noted, capital gams or losses ordinarily result from
the Bale or exchange of a capital asset. However, capital gains or losses
may result from an event which does not constitute a sale or exchange.
Further, capital gains treatment may be available for the disposit ion of property which is excluded from the capit.al as.set defini~ion.
For example, if the taxpayer's aggregate transactIOns In deprecIable
and certaIn other property used in a trade or business for the year
result in a net gain, each of those transactions is treated as involving a
capital asset, with the net gain being treated as a capital gain (sec.
1231). Conversely, if the overall result is a loss, each transaction is
treated as involving noncapital assets, with the net loss being treated
as an ordinary loss. Thus, the Code ·a llows gain from these assets to be
taxed at the preferential capital gains rates, although a net loss from
these assets is classified 'a s ordinary, and deductible from ordinary income in full.
~Ioreover, there are instances when the sale or exchange of a capital
asset does not result in capital gain or loss, but rather in ordinary
income. For example, if a sale or exchange occurs between related
part.ies, gains may be classified as ordinary, and losses denied.
!Inally, there is a well-established judicial rule which denies capital
~aIn treatment to sales or exchanges of property, which is not specIfically excluded from the capital asset definition, but the income
o~ loss frOlTI which is integrally related to "ordinary-income activitIes." As a result, whether a gain or loss is capital or ordinary depends
14 Panel Discussions on the Subject of General Tax Reform Before the Committee on WayS and Means, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (pt. I) 118. (Statement of
Boris Bittker.)
,.., The Schedule D of Form 1040, on which an individual computes t he net
short-term or net long-term capital gain Or loss, contains 29 separ ate lines on
two. pages. FO!Il1 4798, which deals eXClusively with ca r ryoYers of pre-1970
calutal losses, IS 4 pages long. Seventeen of the 34 lines on Form 4726 dealinO'
with the m~~imum tax on personal service income, concern capital g~ins. Th~
two-page nllmmum tax form also may have to he completed and fi led. In addition to these forms, taxpayers having substantial long-term capital gains may
have to use the income averaging forms. R egardless of whether aver aging is
('Iect('d, the taxpayer potentially is faced with the problems and computations
presented by each of these forms and schedules.
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not only on satisfying the general statutory prerequisites, but also on
a voiding the broad exceptions carved into those requirements.
In many cases, taxpayers have little problem in determining
whether tlie sale or exchange of their property will result in a capital
gain or loss. So long as the property and its disposition meet the
statutory requirements, without falling into one of the exceptions,
the gain or loss realized will be merely a question of amount and not
of character. However, in many other cases, considerable uncertainty
exists as to whether an asset is a capital asset. The uncertainty has led
to a substantial amount of litigation. Nevertheless, the issue is factual ·a nd requires case-by-case determination.
Indeed, it is the combination ()f the preferential tax rate with definitional uncertainty that has resulted in "[t]he concept of capital
gains [being] constantly strained-even perverted-by devious manipulations to bring ordinary income under the tax definition of capital
gains." 16
As noted a'bove, ,t he Internal Revenue Code defines a capital asset
simply ns "property" held by the taxpayer, then lists several exceptions. Consequently, in innumerable instances taxpayers and their
advisors have attmllpted to structure transactions to avoid the capital
asset exceptions and to bring the transaction within the more favorable capital asset provisions. As a result, the Service and the courts
have tended to interpret the exceptions broadly, except where the taxpayer seeks to obtain ordinary-rather than capital-loss treatment
for transactions that fall within the statute since ordinary losses are
fully deductible. The resnlting tension has led to a maze of complex
rules, as well as to inconsistent and irreconcilable decisions.
For example, inventory and property held primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary course of the taxpayer's trade or business are
excluded from the definition of a capital asset. The obj~t of this exclusion is to preclude capital gains treatment for receipts {jbtained in
the routine conduct of the taxpayer's enterprises. If the sale is of
over-the-counter merchandise, there should be no doubt that the receipts are ordinary income. However, questions have arisen as to the
appropriate treatInent to be given to a bulk sale of inventory or stock
in trade, and to liquidating distributions of inventory by corporations
to their shareholders.
In addition, a host of cases have been litigated over whether gain
received by the taxpayer was attributable to the sale of property held
pri'JT~arily for sale to customers in the ordinary course of the taxpayer's
trade or business. The majority of these cases have involved real estate
sales, and the sale of equipment held for rental (or for rental
and then sale). In both instances, the litigation generally revolves
around the question of the "primary" purpose for which the property
was held. The resolution of this question, in turn, has generated an
intricate web of subordinate rules and exceptions (relating to the
existence o.f business (ordinary income) and investment (capital gain)
16 Hearings before the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management, 95th Con g., 1st Sess. (June 13, 1977) (Testimony of Dan Throop
Smith) .
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purposes,l1 and the acquisition of property for one purpose and its
disposition for another.
Each of the other statutory exceptions to the capit al asset definition
h as led t o similar effor ts to bring excluded activities and
p roperty into the scope of the generalized meaning of a capital asset.
Some of the most questionable of these attempt s have involved the sale
of contract rights, and the doctrine of "collapsed anticipation of
future income," which essentially h olds that the taxpayer cannot sell
the right to future income (as opposed to the right to make income in
the future) as "pr operty" that is a capital asset. Naturally, these
issues, too, have generated a large number of rules and exceptions.
In addition to the complications which may arise incident to the
explicit statutory exceptions, judicial exceptions further confound
the intricacies of the capital asset rules. For example, in Oorn Produots Refining 00. v. Oommissioner, the Supreme Court held that property otherwise within the definition of a capital asset may have such
an important and integral relationship to the ordinary conduct of the
taxpayer's business that it loses its identity as a capital asset.lS However, some courts have held that certain losses were capital losses where
the taxpayer acquired property predominantly for business purposes
while also having substantial, but subsidiary, investment purposes. 19
W here the 0 om Products doctrine is invoked, courts are presented
with the question of whether the taxpayer acquired and held the property with a predominant business, as opposed to an investment, purpose. If the business purpose is found to be predominant, gain or loss
is ordinary; conversely, a predominant investment purpose will cause
gain or loss to be cap ital. Of course, it would be to the taxpayer's
advantage t o have gains characterized as capital, and losses as ordinary. Other characterization rules developed by the courts include
the application of the tax benefit rule 20 and the A rrowsmith 21 doct rine under which earlier transactions are reviewed to characterize a
current receipt or expense.
Some of the other problems in capital gains t axation, most of wh jch
have been dealt with by specific Code p rovisions, include those relating
to disguised interest income (e.g., where the sales price or face amount
of an obligation is inHated to reflect an unstated interest component),
options to buy or sell, gain or loss on sales or exchanges between related parties, the correlation of prior events with present transactions,
and the allocation of receipts between ordinary income and capital
gain on the sale of a business. E ach of these areas has resulte-d in
technical rilles and exceptions which add t o t he complexity of the law,
while placing a premium on tax gamesmanship and creating a trap
for the unwary. Correspondingly, they have tended to result in arti17 See Scheuber v. Oomm'r., 371 F . 2d 996 (7th Oir. 1967 ) ; ct. M alat v. R-iddell,
383 U.S. 569 (1966). In Goodman v. United States, 390 F. 2d 915 ( Ot. 01. 1968) ,
the court noted that, "[t]here is no one f ormula fo r determining whether p r operty is held for sale or investmen t . E a ch case p r esents its own unique set of
facts, all of which must be con sidered. . . ."
18 350 U.S. 46 (1955).
19 See, e.g., W.W. Win dle 00., 65 T.O. 694 (1976), aff' d on ot her grounds, 550
F.2d 43 (1st Oir. 1977).
2000mm'r v. Anders, 414 F .2d 1283 (10th Oir. 1969).
21 Arrowsmith V. Oomm'r 344 U .S. 6 (1952).
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ficially cast transactions which frequently elevate form above substance.
The depreciation recapture provisions have contributed to the complexity of the tax system. These rules establish an elaborate network
through which gain that otherwise would be characterized as capital
gain is deemed to be ordinary income under prescribed statutory
formulae. Since the recapture rules apply to virtually all depreciable
property, although in varying degrees, they add complexity to both
tax planning and preparation of returns.
Although it appears to be a straightforward question, the determination of what constitutes a sale or exchange for capital gains purposes has generated a significant amount of litigation. Courts have
been faced with the task of distinguishing between sales and gifts,
sales anclleases, sales anclli.censes (including the special statutory provisions covering patent and franchise transfer), and sales and loans, as
well as classifYIng "bootstrap sales," deferred payment and installment
sales, and sales and leasebacks. In addition, the courts have had to interpret the numerous statutory sale or exchange provisions, i.e., those
Code sections which treat certain non-sales or exchanges as sales or
exchanges. These provisions deal with such topics as bad debts and
worthless securities, stock redemptions, corporate liquidations, deficit
distributions, bond retirements, involuntary conversions, options,
lease cancellations, and transfers of franchise, mineral, patent, and
timber interests. The resolution of any issue concerning any of these
provisions inevitably requires a determination of whether the threshold requirements for the statute's application have been met.
The coordination of the capital gains preference with the minimum
and maximum tax provisions has contributed to cOlnplexity. (These
provisions are described below.) In the case of the minimum tax, onehalf of net long-term capital gain is treated as a tas.: preference. In a
substantial number of cases, the tax applies solely because of the
capital gains preference. In addition, the maximum tax on earned
income IS complicated because the capital gains preference is taken
into account in determining benefits available under the maximum
tax.
4. Issues involved in repeal or revision
In considering the repeal or significant contract ion of the capital
gain rules, a number of basic issues would arise concerning equity and
social or economic incentives. There are equitable considerations for
and against repeal. On the one hanel, repeal of the preferential treatment would further the concept of horizontal equity. Repeal could
also be supported on vertical equity, or ability-to-pay principles. On
the other hand, it may be argued that it is inequitable to funy tax
inflation-induced gains, i.e., gains accrued over a long period of time
are basically different than the usual forms of current cash income,
such as wages, in terms of purchasing power because of the erosion
attributable to inflation occurring over the holding period. In addition,
it might be argued that it is inequitable to subject aains, which have
accrued over a long period of time but are "bunched" in a single year
in which realized, to a progressive tax, and adequate mitigation is not
provided through averaging mechanisms.
92-933-77--6
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The consideration of repeal of the oapital gains treatment would
also raise several issues relating to economic effects. One issue
concerns the effect repeal of the special treatment would have on
capital formation. Another issue concerns the effect repeal would
have on the mobility of capital. It could be argued that full taxation of capital gains would iUl'lnobilize capital by causing investors
to become locked-in an investment in order to avoid incurring tax
upon realization of the accrued appreciation. The issues related to
economic effects could also involve the consideration of overall reductions in rates and integration of the individual and corporate income
taxes.
If it were decided to repeal preferential treatment for capital gains,
a number of issues would arise concerning problmlls relating to inflation, ;'bunching" of income and the "lock-in" effect. Some of the approaches to these issues often suggested would introduce either similar
or different forms of complexity into the tax law. These issues and the
various solutions are set forth in the following discussion.
a. Indexing
One approach to deal with inflation-induced gains would be to provide for basis adjustments tied into an index to reflect the inflation
sustained over the holding period of the asset. The acquisition cost,
then, would be translated into present values which would be used to
reduce a nominal gain to real gain.
This approach would significantly reduce the degree of simplification which would otherwise be achieved by repealing special capital
gains treatment. An adjustment mechanism tied into an inflation index
would necessarily involve complex computations. The computations
would be further complicated if, in addition to acquisition cost, unpaid
acquisit.ion debt were adjusted for inflation in computing the real gain
realized upon a sale or exchange of debt-financed property. In addition,
many of the definitional problems under present law would be continued since the types of property eligible for the adjustment must be
prescribed.
Although the indexing approach lnight partially alleviate the
bunching problem, it nlight aggravate the lock-in problem depending
upon h ow the provision is structured. A taxpayer may continue
to hold an asset simply to satisfy an eligibility requirement based on
some minimum holding period or in anticipation of future inflation.
Furthermore, if accrued but unrealized appreciation is considered
current income in an economic sense, an argru·?rwnt could be made that
any adjust ments to basis for inflation should be balanced with an interest charge for the privilege of deferring payments of tax on appreciation until gain is actually realized. 22 It could be argued that an ancil]ary benefit of a defel'r al charge could be a reduction of the tendency of
invest'm cnts to become "locked-in." Investors would not gain by post22 Even the introdurtion of a n interest charge to offset the advantages of tax
deferral leaves a residual of preferential treatment for property held long-term,
the gain from \vhich is taxed only upon realization, compared to the treatment
of income generated from other sources which is taxed annually as it is received.
Until the deferral charge actu ally is collected with the tax on the gain, the taxpayer still has the use of, and the benefits attainable from, the property. Conversely, wages, for example, are subj ect to tax, generally, before the taxpayer
can use that income.
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poning taxes; in fact, they would pay increased. t~xes, in the form
of the deferral charge, the longer they held the property.
Although some have argued that both inflation adjustments and deferral charges would be desirable for the structuring of an efficient and
equitable tax system which encompasses the full inclusion of capital
gains in taxable income at ordinary rates, their implementation uncloubtecUy would complicate the tax system. Taxpayers would have to
maintain complete records of the acquisition costs of property, including separate records for additions to an asset since such improvements
would require the application of deferral charges and inflation adjustments which differ from those applicable to the original property.
Similarly, complete records would have to be retained on stock splits,
dividends, and recapitalizations, as well as on other corporate adjustments. Although most of these records are generally maintained under
present law, keeping more detailed records might be more important
for indexing purposes.
Distinctions would have to be made, and l'ecordedadequately, between the acquisition cost of property and its appreciation and, if there
is to be "tacking" of holding periods for property exchanges, assets
and their appreciation for which the first property was exchanged in a
non-taxable transfer. Special rules would be necessary to prescribe the
indexing period for separate components of a single property where
addi:tions or improvements are made after the original acquisition, e.g.,
building additions. In addition, some method might have to be formulated to take into account the effect of the tax benefits of certain accelerated deductions on the determination of the appropriate adjustments
and charges, i.e., on the ground that the effect of inflation has been
partially offset by the benefits of accelerated deductions. Likewise, special consideration would have to be given to the design 'Of the charges
and adjustments to reflect properly the treatment of losses within the
tax system. 23 ~10reover, it would appear that the deferral charges
would have to be differentiated, in 'Some manner, from ordinary deductible interest.
Another potentially complicating consideration would be the interreJationship of the deferral charges and the computation of the tax
on the adjusted gain under an averaging system. Theoretically,
the adjustments for inflation and deferral would be independent of the
averaging mechanisms. The adjustments would be intended to determine the taxpayer's real gain, and to compensate for deferral. The
averaging device is designed to a1leviate the impact of the progressive
rates on gain (in this case, as adjusted for inflation) which accrued
23 A system of deferral charges impUes the necessity for a parallel system of
deferral credits. See, e.g., Brinner, Inflation, Deferral and the Neutrnl TaaJation
of Capital Gains, 26 Nat'l Tax J. 565 (1973) ; Vickrey, Ta{J! Simplification Through
Cumulative Averaging, 34 L. & Contemp. Prob. 736, 740--741 (1969). The deferral
credits could be claimed with regard to property on which the taxpayer incurred a real loss, after adjustment for inflation. Since the deferral credits would
be availahle in the same year iIIl which the loss was realized, the combination of
the two items might equal a significantly greater sum than several years of the
taxpayer's tax liabilities. This might occur even where the taxpayer experiences
a nominal gain on the sale of the property, but where the "gain" is converted into
a real loss by the inflation adjustment. See, e.g., Brinrner, supra, at 568, for an
example of how this could occur. Therefore, the combination could result in
substantial refunds which would not be available in the absence of deferral
credits and inflation adjustments.
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over a number of years but which was realized, or "bunched", in one
taxable year. T hus the gain would have to be adjusted to the real gain,
which then would be subj ect to the averaging rules to determine the tax 'due on that gain. The deferral adjustments, like those for
inflation, would have to be made independently of the averaging
system. The total tax attributable to the property sold or transferred
will be th e sum of the def erral adjustments plus the tax on the gain
deter mined under the ,a veraging provisions. Since the use of the a,veraging r ules requires reference to other items of income, or other years'
returns, the entire process could become complicated, at least as to the
instructions which would be necessary to accompany the income tax
return forms.
An altern at ive to the introduction of either an inflation or a deferral
adjushnent would be to adopt neither, while both including capital
gains f ully in taxable income at the ordinary income rates, and providing a special averaging mechanism. This is the less complicated
alternative, and one which achieves nearly all of the objectives of the
lnore int ricate alternative. One economist has argued that over a given
period t he effect of inflation on an asset's value will be approximated
by the tax benefits of deferral.24 Accordingly, it is argued that gains
could be included fully, as realized in taxable income without the necessity of complicating the tax system with adjustments for inflation or
deferral.
b. Special averaging
Special aver aging for capital gains basically would alleviate the
effect of the application in one year of graduated tax rates to gains
which have accrued over several years. H owever, it might int roduce
definitional.and computational complexities which are either different
from or similar to those associated with the p resent t reatment of
ca pi tal gains.
Special averaging lilnits the inclusion of gain or l oss in establishing
the marginal tax rate, thereby approximating the tax consequences
which would have occurred if the gain or loss had been realized in
equal installments over the period during which the taxpayer held the
property.25
The argument for special averaging is based on an assumption th at
the present 5-year averaging device (which is discussed below) does
not provide sufficient relief for gains from property held over a long
21 Brinner, supra, at 567, 570. Since this method is less precise than the
alternative of making the adjustments, Brinn er does not list it as the first choice
for a more efficient and equitable method of taxing capital gains in full at
ordinary rates. However, it is indicated to be a superior alternative to th e present
system. One factor t hat the Brinner studies apparently do not consider is the
amount of complexity which the adjustments would introduce into the tax law.
The loss of precision in simply allowing the adjustments to cancel each other may
he compensated for by the reduction of complexity needed to implement t h e
adju:stments.
~5 GenerallY,proration is designed to 'a ,erage a limited group of h ighly V'a rinble
or bunched incomes rather than covering all types of income a nd losses. See, e.g.,
M. David, Alternative Approaches to Capital Gains T axation 166 (1968 ); R.
Goode, The Individual In~ome Tax 199 n. 23 (1964 ) ; U.S. Treas. Dept .. T a x Advisory Staff, Federal Income Tam T reatment of Capital Ga f.n s an d L 088e8 89
(19!)1) ; Steger, Economic COnlwquences 01 S1l b8t antial Ch ange8 in the M ethod
of Ta.'1Jing Capital Gains, in, 1959 Tax R evision Compendium (pt. 2) 1261.
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period of time. The validity of this assumption may depend upon the
normal holding period for a particular category of assets.
Under any alternative for special averaging, most of the definitional complexities of present law would be continued since the property eligible for the provisions would have to be defined.
There are, however, several possible variations of special 'a veraging
which could ,be considered. For example, the gain or loss realized from
each sale or taxable disposition of a capital asset could be allocated in
equal-size increments over the years the asset was held. The tax for
each of those years then eould be recomputed, with the difference between the amounts actually paid and the sum of the computed taxes
payable or creditable in the year of realization. However, this method
would be highly complex, difficult to administer, and would require
the 'm aintenance of complete records over lengthy periods. This method was one of the earliest considered by the Congress for providing
special tax treatment for capital gains, but was rejected due to complexity, and administrative and compliance problems.
Another possible method of avoiding the bunching problem, and
one which is more administratively practical, would be to allocate
the gains and losses equally over a fixed, but arbitrary, time period such
as 5 or 10 years, regardless of the length of the actual holding period.
The taxpayer then would divide the current year's net realized gain
or loss by the number of years selected for the averaging period. The
tax for each of the preceding years within the averaging period then
would be recomputed on the'-basis of the ordinary income for each of
thos~ years plus the prorated amonnt of gain or loss, at the rates
a pplicable for each of those years. The tax or credit attributable to
the gain or loss would be the difference between the total taxes actually
paid and the sum of the recomputed tax liabilities. '
Although this variation of special averaging would be more administratively feasible than allocating the gain or loss over the entire
length of the taxpayer's holding period, the increased feasibility is
relative only as to the potentially decreased number of years which
would have to be taken into account for purposes of recomputing the
new tax liability. J\10reover, the need for accurate records would not
be diminished, and the complexity involved would be reduced only in
relation to the number of years chosen for the averaging period.
Special averaging methods generally are suggested with the allocation of gain or loss backward over the time during which the gain
or loss is considered to have accrued for income tax purposes. Administratively, however, forward averaging might be more practical because it would not require opening prior year returns. ("Forward"
averaging does not take prior periods into account. Generally, a portion of a gain is stacked on other current year income to determine the
marginal rate for the entire gain.) Nevertheless, forward averaging
may increase the benefits of deferring the tax, and increase the ability
to manipulate tax rates either by reducing ordinary income or by
realizing losses.
.
To ayoid the complexities associated with the opening of past-y~ar
returns and the bunching problem, a method similar to the aVeragIng
for lump sum distributions from qnalified retirement plans could be
adopted. Essentially, this method would allocate the gain or loss over
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an arbitrarily selected number of years, and would determine the tax
rate applicable to the entire gain or loss by considering the pro rata
amount as a marginal addition to, or deduction from. the current-year
income. The tax attributable to that portion would then be InuHiplied
by the number of years selected for averaging. This amount would then
be added to the tax determined for other income. However, it should be
noted that this method would discl'iminate in favor of taxpayers who
turn over assets more frequently and against those who hold assets for
a relatively long period. Relief frOln the recognition of "bunched" income would generally diminish the longer an asset is held, e.g., if a 5year averaging period were provided, appreciation accruing over a 20year period would be treated as accruing over a 5-year period.

c. Percentage exclusion
Another method of dealing with the problen1 of bunched gains is the
partial inclusion of gain. The provision of a percentage exclusion
would ma;i ntain definitiona.l and computational complexities similar
to those associated with the 50-percent long-term capital gain deduction Imder present law.
Special averaging has a decided advantage over a percentage inclusion, or sliding scale method of attempting to alleviate the impact
of progressive ta,x rates on the current realization of gain which
accrued over a number of years. The elaborate percentage exclusion
system employed from 1934 to 1937 demonstrated that the tax benefit
from such 'a mechanisn1 would vary directly with the taxpayer's ,marginal tax rate. 26 For example, the 50-percent exclusion of present law
benefits those taxpayers the most whose gains would be taxed entirely
at the highest marginal tax rates. The tax benefits lof special averaging,
On the other hand, depend on the breadth of the tla x bracket and on the
difference in rates between tax brackets.
Special averaging would tend to eliminate the reluctance to dispose
of assets, while percentage exclusion. especially a sliding scale method,
may aggravate the lock-in problem.21
The percentage exclusion method of attempting to equate current
year's tax with that which would haye been due had the gain been
included in the tax base in the years in which it presumably was
earned, may exacerbate the lock-in effect. 28 Although reliable data
26 See U.s. Treas. Dept.. Tax AdviRory St9ff. Federal Income Tax Treatment
of Capital Gains la nd Losses 26-29. 68-69 (1951).
27 Rollover provisions have been suggested ,p eriodically as la method of facilitating capital formation. and relieving Ule lock-in effect. Basically. rollovpr
isa principle which postul'ates that the lock-in effect of capital gain!'! taxation
will be al1evi'a ted hy the postponement of tax liahility so long as the proceeds
received from the dispOSition of an asset are reim'ested in an appropriate
Qualified manner. "Rolling-over" of capital 'g ains iR essentially a method 'of
deferring !all tax on the gain. except to the extent tlult 'a ny proceerlsare not
reinvested in a qualified fasl1ion. While rollover provisions probably do derreaRe the hn RiC' IOPk-in effeelt. they prohn bly alRo increase the tendenry- of
inveRtmentR to h~ome locked-in in qnalified hl',estments. Moreover. rollover
provisions do little or nothing to simplify the tax system Or to promote equity
am()ng- taxpayers.
Z8 Cf. U.R. Trens. Dppt., Tax Advi~ory Staff. Feclernl InC'ome Tflx Trentmpnt
of Cnpital G9ins and TJosses 26- 27 (1!):)1) : see ,{fcnera 7lll. Brown. The L()('ked-in
Prn7J7em . in Fp.d<>ral Tax Policy For Economic GrowtJ] And oStahility 376..Joint
Camm. On Th e Eeonomic Report, 84th Congo,. 1st. RpSR. (1955); 1\1. David,
Alternatives Approach es to Cnpital Gains Taxation 19S- 20R (1968).
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on this point is scarce, percentage exclusion methods, especially those
which contain a sliding scale formula in accordance with the percentage of the gain excludible increases with the length of the holding
period, would require taxpayers to continuously ascertain what tax
consequences would result from a potential sale (rather than merely
ascertaining if a 9-month or 12-month holding period had been
satisfied) .29
However, if the exclusion is gradual enough, a sliding scale should
not precipitate a noticeable increase in investment lock-in. Nevertheless, it does maintain the differentiation of income according to its
source.

d. Loss lirnitations
If the special capital gains treatment were to be repealed, another
issue would be whether losses from dispositions of capital assets '\--vould
be allowed without limitation or would be subject to some limitation
for the amollnt which could be used to offset other income either by a
fixed dollar amount or by a percentage limitation tied to income. ,Vithout a limitation, taxpayers could engage in loss-taking to reduce or
eliminate tax on other income. On the other hand, the imposition of a
loss limitation for "capital assets" would continue many of the definitional problems' under present law.
It has been suggested that some of the definitional problems could be
alleviated by restricting the loss limitation to "securities" or to
"marketable securities." However, it might be necessary to provide
a detailed definition of securities. For example, the tenn "securities"
could include the following: stocks, convertible securities, debentures,
bonds, notes, or other evidences of indebtedness, puts, calls, options,
warrants, futures, commodity futures, open-ended or closed mutual
funds, and any evidence of an interest in or right to subscribe to or
purchase any of the foregoing.
In addition, the term could include an interest in a partnership, syndicate, or other enterprise if, at. any time, any interest in those organizations has been offered for sale in an offering required to be registered
with a Federal or State agency having the authority to regulate the offering of securities, or other property (including real estate sales), for
sale. Furthermore, it could include an interest in a partnership, syndicate, or other enterprise with respect to which there is no registration
requirement if, at any time, public or private offerings have been made
through a securities dealer, dealer-broker, or real estate company.
29 Id.,
Oompare 1973 Panel Discussions (pt. 2), at 253 (Testimony of B.
Kenneth Sanden).
Section 2506 of H.R. 10612, as reported by the Senate Finance Committee as an
additional committee amendment in 1976 would have adopted a sliding-scale formula under which one percent of an individual's capital gain on an asset would
be excluded for each year, in excess of five years, that the asset was held. This
exclusion provision was to be in addition to the present 50-percent deduction
under § 1202, but was to be limited to an additional 20-percent exclusion, i.e., for
holding periods over 25 years. The proposed amendment would have repealed the
25-percent alternative tax rate, treated substantial additions to basis as a
separate asset, and used special rules to cover situations where the taxpayer's
holding period tacked. The reasons given for the amendment were to relieve the
lock-in effect and to promote capital formation. The committee amendment was
not adopted by the Senate.
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G. Minimum and Maximum Tax Provisions
I. In general
Present law provides a minimum tax of 15 percent on certain tax
preferences and a maximum t ax rate of 50 percent on personal service
income. The amount of tax preferences reduces the amount of personal
service income qualifying for the maximum tax and thus increases
the highest marginal rate on personal service income from 50 percent
to as high as 70 percent. These provisions were enacted in 1969 to discourage excessive use of tax preference items. The impact of the maximum tax was conceived to be indirect, i.e., the desire to seek out
shelters would be reduced if a lower rate applied to earned income.
On the other hand, the minimum tax is imposed on tax preferences
to insure that income tax cannot be completely avoided through the
use of preferences.
The minimum tax generally is 15 percent of the amount by which
the sum of a taxpayer's tax preference items 30 exceed the greater of
$10~000 , or one-half the regular income tax. Special rules are provided
to defer or reduce the minimum tax where the taxpayer has a net
operating loss for the year or is otherwise unable to benefit currently
from the preference. Tax preferences fr0111 foreign sources are subject
to minimum tax only to the extent they reduce regular income taxes
on domestic source inc0111e.
30

Tbe following p reference items are included in the base of the minimum tax:

(1) Adjusted itemized deductions in excess of 60 percent of adjusted gross

income;
(2) Accelerated depreciation on real property in excess of straight-line
deprecia tiol1 :
(3) Accelera tiOll on depreciation on leased personal property in excess of
straight-line depr eciation;
(4) Amortization of certified pollution control facilities (the excess of 60month amortization (sec. 169) over depreciation otherwise allowable (sec. 167») ;
(5) Amortization of railroad rolling stock (th e excess of 60-month a mortization (sec. 184 ) over dep reciation otherwise allowable (sec. 167) ) ;
(6) Qualified stock options (the excess of the fair market value at time of
exercise over the option price) ;
(7) Resern's for losses on bad debts of financial institutions (the excess of the
:;;pecial deduction for sucb institutions over the bad debt reserve deduction
allowable on the basis of actual experience) ;
(8) Percentage depletion in excess of the adjusted basis of the property;
(0) Capital ~aills (for individuals, one-balf of net long-term capital gains;
for corporations in general, 18/48 of net long-term ~ain s ) ;
(10) Amortization of on-tb e-job training and child care facilities (the excess
of 60-month amo rtization (sec. 188) over depreciation otherwise allowable (sec.
167») :
(11) Intangihle ddllin~ and development costs (sec. 263) in excess of tbe
amonnt which would have been deductible if the costs had been capitalized and
straight-line recovery of intangibles used but only to the extent that such excess
exceeds the tax!)uyer·s net income from oil a nd gas properties for the taxable
year.
(82)
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The maximum tax on 'p ersonal service income provides that taxable
personal service income will not bear a rate of tax higher than 50
percent unless the taxpayer elects to use income averaging. For this
purpose, taxable personal service income consists generally of earned
income (including pensions and annuities) reduced both by deductions
allocable or apportionable to the earned income and by the sum of tax
preferences for the year. All other income is taxed under the normal
progressive rate structure at rates not less than 50 percent.
2. Issues concerning simplification by repeal OJ" substantial

revision
The basic issues concerning repeal o.f the maximum tax or the minimum tax relate to social and economic incentives since the provisions
are intended to discourage excessive use of tax incentives.
In considering simplification of the minimum and maximum taxes,
it should be noted that these provisions generally affect only medium
and higher income taxpayers who usually receive professional tax
assistance. The added complexity imposed on taxpayers by these taxes
may be minor in relation to that already borne.

3. Specific areas of complexity
A number of calculations are required under these proVlsIOns. In
addition, there is an interrelationship between the provisions involving tax preferences. Simplification of the existing minimnm tax and
maximum tax provisions is possible, but ,""ould, in nearly all cases, involve diluting or repealing some element of the scheme of linlitations
on preferences. For example, in the maximum tax provisions, the
reduction of personal service income by tax preferences might be
repealed. Although this would simplify the law by eliminating the
interrelationship of maximum and minimum tax, it would involve,
however, some lessening of the limitation on use of preferences.
Eliminating some of the tax preference items conld simplify the
operation of the minimum tax. Since the long-term capital gain preference currently accounts for approximately 89 percent of the revenues
raised by the minimum tax, the other preference could be, eliminated
from the minimum tax base without involving a serious reduction of
minimum tax revenues. However, it is difficult to measure the effect of
the minimum tax upon tax planning involving the use of preferences
to reduce other income. An evaluation of each individual preference
could be made to determine if some should be eliminated. Similar
studies could determine if other items should be treated as preferences.

H. Income Averaging

1. In general
Under present law, there are two separate income averaging provisions. One is referred to as general or standard income averaging.
The other provides special averaging for certain lump sum distributions from tax qualified retirement plans.
Under the general averaging provisions, the income tax is computed
by averaging income over a 5-year period (the current taxable year
and a base period consisting of four preceding taxable years). Generally, a taxpayer must have "averagable" income in excess of $3,000
to be eligible for the general averaging provision. For this purpose,
averagable income is the excess of taxable income, after certain adjustments, over 120 percent of the average base period income.
The general averaging provision is designed to mitigate the impact
of the progressive rate structure upon individuals whose income fluctuates widely from year to year or increases rapidly over a short
period. It reduces the disparity that otherwise would exist between
taxpayers whose income is received erratically and taxpayers whose
income is approximately the same in the aggregate but which is spread
more evenly from year to year. Thus, the underlying purpose of the
general averaging provisions is to provide horizontal equity among
taxpayers who have approximately equal incomes over a period of
years.
Under the special averaging provision for lump sum distributions
the amount of such a distribution which constitutes ordinary income is
eligible for special10-year forward averaging. A separate tax is COlnputed to yield roughly the equivalent of what the tax would be if the
individual were to receive his interest in the plan over 10 years. To
qualify for this treatment, the employee must have been a plan participant for at least 5 full taxable years.
The portion of the distribution attributable to participation in a
plan prior to 1974 is eligible for capital gains treatment. (In effect,
this provision grandfathers the capital gains treatment available prior
to changes to the lumpsum distribution rules in 19G9 and 1974.) However, if the special 10-year averaging is more beneficial, a taxpayer
may elect to treat this portion as being subject to 10-year averaging
instead of capital gains. Amounts subject to the special tax on lump
sum distributions are treated as a deduction from gross income in computing the regular income tax on other income and, therefore. are not
taken into account for purposes of the general income averaging provision. Thus, taxpayers with lump sum distributions consisting of both
ordinary income and capital gain must make several computations to
determine their lowest tax. For example. thev may elect general income averaging on all their income. including the o~dinary income and
capital gain of the lump sum distribution ~ or 10-year averaging on the
(84)
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ordinary income portion,31 and general averaging on the total of the
capital gain portion and their other income; or alternative capital
gains tax on the ·capital gain portion, lO-year averaging on the ordinary income portion, and regular tax on their other income. Some taxpayers may also have to consider the effect of the minimum and maximum taxes in making those computations.
As in the case of the general income averaging provision, the basic
purpose of the special averaging provision is to deal with the bunching
of income in one taxable year.
2. Issues concerning sinlplification by repeal or substantial

revision
Repeal of the general income averaging provision would unquestionably simplify the tax laws. However, repeal would impose inequities on a significant number of taxpayers. For example, Internal
Revenue Service Statistics show that for 1973 general averaging was
used by approximately 2,174,100 individual taxpayers. The average tax
saving shown on these returns was $652 (ranging from an average of
$259 for returns with adjusted gross income of $1 million or more).32
The same argulnents can be made for and against repeal of the
special averaging rules for lump sum distributions from qualified retirement plans. Special averaging was used on 24,273 returns for 1973
(prior to the most recent change in the special averaging rules). The
average tax saving was $937 per return (ranging from an average of
$462 for returns with adjusted gross income under $20,000 to an average of $68,021 for returns 'with adjusted gross income of $1 million or
more) .33
Statistics are not available for the rate of errors made on the general
or special averaging forms or the number of taxpayers who overlook
the benefits of averaging. The Internal Revenue Service does not presently include Forms 1040G and 4972 (the general and special averaging forms) in the forms and instruction booklet mailed to taxpayers
each year. Inclusion of these forms in the standard package, as urged
by various commelltators might increase use of income averaging.
Rather than repealing the averaging :p rovisions, the Congress may
,,"ish to explore methods of simplifying the existing provisions through
structural changes. One possible way of simplifying the law would be
to combine the two separate averaging provisions intO' a single provision. This approach could eliminate the need to make alternative computations to determine which method is more advantageous, and some
of the definitional and qualification problems concerning the special
averaging provision might be eliminated. However, it may be argued
that general averaging based on a five-year period is inadequate to deal
with the unusual magnitude of bunched income in many cases of lnmp
sum distributions from qualified plans, and that a longer averaging
period is necessary to provide equitable treatment.
l

31 The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 amended the special
:lxeraging provisions to eliminate other complexities which had arisen under
tl1A law as amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
39 Source: Individual Income Tax Returns-Statistics of Income 1973.
33 Id.

~.
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8. Other issues
There are a number of other issues to be considered if the Congress
were to review the averaging provisions for the purpose of making
structural improvements to simplify the existing law.
Qne issue concerns the question of who qualifies for general averaging. Under present law, income averaging is not intended to benefit
persons who are just embarking on their income earning years. It is
expected that the incomes of such individuals will rise rapidly in relation to years when they were supported by parents, and there is no
need to provide special benefits for them. In order to prevent their use
of income averaging, a special rule is provided to exclude those who
did not provide at least one-half their support during the four preceding base period years. The question of support does give rise to
controversy.
Another issue concerns the number of special 'adjustments to taxable
income required under the general income averaging electiOon. For example, taxable income must be adjusted for sOo-called "excess community income" (the earned income reported on a separate return by a
spouse under community property laws which was actually earned by
the other spouse), premature distributions from self-employed qualified retirement plans, 'and income which has been excluded because
it was foreign source income (secs. 911 and 931). Further, special rules
apply to accumulation distributions from trusts. In 1969, a number of
additional adjustments were eliminated to simplify the averaging
provisions. 34 Although significant simplification conld be achieved by
eliminating these remaining adj ustments, the absence 0,£ these rules
would make significant tax avoidance opportunities available.
Substantial complexity is also created in the situation where the
taxpayer's marital status h as changed during the 5-year 'a veraging
period. For example, if a husband and wife were married to different
persons during any of the base period years they must reconstruct base
period income by adding together their separate base period incomes.
To compute separate base period income, they must each allocate base
year items of 'adjusted gross income between their f ormer spouse and
themselves and allocate otber deductions in the ratio of the separately
determined adjusted gross income. The problem with eliminating these
rules entirely is that some method of making the current and four base
years reasonably comparable is necessary to avoid manipulation, and,
in some cases, inequity. However, the computation need not be quite
so exact~ and rough eC]uality mig'ht he possible by using an arbitrary
50-percent allocation between husband and wife.
A final issue concerns the choice between alternative benefits. This
issue will affect only a small number of taxpayers. If the benefits of
general income averaging are chosen, a taxpayer cannot use tax benefits for that year for (1) the alternative tax on capital gains, (2) exclusion of foreign source earned income, or (3) the maximum ta.x on
M Under the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the benefits of la veraging were extended
to l()ng-term CfI pital gains, wagering income, and income derived from property
received hy gift or inheritance, in order to Simplify the income averaging computati()ns. 'The previous exclusion of these items required complex computations to
det.ermine averagable and hase period income. Original concerns about allowing
th ehenefits of averaging for these items were outweighed by the complexities the
exceptions entailed.
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earned income. Thus, where the taxpayer has any income eligible for
these benefits, several alternative calculations of tax may be. necessary
to determine which is more advantageous. The mere existence of these
alternatives makes the law complicated because one can never be sure
that all the subtle interrelationships are comprehended. 1f a lump SUln
distribution from a qualified retirement plan is also received, an additional computation may be required to determine if. the general averaging benefits outweigh the benefits from the special IO-year forward
a.veraging benefits. Althoug-h not many taxpayers will be affected by
this, it may impose significant burdens on the administrator of a
qualified retirement plan since, as long as the alternatives are available;
the plan administrator must furnish the necessary information. One
solution to this problem would be to impose a single "rough justice"
tax on lump sum distributions and eliminate the alternatives.

.. ,.

VI. SUMMARY OF RECENT LEGISLATION AND PROPOSALS CONCERNING TAX SIMPLIFICATION
This section of the report summarizes recent legislation as well as
prior Administration and other proposals concerning tax simplification.

A. Tax Legislation
The Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977 contained the
most import.ant simplification changes made in recent legislation. In
addition, most other recent tax legislation has contained some amendments designed to simplify particular provisions of the tax law. For
example., the income averaging rules were simplified under the Tax
Reform Act of 1969, certain aspects of the depreciation rules were
simplified under the Revenue Act of 1971, and the rules relating to the
treatment of lump sum distributions from qualified retirement plans
were simplified under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974. In terms 0.£ the overall breadth and purposes of these Acts,
the amendments designed to simplify particular provisions might be
considered relatively minor items. For this reason, the summary of
recent tax legislation only covers the principal simplification changes
contained in legislation enacted in the last several years.
1. Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977
The Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977 made changes
which will significantly simplify the preparation of Federal income
tax returns and the computation of tax liability for almost all individual taxpayers for 1977 and subsequent years. As a result of this
Act, 96 percent of all individual taxpayers may be able to determine
their regular income tax from revised tax tables rather than computing
the tax on the basis of rate schedules. The revised tables will also
eliminate computations for per80nal exemptions, the general tax
credit, and what wa'S formerly the standard deduction.
The Act eliminated the minimum percentage and maximum standard deductions and replaced them with a flat standard deduction of
$2,200 for single persons and heads of households, $3,200 for married
individuals filing joint returns, and $1,600 for married individuals
filing separate returns. The standard deduction was restructured as
a zero rate bracket to include these flat amounts in the tax tables and
rate schedules so they will not have to be computed.
These changes will enable the Internal Revenue Service to issue
individual income tax forms for 1977 which are much simpler and
easier to complete for both itemizers and nonitemizers.
The creation of a flat "standard deduction" will simplify the tax
forms by totally eliminating the prior presentation of the standard
deduction on the form. Under prior law, five numbers relating to the
standard deduction had to be shown just for married and single tax(89)
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payers (two minimums, a percentage of income, and two maximums)
on both t he form 1040 and the 1040A short form. In addition, this
change eliminated the tax tables based on taxable income which were
adopted in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and returned to a system of tax
tables based on adjusted gross income (AGI) and the number of exemptions. To compute tax liability with the use of tax tablei:? based on
taxable income, the following steps were required(1) subtracting from the taxpayer's AGI the standard deduction and personal exemptions ($750 times the number of exemptions) t o determine taxable income,
(2) using taxable income and filing status (married, single,
etc.) to determine tax liability from the tax table,
(3) computing the general tax credit· (the greater of $35 per
capita or 2 percent of taxable incOlne up to $9,000), and
(4) subtracting the general tax credit from the .tax amount
obtained from the tables.
D nder the changes adopted in this Act, taxpayers claiming the
standard deduction simply look up the tax in the tables based on
adj usted gross income and number of exemptions.
The new tax tables will be available for nonitemizers, for example,
with adj usted gross income of not more than $20,000 for single returns
and $40,000 for joint returns, and three or fewer exemptions for
single returns and nine or ,fewer exemptions for joint returns. (The
Internal Revenue Service is authorized to expand the tables to cover
additional taxpayers by selecting higher amounts.) However, the
new tax tables will not be available for taxpayers who compute taxes
under special provisions such as income averaging or the .maximum
tax.
Under the changes made by the Act, itemizers with income and exemptions nnder the maximum amounts that permit a taxpayer to use
the tax tables will nse the same tax table used by nonitemizers. This
is accomplished by imposing as a floor on itemized deductions the
amOlmt of the flat standard deduction, which the Act built into the
tax tables as the zero bracket. As a result of the change, itemizers
perform the following calculations:
(1) Subtract the standard deduction (zero bracket amount)
from their itemized deductions to determine their itemized deductions in excess of the floor;
(2) Subtract these excess itemized deductions from their adj usted gross income to obtain their "tax table income"; and
(3) Using this income, look up their tax in the tax table based
on this "tax table income" and number of exemptions. This is the
same table used by taxpayers claiming the standard deduction.
In this way, itemizers receive the full benefit of their itemized deductions (because the amount of the standard deduction used as the
floor nnder itemized deductions is built into the tax tables) but do
not have to compute and subtract their personal exemptions or calculate and subtract t he general tax credit. All of these computations
arc built into the tax tables, just as they are for taxpayers claiming
the standard deduction.
A comparison of the computations required of taxpayers using the
new tux tables provided by the 1977 Act with the cOll1putations required on the 1976 income tax forms is outlined in the table below.
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TABLE

10.-EXAl\IPLES OF TAX

COl\fPUTATIONS

UNDER

Pmon

LAW
J ...

AND PRESENT LAW
CASE I.-STANDARD DEDUCTION; FAMILY OF 4 , WITH $15,000 AGI

Present law

Priur law

1. Ad jnsted gross income _____ :PHi, 000 1. Alljusted gross income ___ __ $15,000
~. Determine standard deduc2. Look up tax in new tax
table _____________________
1, 385
tion (16 percent of income
imt not less than ~2,100 nor
(The lower tax under
more than $2,800) and suupresen t la w reflects the intract from income_________
2,400
('rea~' e in the standard deduction.)
3. Difference, liue 1 less line

2 ____ ___________________ _ 12,600

4. }lnltiply number of exemp-

tions by $750______________

SuiJtract line 4 from
line 3 ____________ _
6. Look up tax in tax table __ _
7. Compute general tax credit
(greater of $35 times number of exemptions; or 2 percent of line 5 but not more
than $180) _______________ _

3.000

5.

8.

Subtract line 7 from
line G to get tax after crediL________

D,600

1, 727

180

1,547

CASE 2 .. -I'l'EMIZED DEDUCTIONS FOl~ THOSE USING TAX TABLES; FAMILY OF 4, WITH
$15.000 AGI AND $4,000 ITElHZED DEDUCTIONS

Prior law

Present law

gross income ____ _ $15,000 1. Adjusted gross incollu' ____ _ $15,000
-J,OOO 2. Itemized deductions __ ____ _ 4,000
:.!. Total itemized deductions __
Difference, line 1 lesR
3. Floor on itemized deductions __________________ _
line 2 __ ____ ..,-_____ _ 11, 000
3,!.!OO
4. ?lInltiply number of exemp4. Excess itemized deduction~,
tions by $750 ___________ __ _ :3, 000
line 2 less line 3 ________ _
800
Subtract line 4 from
5.
Tax talJle income, line
5.
line 3 ____________ _
1 less line 4 ____________ _ l ..t 200
S, OOO
1, :375 0. Look up tax in new tax
6. Look up t a x in tax table __ _
table
_____________ _____ _ 11,225
7. Compute general tax credit
(grea ter of $35 tim es
Dumber of exemptions: or
2 percent of line 5 bnt
160
not more than $180) --- Suhtract line 7 fr om
s.
line 6 to get tax after
credit _________________ _
1,215
1 Tax is $10 higber than prior law because the income is at the hottom of a
hracket in the new tables and th e tax is computed at the bracket midpoint.
1.

Adjn~tell

2. The Tax Reform Act of 1976
Several provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 simplified some
of the more complex deductions and credits fol' individuals.
Oue of these provisions was designed to simplify the retirement
in come credit. The credit was originally llesigned to giye those who
retire without social security a tax benefit similar to that accorded
f:ocial security bE'nefits. As a l'esnlt, eligibility for tho credit and its
92-933-77- - 7
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computation ,,'ere designed to follow as closely as possible eligibility
fo r, and compntation of, social security benefits. This required a complex form that fi11e(1 a "hole page :l1ld it "as estimated that many
people eligible for the credit either did not claim it 01' made errors
in compntillg it. In response to this problem, the Congl'ess restructnred
the credit in the 1976 Act to eliminate virtually all the complexity,
by breaking the close link between the retirement income credit and
social security eligibility.
Another complicated provision has been the sick pay exclusion. In
this case, Congress concluded that the pxclusion should be allowed
only for persons \vho are permanently and totally disabled, since for
other people there is no reason to treat sick pay more f~n?orably than
wage income, particularly in view of the (leductibility of medical and
drug expenses. The Congl'ess therefore eliminated the exclusion of
sick pay for temporary absences from \lork. For those still eligible
for the disability income exclusion, the provision was considerably
simplified and coordinated with the new credit for the elderly.
The 1976 Act also made major changes in the treatment of child and
dependent. care expenses. Formerly, these were allowed as an itemized deduction, subject to some complicatedlimitatiolls. The Act COl1yerted the deduction into a 20-percent credit~ so that it w'ill be available
to those who 1lse tIl(' staudard deduction as well as to itemizers. and
so that it will provide the same tax relief to taxpayers in low brackets as to those in high brackets. In addition, the Act simplified tbe
child care provision and broadened eligibility for it.
ThC' Act ma cle ~p"C'ral other changes thnt \\'ill simpEf" the law. including a revision of the rules relating to accumulation trusts and
the moving expenses deduction. The alimony deduction was changed
from an itemized deduction to a deduction in determining adjusted
gross income, so that it can be used by people who tak(\ the standard
deduction.
The Act inclnc1Nl " dpadwood provi sions '~ which deleted obsoletp
and r3.l'ply used provisions from the. Internal Revenue Code and made
mnny other chnngC's to shortC'l1 and simp1ifv t he 1ang:nuge of t]w CO(IC'.
1111(ler thesC' provisions. approxinHl.tply 2.070 anwndments "C'1'P made,
inclnding- the allwll(lmC'nt of 8f)O srction s and th e repeal of fllmo st 150
ot JIE'!' spctions.
On the other hand, the Act contained tax reform prm'isions that
added some co mplexity, e.g., the provisions designed to dea l with tnx
shelters. In addition , the retroactive aspect of n fe\V of the Act's provisions contributed to complexity for taxpayers nnd the Internal Re,Tenne Service. These complexities WC'1'C' heightC'ned by snbsNltH'nt changes
to the effecti,'c dates by the Tax Rednction and Simplification Act of

1077.

B. Other Legislation
In nr1clition to rpcr.nt tax le O'islation, 8eYt'r:11 other l'l'cent Acts have
some COl1lH'ction with tax si~lplifl cfl.t'ion . These Acts al'e described
hC'lO'lY.

1. Public Law 91-202
" (~I1IT(,.IIt.1.r. l'lllp]oycrs file Jin~ repo rts for a calendar year with the
J~ edera} Govern])~ellt for each employee's earnings. FOllr of these reports are mC'd WJth ql1a1'terly payroll ta x rl'tlll'nS for social security
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purposes. An employee's quarterly .social se~urity wages are reported
on these reports. Tho fifth report IS filed wIth the Internal Revenue
Service on an annual basis for income tax purposes.
For a number of years, proposals have been d~scussed to combine
these reporting requirements to reduce recordkeepIng and paperwork.
lTnder Pnblic Law 94-202, which is effective for wages paid after
December 31. 1977, a major step was taken in the direction ?f aCCO?1plishinO' this objective. Other legislation is under consideratIOn wInch
also wguld further this objective by permitting records and reports
Tor social secnrity purposes to be maintained on an annnal basis.
Combined annual wage reporting, while it will be of assistance to
t,he Federal GoYernment, is expected to benefit chiefly the small and
medium sized employer. Past estimates indicated potential savings
of $235 Inillion per annum for these employers if the quarterly basIs
for social security were eliminated. Significant savings are not expected to accrue to larger employers because their payroll systems
are automated.
The specific changes and instructions to implement the changes
made by Public Law 94-202 are being developed. At this time, it is
anticipated that employers will no longer have to file quarterly reports
on the earnings of each employee. In addition, it is anticipated that
one anllual report for income tax purposes (Form ,\V-2) will be redesigned to meet the data needs of both the Internal Revenue Service
and the Social Security Administration. The quarterly payroll tax
return (Form lJ41) will, of course, still be required.

2. Congressional Budget Act of 1974
In an indirect way, the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 may have
a future impact upon simplification of the tax laws. As previollsly
noted, the existence of revenne loss constraints attributable to resolutions adopted pnl'snant to the Con[.!Tessional Buc1grt Act may affect the
choice of alternative approaches'- in considering tax legislation and
thereby have a bearing on the complexity of the provisions. The Act
may have a bearing upon tax simplification in other ways.
The Act created the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). Among its
responsibilities, the CBO staff is charged with the responsibility for
making a comprehensive assessment of tax expenditures as part of its
budgetary analysis. As this function is performed, the CBO information could be lltilized by the tnx-"\Yl'iting committe<'s and their staffs
in evaluating the effectiveness of tax expenditure items. Since the tax
expenditure items often contribute to complexity of the tax laws, the
analyses of their effectiveness conld be useful in a reyit'w of the items
for simplification purposes.
C. Congressional Rules Changes
On February 4, 1977, the Senate approved a rules change that may
have an effect on ta.x simplification in that information concerning
the anticipated costs of compliance will be developed for certain bills.
As changed, Rnle XXIX of the Standing Rules of the Senate requires
all committee reports to contain a determination of the amount of
additional paperwork that will resnlt from regulations pronlulgated
pursuant to the legislation. This information may include esthnates of
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the aIllOunt or time and financial costs required or affected parties. In
addition, estimates or the recordkeeping requirements ,a ttributable to
the legislation may be included.
The develop~nent or this kind or inrOl:mat~on ~ould be us~ru~ in
evaluating the Impact or proposed tax legIslatIOn In terms or Its 1111P:1ct npon the complexity of t he tax laws.

D. Other Recent Proposals by Government Agencies

1. Treasllry Departlnent-"Blueprillts for Basic Tax Reform"
In January 1977, the Department of the Treasury under the outgoing administrat ion issued a 230-page report, entitled "Blueprints for
Basic Tax Rerorm," \',hich formulates two aHernative "model tax
systems" designed " to f01'111 the basis for practical rerorm plans."
Either model ,~ the Report st ates, wonld achieve greater efficiency, fairness, and simplicity than tlh e present individual and corporate income
tax structure. The t wo models are designa ted as the "Comprehensive
Income Tax" proposal and the "Cash Flow Tax" proposal.

u. Coulprehensive incol1ze tax
This model ,vould modify existing law primarily by taxing corporate income uncleI' the indiyidual income tax and eliminating double
taxation of di viclenc1s; taxing realized capital gains (after certain
basis adjustments) in rull as ordinary income; broadening the individual income ta x base t o include State and loeal bond interest and
other receipts 01' employee benefits not now t axed; and eliminating the
stand ard deduction and certain itemized dednetions (including
nonbusiness property taxes, medieal expenses, and charitable
contributions) .
Oorporate inteqration
Und er " full <integration" as proposed by the "Comprehensive Income Tax" model, t he corporate income tax would, in effect, be eliminated. Individual stockholders would include in their taxable income
their pro 1yda share of the corporation's pretax earnings, whether or
not the c~)l'poration had distributed its earnings during the year. If the
corporatIOll had a, loss, the stockholders would deduct their pro rata
share of t he loss. The corporation would annually furnish its stockholders with statements of their shares of corporate earnings or losses.
The shareholder 's ta x basis in the stock would be increased bv the
nll~cable share of income or de?r~ased by the share or loss. The d~stri 
butIOll o!- a cash or propc'rty dIVIdend generally would not constItute
taxable lllcome to the shareholder, but would reduce the tax basis of
the stock. Thus, any gain from selling- the stock in a future year would
be calculated by subtracting rrom snle proceeds t h e orig-inal cost basis
plus the am.ount of undistributed corporate earning's which the shareholder hac1Inclnded in income.
To al1C\TjaJe (at least in part) the "liquidity problem" arising rrom
('l~I'l'rl1 tl ~T taxing stockhol(lers \vlwther or not t h ey receive dividends
\'\~ th whi~'h to pay the tax, tlH' Heport snggests imposition of a new
wIthholdll1g tax at the corporate leveL with lJ1'O rata credits to share]101(1('1';'"'. ~\Thjl(', t,h e Hrport notes that "th is withholding system ,,~ould
C'omph(':II"e somewhat the, taxation of part-year ::;h archolders," the
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Heport states that corporate-level withholding would insure, in some
but not a]] cases, sufficient liquidity to pay the tax.
The Report states that rull integration, by having the effect. or. taxino- cal)ital crains rrom stock ownership as they accrue, would elImlnate
b
"
a b"major source
or controversy ane1 compI"
eXlty In t 11e present I
aw,
nObvithstanding the adn.lillistr~tive problems i~entified by. the. Report 1 nnd the recordkeepmg VdllCh ,yould be reqmred for baSIS adJustment purposes. Also, the. Report states that corrorate integr~ti~:m
would elilllinate the necesslty ror complex rules deslgned to mlnlmlze
certain "tax ayoidance" mechanisms nsed by owners of closely held
corpora tions HIlder present Ia " -.
Capital gah!8
UncleI' the "Comprehensive Income Tax" proposal, the special tax
tn-'atmeut of capital gains under current la,w would be abolished. Capital gains realized would be subj ect to full taxat.ion, at the same rates
applicable to ordinary income, after an adjustment to basis for general price inflation (anel, in the case of corporate stock, after the
iutegrntion hasis adjustments). Realized capital losses would be rully
deductible against income.
The inflation adjustment would be made by mnltiplying the asset's
cost basis by the ratio of (a) the consnmer price index in the year of
purchase to (b) the same index in the year of sa1e. The ratios would be
provided by a table accompanying the capital gains tax return schedule. The Report concludes that this proposed annual basis adjustment
wonld be "worth the additional administration and compliance cost."
()t1U?1' tnC017l e 'ite17tS

An individual, under this proposal, would include in income the
following items currently excluded from the tax base: (a) interest
on State and municipal bonds; (b) social secnrity benefits, except
:Meclicare, and yeterans' disabilit.y and snrvi,~or benefits; (c) disability, unmnployln.ent, and workmen's compensation; (d) pension
and annuity receipt.s (including return of employee contributions) ;
(e) allocated earnings from pension funds and life insurance reserves;
(f) certftin health anc1life insnrance premiums paid by the employer;
and (g) scholarships and fellmyships. At the same time, the proposal
would exclude from the tax base employee contributions to pension
plans and disability insurance and the employee's share of payroll
taxes for social security retirement and disability. The proposal also
would include in the tax base only 75 percent of the wage income (up
to $10,000) of a "seconda'l 'i' family wage earner.
The Report states that the proposed broadening of the tax base
would permit "a simpler code in that elaborate rules are no longer
required for defining items of tax preference or for protecting against
the abuse of sncll preferences." III particnlar, the Report attributes
1 The Report. noting that full integration "is sometimes regarded as posing too
many challenging administrative problems," states that "douhle taxation" of
corporate dividends could be eliminated "without introducing significant complexity into the tax code" through a partial integration plan that allowed COl'POrations to (lednct diyidcl1d payrupnts or allowed shareholders to "gross up" dividends by an amount reflecting the COl'llOl'at.e income tax and take a credit for the
:same amount in computing their tax liability.
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much of the complexity of current tax law to the special treatment
now provided for capital gain income.
Deductio'n lIwdifications
The "Comprehensive Income Tax') model ,,'ould eliminate thc standard deduction, the moving expense deduction, and certain itemized
deductions (while increasing the exemption allo"ecl per family
member and adding a per-return exemption of $1,600). The deductions
to be eliminated for itemizers would include (a) property, sales, and
gasoline taxes imposed by States or localities, unless incurred in :t trade
or business; (b) medical expenses; (c) casualty losses; and (d) charitable contributions. (In the ease of medical expense and charitable
contributions c1ednctions, the Report states that such deductions Inight
be retained or replaced with credits.)
In light 'Of the deduction modifications and proposed simplified
rate schedule (three brackets, ranging from 8 percent to 38 percent),
the Report concludes that while various presently excluded items
would be added to the tax base, "recordkeeping requirements and tax
calculation would be simplified greatly" under the "Comprehensive
Income Tax" model.
t h ep proposG 78
There are other modifications proposed with respect to depreciation,
mineral deposit depletion, and foreign income.
b. Cash flow tax
As an alternative to the "Comprehensive Income Tax," the Blueprints Report suggests a "Cash Flow Tax" or "Consumption Base
Tax" model, under which an individual's tax base generally would
be computed as equal to all monetary receipts (including the entire
proceeds fr0111 sales of invest,m ent ,a ssets and any gifts or inheritances
received during the year), reduced by net savings 'a nd by gifts or bequests made by the taxpayer during the year. The .report states that
this model "would greatly simplify tax accounting and tax administration regarding real and financial assets," primar ily by eliminating
the need for accounts to determine capital gains, depreciation, and inYento1'ies. Also. the Report declares that this model would avoid "the
most difficult problems of measurement" arising under the "Comprehensive Income Tax'~ model-sHch as allocation to shareholders
of retained corporate incomc, inflation adjustments to asset basis,
and depreciation rules-by virtue of the exclusion from the tax base
of vJl forms of saving.
The Report describes bvo alternative treatments of investments
(snch as stock purchases or savings account deposits) nuder the "Cash
Flow Tax" proposal. If a taxpayer acquires an investment throuo-h
"qualified nCcollnts" established .at banks, corporations, stockbrokerag.e
houses, etc., the nmollnts deposIted for purchase ,,"oulll be deductible
fr~m l'ecC'ipts. in computing the tax base. A ny intel'C'st. dividends, or
g~ms on S1]ch lllvestmcnts would llot be taxed ns earned, bnt all aCCOllnt.
wlthc1l':t\V~ls (whe!-he1' attribntable to interest, dividends_ or sales)
~vou.1d }~e Included In thc tax base. The bank 01' other qualificd-account
l11stl.tl!tlOn ,,'ollld annnally report. to bot.h the taxpaycr and tax authont](\s tlw net withdl'awals (to be ndded to the tax bnse) or net
(lcposits (to bC' subtl'nctcrl from the tax base).
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The tn-xpayer conld elect, however, to make investments outside of
"qnalified accounts." If so, no deduction would be allowed for asset
purchases, but all returns (such as interest, dividends, and sale proceeds) would be exempt from tax. 2 All consumer durables (such as
homes and automobiles) are treated as "outside" assets.
Oorporate taw 'i-utes
As under the "Comprehensive Income Tax" proposal, corporations
as entities would not be subject to income taxation under the "Cash
Flow Tax" model. The tax consequences to individuals of dividends,
stock pnrchases, and stock sales "would be determined under the alternati ve "savings deduction" OI' "earnings exemption" approa.ches, as
summarjzed above.
Oapital gains
Under the "Cash I-j"'low Tax" model, there would be no Heed to maintain basis records for purposes of computing capital gains. On disposition of a "qualified-account" asset, the full proceeds (if not reinvested) \Vould increase the tax base. In the case of "outside" assets,
capital gains "onld be exempt from tax and capital losses would not
be deductible.
1nC01ne items
Under this proposal, an individual would include in the tax base
(in addition to gifts and inheritances received) the following items
currently excluded from income taxation: (a) interest on State and
municipal bonds (on withdrawal from "qualified accounts") ; (b) social
security retirement benefits; (c) disability, unemployment, and workmen's compensation; (cl) pension and annuity receipts (including
return of employee contributions); (e) receipts from life insurance
policies; and (f) fellowships and the like. At the same time, the
proposal would exclude from the tax base elnployee contributions to
pension plans and disability, health, and life insurance, and the employee's share of payroll taxes for social security retirement and disability. The proposal also would include in the tax base only 75 percent
of the wage income (up to $10,000) of a "secondary" family wage
earner.
Derhwtion 1rw(Ujications, etc.
The "Cash Flow Tax'~ proposal, among othel' changes, would eliminate itemized deductions for (a) property, sales, and gasoline taxes
imposed by States 01' localities, unless incurred ill a trade or business;
(b) medical expenses; (c) casualty losses; (d) charitable contributions; and (e) interest on loans taken outside of "qualified accOlmts."
(In the case of medical expense and charitable contributions deductions, the Report states that snch deductions might he retained or
replaced with credits.)
The proposal would also modify existing persollal exemptions and
add a $1,500 per-return exemption. There would be three brackets,
with rates from 10 to 40 percent.
2 LoaDS through "qualified accounts" would be included ill the tax base; illterest anel principal payments would he deductible, "Ont~ide" loan receipts ,vould
not be added to the tax base; interest and principal payments would not be
deductible,

)
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c. Transitional rule complications
The Report discusses various problems inherent in modifying the
current tax structure to coniol'ln with either of the described alternative models, such as the treatment of capital gains accrued before but
realized after the effective date for elimination of the current capital
gains tax rules. Under the "Comprehensive Income Tax" model, the
most difficult transition problem, according to the Report, would be
the treatment of corporate earnings that remain undistributed as of
the effective date of full corporate integration.
The Report describes two mechanisms available to alleviate transitional problems-"grandfathering;' (exempting existing assets from
new tax provisions) and gradual phasing-in of new rules-and makes
specific proposals with respect to various of the proposed tax changes.
As [1 general principle, the Report states, the transition rules in themselves must be designed with an objective of not introducing any major
new complexity in the tax law.
The Report states that the problems raised by transition to the "Cash
Flow Tax" model "would be considerable, and all of the alternative
methods considered have major shortcomings." The plan proposed by
the Report ,,'ould maintain the present tax alongsidc the "Cash Flow
Tax" for 10 years. During this period, individuals would compute tax
liability under both systems and pay the highcr of the two t[txes. The
corporate income tax would likewise be retained for the interim.
Special rules "ould deal with the switch over at the end of the 10-year
period.

2. Treasury Departlllent-1973 "Proposals for Tax Change"
The "Proposals for Tax Change" issued by the Department of the
Treasury in April 1973 recommended an approach to simplification of
the individual income tax return designated as "reverse legislation",
under which desired changes in the return are first identified, and then
achieved through changes in the tax law. Following this approach, the
Treasury developed a draft simplified return for use by the "average
taxpayer." The draft return wonld progress in a straight line from
items of income through items of deduction to a tax computation,
eliminating most transfers from subsidiary schedules.
To permit utilization of this simplified return. the Treasury recommended the follmying tax law changes: (1) elimination of the
dividends-received exclusion, the sick pay exclusion , and the deduction
for State and 10cn1 gasoline taxes ; (2) aggregation of the medical
expense and casnalty loss deductions subject to a floor of 5 percent of
adjusted gross income, ·w ith elimination of the special rules for deduction of medi cal insllrance premiums and drugs and medicines; (3)
addition of a $200 floor t o the deduction for "miscellaneous" inyestment and employee business expenses; (4) addition for itemizers of
a $500 "nIiscellaneous D eduction }....llowance'·; and (5) simplification
of th e chil d care d.eduction, retirement income credit, nnd tax tables.
The simplification recommendations in the Treasury's 1973 report
thus focllse.c1 on cmtniling use of itemized dedllctions (see Section V
nhoye ).
3. Treasu J'!1 Department 1969 studies
Tn F ehnwl'Y 10()f), th e Depnl'tment of the TrrusHry issued a f011rpar t stlHl,Y, wh ich h n<l h('('n cl('YelopNlundcl' the ,Tohllson nc1ministra-
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tion, entitled "Tax Reform Studies and Proposals." The Tax Reform
Studies included recommendations to simplify the individual income
tax by (1) increasing the standard deduction to reduce the number of
taxpayers who itemize deductions; (2) placing a floor (3 percent of
adjusted gross income) under the charitable contribution deduction,
but making the deduction (as modified) available to non-itemizers;
(3) repealing the deduction for State and local gasoline taxes; and (4)
substantially revising tax rules applicable to elderly persons. These
recommendations as such were not included in the "Tax RefonTI Proposals" submitted to Congress by the Treasury in April 1969.

4. General Accounting Office reports
The General Accounting Office is currently undertaking studies
in the area of tax simplification at the request of the Joint Committee
on Taxation. In a status report on its studies, the GAO has focused on
two areas: (1) eight issues which have generated a significant level of
controversy between taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service at the
Appellate Division level, and (2) simplification of the individual
income tax through improvements in the forms and instructions and,
'iyhere necessary, changes in the tax law. Statistical information from
the status report is set forth in Section III of this report.
In an earlier report,3 the GAO did a survey of lower-income taxpayers (adjusted gross income under $10,000) in six different locations. This survey showed that 70 percent of these taxpayers sought
help in preparing their 1973 tax returns. \Vhile the GAO concluded
that there was no clear need for the IRS to attempt to provide more
complete tax return preparation assistance because of the existence of
a large private tax return preparation industry, the GAO commented
that the idea of a tax credit (instead of the present tax deduction) for
the costs of private return preparation warrants more attention than it
has received. The IRS expressed opposition to a credit for preparer
fees on the grounds that it would add complexity to an already overly
complex law and further complicate the tasks or return preparation
and tax administration.

5. Federal Paperwork Comlnission
The Federal Paperwork Commission recently completed a study
dealing with increasing the use of the short form return (Form 1040A) ,
slmplifying the reporting of farm income for individuals (Schedule
F of Form 1040), utilizing taxpayer input in the development of tax
forms and instructions, "piggybacking" of State income taxes, nontax administration items on IRS forms, reducing the number of income tax returns filed solely to obtain refunds of withholding, and
sim plifying the "Employer's Tax Guide" (Circular E) .4
The recommendations of the Paperwork Commission are as follows:
(a) Increasing the fuse of Short F01"Jn l040A.-The Comnllssion
made five recommendations for increasing the use of the short form
income tax return. First, the IRS should develop and place into effect
a program to encourage all eligible taxpayers to file income tax re3 General Accounting Office, "Internal Revenue Service Assistance to Taxpayers
in Filing Federal Income Tax Returns" (April 1, 1976).
~ Commission on Federal Paperwork, Final Report on Federal Taxation: Findings and Recommendations (June 1977).
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turns on Short Form 1040A. Second, the IRS should review each of
the additional information requirements which preclude use of Short
Form 1040A to see whether they could be resolved to permit expanded use of the simpler form. Third, the IRS should further simplify Short Form 1040A by eliminating all items not required by the
IRS to determine tax liability. Fourth, the IRS should rewrite the
instructions for preparing Short Form 1040A at a lower reading comprehension level. Fifth, the IRS should vigorously encourage wider
taxpayer use of IRS tax computation by designing of the Short Form
1040A to emphasize ease of use when IRS computes tax; stressing
the advantages of IRS computation in the instruction booklet, and
by using public information channels to stress the ad vantages of
having the IRS make the computations.
(b) Reducing and simplifying some Federal income tam reporting
for farrlU!rs.-The Commission made two recommendations concerning the reporting requirements for farmers. First, the IRS should
eliminate the filing of Schedule F (Form 1040) for farmers with low
gross receipts from farm operations. For this purpose, the gross
receipts would be set by IRS at a level compatible with a good compliance program. Second, the IRS should simplify Schedule F (Form
1040) by eliminating the detailed income and expense items and requiring only the insertion of gross and net amounts.
(c) Taxpayer input in the development of taw fo1"11UJ and inst1'Uotions.-The Commission made three recommendations concerning the
use of taxpayer input in developing forms. First, in addition to any
notices required to be published in the Federal Register, the IRS
should solicit comments concerning the forms and instructions in the
various tax packages it sends to taxpayers. Second, the IRS should
consider holding hearings concerning tax forms and instructions at
several places in the country eadh year. Third, the IRS should solicit
comments and suggestions on the current tax form and take these into
account in the development of the subsequent year's fonns and
instructions.
(d) Oollection of State income tax by the Federal Government.The Commission recommended the prompt publication of proposed
regulations under the "piggybacking" provisions of present law. The
Commission also recommended legislation to trigger "piggybacking"
upon the adoption by only a single State, eliminate tax filing population criteria for an election by a State for piggybacking, and prevent the imposition of a user charge upon States for administration
of the piggybacking system. Finally, the Commission recommended
the establishment of a permanent bipartisan commission relating
to piggybacking.
(e) Simplifying Oircular E, "E1nployer's Tax Guide".-The Commission recommended that the IRS should improve the employers' tax
guide by rewriting it to make it more easily understood and by including additional material to assist employers in preparing the required
f orms and reports.
It was also recommended that the IRS should combine into one
p ublication the payroll tax guide and the booklet containing supplies of employment tax forms. Since the latter must be issued in t!he
summer to allow time for ordering tax forms before the end of the
year, legislative changes late in the year affecting the withholding
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tables or other matters discussed in the guide can be dealt with in a
separate document.
(f) Other recO'lnmendations.-The Commission also recommended
actions to reduce the number of tax returns which are filed solely
to obtain withholding refunds. A system of review of nontax items
included 011 income tax forms was also recommended. The review
system would involve the Internal Revenue Service, the Office of :.Management and Budget, and the General Accounting Office.

6. Senate Select Committee on Small Business
The Senate Select Committee on Small Business has proposed that
(1) there be designated in the Department of Treasury a person whose
assigned responsibilities include liaison with the small and independent business community in matters of tax policy; and (2) there be designated in the Congress, as part of the Joint Committee on Taxation, or otherwise, a person whose responsibilities include long-range
tax simplification and tax reform having, as one of its objects, the
small and independent business community.5
In addition, the committee suggested that, if quarterly employment
tax filings (Forms 941 and 943) were changed to annual filings (as
opposed to quarterly filings), a stack of paper 10,700 feet high-over
2 miles-each year could be eliminated from the reports that small
business must fill out and mail, and which government agencies
must process and store. 6 (See the discussion of Public Law 94-202
above which will partially achieve this objective.)

7. Small Business Administration
On June 3, 1977, the United States Small Business Administration
issued a report which contained some recommendations relating to the
simplification of the tax laws for small business. This study was made
pursuant to Public Law 94-305.
Specifically, the study recommends for small business (1) a simplified LIFO inventory method, (2) a depreciation allowance for twice
the amount allowable under the straight line method but with the
repeal of the first-year bonus depreciation provision, and (3) an
exemption from the depreciation recapture provisions.
In addition, the study suggests that there is a "bias" against small
business which is created by the complexity of the tax system. In dealing with this problem, the study recommends that the Congress should
(1) initiate a comprehensive study of the problems created by the
multiplicity of taxes at various governmental levels, (2) set guidelines to determine employee status for payroll tax purposes, (3) provide a quick refund for overpayments of estimated taxes, (4) establish
a program of tax education for operators of small businesses, and (5)
allow court costs and attorney fees for successfully challenging the
government in a tax dispute.
6 Senate Select Comm. on Small Business, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., Twenty-Sixth
Annual Report 333 (1975) and Congo Rec. S. 20545 (daily ed. Nov. 20, 1975).
6 Id. at 89 and Senator Nelson's remarks upon introduction of Senate Resolution
306, Congo Rec. S. 20545 (daily ed. Nov. 20, 1975).
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VII. POSSIBLE BASE-BROADENING OPTIONS FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
The provision directing the Joint Committee on Taxat ion to stndy
simplification OT the tax la\vs states: "Snch study and investigation
shall include a consideration OT whether the rates OT tax can be reduced by repealing any or all tax deductions, exemptions, or credits."
(Sec. 507 OT the Tax ReTorm Act OT 1976.)
This part OT the stndy carries ont that directive by quantiTying the
amount OT rat e reduction possible in the individual income tax with
four levels OT base-broadening ranging Trom a relati.vely minor change
to a very comprehensive revision. The first three optIOns (A, B, and C)
deal only with simplification in that they deal with the impact o£
eliminating existing. deductions and special exclusions listed on the
tax return and do not require the inclusion OT income items currently
not reported. Option D adds to option C the excluded income items or
deduction items Tor individuals marked with an asterisk in Appendix
A, "Estimates OT Federal Tax Expenditures," to show the further rate
reduction possible with additional base broadening that may actually
add some degree of complexity dne to the inclnsion OT items not pressently on the tax return.
These base-broadening options are intended to be only illnstrative OT
the degree OT rate reduction associated with various levels o£ basebroadening. They are not intended as recommendations and do not
represent the views of the staff or the Joint Committee as to "That is
desirable.
The three simplification base-broadening options are described in
table 1 below. They range Trom option A which eliminates only a few
exclusions, deductions and credits to option C which eliminates most
of the itemized deductions and exclusions Trom income reported on the
tax return. Option B is an arbitrary intermediate step between options
A and C. As noted above, option D is the same as option C plus the
presently excluded income items indicated on the tax expenditnre list.
For example, as shown in table 11 below, option A would eliminate
the dividend and disability income exclusion and the itemized deductions £01' State gasoline ta~es, contributions and appreciated property,
and political contributions. It would combine all dednctions Tor medical expenses, casualty losses, and miscellaneous deductions, and impose
a floor of 5 percent OT adjusted gross income (AGI). In addition, it
would eliminate the 2 percent OT taxable income credit and the alternative capital gains tax computation. Option B, in addition to the items
in option A , would eliminate the special treatment o£ capital gains,
eliminate the itemized dedndion £01' State sales, personal property,
nnd miscellanrous taxes, and would limit the deduction Tor inveshnent
interest to the amonnt of investment income. It would also impose a
floor on charitable contributions o£ !) percent OT A GI. T he t r eatnwnt
of the medical, casnalty loss, £111(1 mis('('llaneolls dcc1nct ions \\'onl d he
(103)
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the same as under option A except that the floor would be 10 percent of
AGI. In addition, it ,,"ould eliminate the tax credit for the elderly and
the maximum and minimum tax computations.
Option C, in addition to the items in option B, would eliminate the
exclusion/deduction for moving expenses and the deduction for individual retirement accounts. It would also eliminate the deduction for
State income taxes and would eliminate the deduction for all interest
payments other than those for investment purposes (which would be
limited to the amount of investment income). It would eliminate the
dednction for all charitable contributions and all of the medical casualty loss and miscellaneous deductions categories. It would eliminate
the child care credit, and all other credits except those for business
P1U'l)OSes (the investment and foreign tax credits).
"",Yithout rate reduction, the base-broadening of options A, Band C
would raise $8.0, $30.1. and $47.1 billion, respectively, as shown in
column 1 of table 12 below. These amounts represent 5.0, 18.6, and 29.2
percent, respectively, of the $161.4 billion tax of present law. (Options
Band C would involve decreases of $1.9 billion and $1.5 billion in
column 3 because of the repeal of the minimum tax and the capital
loss limitation.)
Returns switching to the standard deduction nnder the respective
options would be 3.2, 13.4, and 21.5 million (last column, table 2). This
would raise the percentage of returns using the standard deduction
from the present law 75 percent to 78, 90, and 99 percent, respectively.

Table l1.-Three Possible Base-Broadening Options for the
Individual Income Tax
[X indicates the provision that would be repealed under the indicated option
unless a limitation is to be imposed]

Option
Provision

A

B

Dividend_ - - - _- - ___________ - ____________ X
Disability income ____ - - -- -- - -- - -------- - X
Capital gains ___________________________ _
~oving expenses _______________________ _
IRA (individual retirement account) ______ _

X
X

c

Exclusions:

X

Itemized deductions:
State gas tax_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State sales tax _________________________ _
Personal property tax ___________________ _
~iscellaneous taxes _____________________ _
All taxes ______________________________ _
Limit investment interest to investment income _______________________________ _
All interest deductions other than investment (up to investment income) _______ _
Contributions of appreciated property - - - - _
Impose a floor on contributions of 5 percent of AGI _________________________ _
Political contributions deduction ___________
All con tribu tions _______________________ _
Combine all medical, casualty losses, and
miscellaneous under floors of:
5 percent of AGI ______________ __ ____
10 percent of A G L _________________ _
~edical, casualty losses, and miscellaneous
deductions ___________________________ _

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

Credits:

2 percent taxable income _________________ X
Child care _____________________________ _
Elderly _______________________________ _
All credits (except business)l _____________ _

X
X

Tax cOlnputation:
Alternative treatment of capital gains ___ - __ X
~aximum tax _________________________ _
~inimum tax __________________________ _

X
X
X

Investment credit and foreign tax credit.
Item would also be eliminated under a comprehensive change affecting all
such deductions or credits.
(105)
1

2

Table 12.-Estimated Impact of Three Base-Broadening Options, 1977 Law and Income Level
Tax change (billion dollars)

Ueturns (millions)
With

---.
......
0

.8

JVithout rate reduction:
Option A _____________
Option B _____________
Option U _____________
lVith rate reduction:
Option A _____________
Option B _____________
Option 0 ___ __________

Made

Net

Increase

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

$8.0
30. 1
47. 1

$8.0
32.0
48.G

$0
-1.9
-1.5

53.2
5f).7
72. 1

0
.f)
.7

0. 3
1.9
5.0

2.5
12.8
15.4

-2.1
-13.4
-]5.3

24. 7
19.2
28.8

40. 8
51. 1
43. 9

.2
1.7
4. 9

')

• oJ

-.G
.1

Taxable Nontaxable

0

Switching to
standard
deduction

:-L 2

.2

4
21. 5

.2
..5
.2

3.2
]3.4
21. 5

.2

1:~ .
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The base-broadening in option A allows rate reduction of only one
percentage point in each lnarginal rate, making the rates range from
13 to 69 percent. Option B would increase tax liability by 19 percent
and would permit rates to be reduced to a range from 12 to 60 percent.
Option C would increase tax by 29 percent from base-broadening and
"'ould permit a roughly proportional reduction in rates to a range of
11 to 50 percent. (See Table 14 below.) The rate schedule for option C
is shmyn in table 14: below. Option D, which includes approximately
$:1:9 billion of additional tax from tax expenditure items, would raise
a total of $96 billion from base-bl'oadening, a tax increase of 59 percent, which would permit roughly proportional reduction of tax rates
to a range of 8 to 35 percent.

Table 13.-Percentage Tax Change From Base-Broadening and
Range of Tax Rates for Neutral Revenue Eff,e ct
Option

A_______________________________
B_______________________________
C_______________________________
D_______________________________

Percentage tax
change

5
19

29

59

Range of tax
rates

13 to 69
12 to 60
11 to 50
8 to 35

~Iore detail on the impact of options A, B, and C is shown in tables
15 through 17 belmy. These tables show, by adjusted gross income
classes, the number of returns with tax increase, the amount of tax increase, the net tax change and the percentage tax change.
These tables are the result of computer runs using the revised rate
schedules. The rates were computed to the nearest whole percentage
point; thus, precise revenue neutrality could not be achieved. The rate
cuts were proportional except for the top rate. No attempt was made
to return the same amount of revenue from rate cuts to the same
income classes from which it was obtained from base-broadening.

\

Table 14.-Rat,e Table for Married Individuals Filing Joint Returns and Certain Surviving Spouses Under Present Law and
Option C
Taxable income
Over

Not
Over

$3, 200
$3,200
4, 200
4,200
5, 200
5, 200
6, 200
6, 200
7, 200
7, 200
11 , 200
11 , 200
15, 200
15, 200
19, 200
19, 200
23, 200
23, 200
27, 200
27, 200
31, 200
31, 200
35, 200
35, 200
39, 200
39, 200
43,200
43, 200 47,200
47,200
55, 200
55, 200
67, 200
67, 200 79, 200
79, 200
91 , 200
91 , 200 103, 200
103,200 123, 200
123, 200 143, 200
143,200 163, 200
163,200 183, 200
183,200 203, 200
203,200

---------

Tax
Present
law

0
0
$140
290
450
620
1, 380
2, 260
3, 260
4,380
5,660
7, 100
8,660
10, 340
12, 140
14,060
18,060
24,420
31,020
37,980
45, 180
57, 580
70,380
83, 580
97, 180
110, 980

Tax rate (percent)
Option Present
Claw

0
0
110
230
360
500
1, 100
1, 780
2,540
3, 420
4, 420
5, 540
6, 740
8,020
9, 420
10, 900
14, 020
18, 940
24, 100
29, 500
35, 020
44,420
54, 020
63,820

-

14
15
16
17
19
22
25
28
32
36
39
42
45
48
50
53
55
58
60
62
64
66
68
69
70

Option On excess
Cover

11
12
13
14
15
17
19
22
25
28
30
32
35
37
39
41
43
45
46
47
48
49
50

$3,200
4,200
5,200
6, 200
7, 200
11, 200
15,200
19,200
23, 200
27,200
31,200
35, 200
39, 200
43, 200
47, 200
55,200
67,200
79, 200
91,200
103,200
123,200
143,200
163, 200
183, 200
203,200

Option A (as shown in table 15) ,,~ould proyide a tax decrease of
$2.1 billion to about 41 million returns and a tax increase of about $2.5
billion to 25 million returns. Option B (table 16) , would provide a tax
decrease of $13.4 billion to 51 minion r eturns and a tax increase of
$12.8 billion to 10 million returns. Option C (table 17) , would provide
a tax decrease of $15.3 billion to 44 million returns and a t ax increase
of $15.4 to about 20 million returns. The amount of tax increase and
tax decrease and the number of returns with increases and decreases
are not available for option D becanse the tax expenditure items are
not on the computer and are not matched "'ith tax returns.
(lOS)
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Table 15.-Base-Broadening Option A: Estimated Revenue
Effect at 1977 Income Levels
Returns
with tax
Amount
Net
increase of tax intax
crease change
(thousands) (millions) (millions)

~,

Returns
with tax
Income decrease
(AGI) class
(thousands)
(thousands)

Amount
of tax decrease
(millions)

$0-5 _______ 4,360
5-10 _______ .10,102
10-15 ______ 7,456
15-20 ______ 8, 159
20-30 ______ 7,339
30-50 ______ 2,502
50-100 _____
732
100 plus ___ _
144

-$48
-208
-277
-383
-582
-334
-210
-96

479
6,052
7,392
3,812
4,495
1,919
445
154

$58
121
318
261
473
362
270
600

$10
-87
41
-122
-109
28
60
504

-1.1
.2
-.5
-.3
.1
.3
2.6

TotaL ___ 40,794

-2,138

24, 749

2,473

325

.2

Percentage
tax
change

(1)

1 Note that the percentage tax changes in the under $5,000 AGI class are not
meaningful because when the refundable part of the earned income credit is
taken into account the tax under present law is negative and small, -$100 million.
A more meaningful comparison is tax as a percent of income. Adjusted gross
income in this class is $61.1 billion. Thus, a $10 million net t ax change (table 4,
option A) would be 10 percent of tax increase, which looks large, but that!is
only 0.02 percent of income.

Table 16.-Base-Broadening Option B: Estimated Revenue Effect
at 1977 Income Levels
Returns
with tax
Income decrease
(AGI) class
(thou(thousands)
sands)

Amount
of tax decrease
(millions)

$0-5 _______ 4, 118
5-10 _______ 12,973
10-15 ______ 12,096
15-20 ______ 9,479
20-30 ______ 8,725
30-50 ______ 2,857
50-100 _____
698
100 plus ____
140

-$93
-781
-1,695
-2,450
-3,513
-2,261
-1,559
-1,007

3,686
4,878
2,823
2, 511
3, 125
1,568
481
158

TotaL ___ 51,085

-13,359

19,230

1

Returns
Net
with tax Amount
increase of tax intax
crease
change
(thousands) (millions) (millions)

Percentage tax
change

$954 1 $861
919
138
920
-776
919 -1,531
1,645 -1,868
2, 165
-97
1,931
372
3,322
2,315

1.7
-4.4
-6. 3
-4.6
-1.3
1.8
11. 8

Ibid, table 14.

(109)

12, 774

-585

(1)

-1.4

r

Table 17.-Base-Broadening Option C: Estimated Revenue Effect
at 1977 Income Levels
Returns
with tax
Income decrease
(AGI) class
(thou(thousands) sands)

Amount
of tax decrease
(millions)

Returns Amount
with tax of tax inNet
increase
tax
(thoucrease
change
sands) (millions) (millions)

Percentage tax
change

$0-5 _______ 1,810
5-10 _______ 10, 123
10-15 ______ 10,456
15-20 ______ 9, 134
20-30 ______ 8, 780
30-50 ______ 2,838
50-100 _____
637
100 plus ____
140

-$26
-664
-1,627
-2,589
-4,433
-2,899
-1,747
-1,314

$7,381 $1,095 $1,069
823
8, 553
1,487
-222
4,590
1,406
2,861
1, 180 -1, 408
3,077
2,075 -2,358
1,590
2,575
-323
543
2,348
602
158
3,254
1,940

10.4
-1.3
-5.8
-5.8
-1.1
2.8
10.0

Total __ __ 43,918

--15,299

1

28, 753

Ibid, table 14.
(110)

15,420

121

(I)

.1
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A, ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL TAX EXPENDITURES
TAX EXPENDITURE. ESTIMATES BY FUNCTION AND SUBFUNCTION

I

[Fiseal years; in millions of dollars]

Corporations
Function and subfunction

1977

1978

1979

1980

Individuals
1981

1982

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1,095

1,260

1,360

1,470

1,585

1,715

105

115

120

130

135

145

120

135

150

160

170

185

..-..
~
~

~

NATIONAL DEFENSE

Military personnel:
*Exclusion of benefits and allowances to
Armed Forces personneL _________________________________ _
*Exclusion of military disability pensions __ _
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

International financial programs :
*Exclusion of income earned abroad by
U.S. citizens_____ __ __ __ __ ____ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ______ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
D eferral of income of domestic international sales corporations (DISC) ___ 1,030 1,190 1,360 1,455 1,475 1,545
Deferral of income of controlled foreign
410
410
410
410
410
410
corporations_______________________
Special rate for Western Hemisphere
trade corporations__________________
35
25
15
5

,

,
"

,r

APPENDIX A, ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL TAX EXPENDITURES-Continued
TAX EXPENDITURE

4

ESTIMATES BY FUNCTION AND SUBFUNCTION I-Continued
[Fiscal years; in millions of dollars]

Corporations
Function and subfu nction

Individuals

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

325

340

355

375

395

95

100

105

110

115

125

220

265

300

330

10

10

10

10

145
355
75
100
125
160
175
10 _________________________________________

-130

-45

40

130

180

GOO
1,060

610
1, 135

635
1,220

675
1,295

735
1,360

105
275

150
300

155
330

185
360

200
400

230
410

20

25

25

30

30

45

50

60

70

80

90

10
80

1.5
70

15
75

15
80

V5
80

15
85

330
370

350
440

365
460

385
475

405
490

425
510

455

490

535

570

610

655

-165

-170

-180

-190

-200

-2lO

1977

NATURAL R ESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT,
AND ENERGY
Consen 'a tion and land management:
Capital gains treatment of certain
timher income ____________________ ___
300
Pollution control anel abatement:
Exclusion of interest on State and local
government pollution control bonds __
170
Exclusion of payments in aiel of con15
struction of water anel sewage utilities _
5-year amortization on pollution control facilities ________________ _______ -80
Energy:
*Expensing of exploration and developm ent costs _____________________ ___
6lO
Excess of percentage over cost elepletion_ 1, 035
Other natural r esources : Capital gains
treatment of royalties on coal and iron
20

f.J::..

AGRICULTURE
Farm income stahilization:
Capital gain s treatment of certain orclinary incom e __________ _____ ___ __ ___
*Expensing of certain capital outlays ___
*Deeluctibility of noncash patronage
dividends and certain other items of
farm cooperatives __________________

I-'
I-'

COMMERCE AND TRANSPOH'l'A'l'lON

Mortgage credit and thrift insurance :
I(
Exemption of credit union income_____ _
165
185
200
225
250
275
~
Excess bad debt reserves of financial
institutions___________ _____________
560
645
860
875
045
925
-1
Deductibility of mortgage interest on
owner-occupied homes _________________________________________________ -------Deductibility of property tax on owner
<:;>
occupiedhomes _______________________________________________________________
Deductibility of interest on consumer
credU _____ __________________________________________________________________
Credit for purchase of new homes________________________________________________
*Deferral of capital gains on home sales____________________________________________
Other advancement and regulation of comm erce:
Dividend exclu~on_____________________________________________________________
Corporate surtax exemption ___________ 4,650 4,250 3,655 3,915 4,205 4,485
Capital gains (other than farming, tim* b~r, iro~ ore and coal)______________
555
550
550
585
615
650
-CapItal gams at death __________________________________________________________
*Dcpreciation on r ental housing in excess
of straightline______ ____ ____________
100
100
105
105
105
105
*Depreeiation on buildings (other than
r ental housing) in excess of straight
line________________ _______________
210
200
190
185
180
175
*Exp ensing of research and dev elopment
expenditures _____________ __________ 1,395 1,450 1,520 1,610 1,695 1,715
*Exclusion of interest on State and lo~al
industrialdcvelopmenthonds _______ _
195
235
270
315
355
400
*Excess first-year depreciation__________
45
45
50
50
55
55
*Expensing of construction period inten'st and taxes____________________
475
500
525
555
585
615
Investnwnt credit ____________________ 8,640 9, ()70 10,375 10,910 9,380 7,380
*Asset depreciation rangc ______________ 1,630 1,825 2,000 2,095 2,115 2,115
<:;>

r
-11

5,435

6,030

6,695

7,430

8,250

9,160

4,500

4,995

5,545

6,155

6,830

7,580

565
845
160
895
100 _____ ____________________________ _
890
935
980 1,030 1,080 1,135

~310

~

~

~

~505

470

495

~

410

425

450

520

7,030
7,280

7,3GO
8,120

7, 71~
8,97<:>

405

425

450

470

490

515

185

175

170

165

160

155

30

30

30

30

35

35

90
135

110
145

130
155

150
160

170
170

190
180

150
1,970
175

140
2,205
105

00
2,430
220

140
2,595
230

160
2,595
235

205
1,725
235

......

~

8,265 8,855 9, 495
9,910 10,945 12,090

,

""'
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APPENDIX A, ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL TAX EXPENDITURES-Continued
TAX EXPENDITURE

4

ESTIMATES BY FUNCTION AND SUBFUNCTION I-Continued
[Fiscal years; in millions of dollars]
Individuals

Corporations
Function and subfunction

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

Ground transportation:
5-year amortization on railroad rolling
stock______________ _______________ -35
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
Deductibility of nonbusiness State gaso880
980 1,085 1,205 1,340
linetaxes___________________________________________________________________
795
'Vater transportation: Deferral of tax on
shipping companies___________________
90
70
60
50
40
35 ________________________________________ _
I-'
I-'

COMMUNITY AN D REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Community development:
5-year amortization for housing rehabilitation ___________________________ _
Tax incentives for preservation of historic structures __

~

10

5

5

(2)

(2)

-5

20

10

5

(2)

(2)

-5

(2)

(2)

5

5

5

5

(2)

(2)

5

5

10

10

250

285

375

400

420

445

750

770

790

815

840

865

540

565

595

625

655

690

EDUCATION, TRAINING, EMPLOYMENT,
AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Higher education:
*Exclusion
of scholarship and fellowship
income _______________________________________________________
______________
*Parental personal exemption for students age 19 or over __________________________________________________________
Deductibility of charitable contributions (education) ___________________
215
240
265
300
335
365
~

Training and employment:
Credit for child- and dependent-care
expenses____________________________________________________________________
840
870
960 1,050 1,155 1,270
Deduction for eliminating barriers for
the handicapped___________________
5
10
10
5
(2)
(2)
5-year amortization on child-care facilities_______________________________
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2) _
Credit for employment of AFDC recipients and public assistance recipients
under work incentive programs______
15
15
20
20
20
20 ----------------------------------------Other labor services:
*Exclusion of employee meals and lodging (other than military) _____________________________________________________ _
445
420
330
370
395
350
Maximum
tax on personal service income ______________________________________________________________________
_
730
855 1,025 1,235 1,480 1, 775
*Exclusion of contributions to prepaid
legal services plans __________________________________________________________ _
50
15
20
35
10
5
Investment credit for ESOP's__________
245
255
305
330
190
Social services: Deductibility of charitable
contributions to other than education
and health__________________________
270
295
330
370
415
450 3,985 4,510 5,100 5,755 6,490 7,310

.....
.....

'-l

HEALTH

Health-care services:
*Exclusion of employer contributions
for
insurance premiums and
caremedical
_______________________________________________________________________
_
5,195
Deductibility of medical expenses ______________________________________________ _ 2, 585
Health research and education: Deductibility of charitable contributions
(health)_____________________________
135
150
165
185
205
225
915

5,810
2, 870
965

~

6,560
185

~

7,375
535

~

8,290
920

9,320
4, 355

1,010

1,060

1,115

1,170

~.

tr

APPENDIX A, E STIMATES OF FEDERAL TAX EXPENDITURES-Continued
TAX EXPENDITURE
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ESTIMATES BY FUNCTION AND SUBFUNCTION I-Continued
[Fiscal years; in millions of dollars]
Corporations

Function and subfu nction

1977

1978

1979

1980

Individuals

1981

1982

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

380
3,125

430
3, 450

435
3,795

540
4, 155

600
4, 500

G65
4,870

730

795

875

955

1, 035

1, 120

INCOME SECURITY

Geneml retirement and disability in.surance :
Exclusion of social seeurity benefits :
*DisabiIity insurance benefits __ ________ __ _____ ___ __
*OASI benefirs for retired workel's ______ __
*Benefits for dependents and survivors _______ _____ _______ _______ ___ _
*Exclusion of railroad r etirement systeln benefits __________________ ____ __________________________________________ _
*Exclusion of workmen's compensation
benefits ___________ _______ __ __________ _
*Exclusion of special benefits for disabled coalminers ______ __________ _____ _
N et exclusion of pension contributions
and earnings:
Employer plans __ ___________ _________________ ___ __ _
Plans for self-employed and others ___ _________________________ _
Exclusion of oth er employee benefits :
Premiums
on group_______________
t erm life insur- _
ance ____________
*Preminms on accident and accidental death insurance _________________________ _
Exclusion of capital gn ins on hom e sales
for persons age G.'5 and oveL _____ ____________________________ ___________ ______ _
Add itional exemption for elderly _______________________ __ ______________________ __
T ax credit for the elderly __________ _

200

205

215

220

230

235

705

810

935

1,070

1,235

1,420

50

50

50

55

55

55

8,715
1,305

9, 940 11, 335 12, 925 14, 740 15, 815
1,535 1,760 2,025 2,325 2,670

800

835

870

900

940

975

70

75

80

85

85

95

40
1,220
495

70
1,280
440

70
1,345
435

70
1,410
430

70
1,480
425

75
1,5.'55
420

~
~

00

*E xclusion of interest on life insura nce
saviugs _ _____ ___ ___ _________ ____ _
Exclusion of sick pay _______ ________ ___ _

1,8Ui
50

Unemployment insuran ce:
*Exclusion of unemploym ent insurance
benefits ___________ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ ___
2, 745
*Exclusion of income of trusts to fin an ce
unemployment
benesupplementary
fits ___________________
__ ___ ___
_______ _
10
Public assistance : *Exclusion of public assist a nce benefi ts ____________ __ _______ __________ _
100
E xcess of percentage standard deduction
over minimum st andard decluction __
1, 285
Additional exemption for the blind __ _________________ __
20
E arned income credit :
N olll'efund nble portion ______ __________ _____ __ ___ __ __
395
R efundable portion _______________ ___ ____________ ____ ______ __ ______ ___ _________ _ 1,015
D edue t ii1ility of casualty
345

1,99.'5
55

2, 18t)

68

2,400
60

2, 630 2, 885
6.5
70

2,445

2,240

2,125

2,070

2,035

10

10

10

10

10

105

110

115

125

130

1, 55.5 1,710
20
20

1,880
20

2,070
20

470

520

580

1,4lO
20
380
970
380

425

Income security for veterans:
*Exclusion of vet erans disability compensation ______ ____ ____________ ____ __ ___________ _
*E xclusion of vet erans pen sions _________ _
Veterans education, training, andl'eh abilit ation: E xclusion of GI bill b encfi ts _____________________________________________ _
GENE R AL

......
......

~

V E T ERANS B ENE FITS A ND SE RVI C l~S

655
30

690
35

690
35

685
35

685
35

685
35

225

240

220

190

160

135

40

35

40

40

45

45

1,680

1,880

2,095 2,335

2,595

2,880

GOV E R N MENT

Other general government: Credits and
deductions for political contl'ibutions ____ _
R E VEN U E SHARING AND GEN E RAL
P U RPOSE FISCAL ASSlSTANC E

Oth er geneml purpose fiscal assistan ee:
* Exclusion of interest on geneml purpose State and local debt _____ _______ 3,105

3,470

3,865 4,305

4, 780

5,310

-

~

~

~

APPENDIX A, ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL TAX EXPENDITURES-Continued
TAX EXPENDITURE

4

ESTIMATES BY FUNCTION AND SUBFUNCTION I-Continued
[ Fiscal years; in millions of dollars ]

COfI)orations
Function and subfunction
Tax credit for corporations doing busin ess in U.S. possessions 3 _ _ _________ _
D ed u ctibility of nonbusiness State and
local taxes (other than on owneroccupied homes ancI gasoline) ____ _

Individuals

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

285

310

330

350

370

3g0

1977

1978

8, 095

8,9g0

565

625

1979

1980

1981

1982

9, 975 11, 075 12,290 13,645

INTEREST
*Interest on the public debt: D eferral of
interest on savings bonds ____________________ ___ __ _
All estim ates are based on the Internal R evenue Code as of
J an. 1, 1977.
2 Less than $2,500,000.
3 Includes t h e effect of sec. g31 exclusion for individuals doing
business in certain U .S. possessions.
4 T ax expenditure data are intended to show the cost to the
Federal Government, in terms of revenues it has foregon e, from
tax provisions that either have been enacted as in centives for the
private sector of the economy or have that effect even though initially h aving a different objective. The tax incentives usually arc
designed to encourage certain kinds of economic behavior as an
alternative to employing direct expenditures or loan programs to
achieve the same or similar objectives. These provisions take the
form of exclusions, deductions, credits, preferential tax rates, or
deferrals of tax liability. For purposes of the tax expenditure
reports, a tax expenditure is described as a tax incentive that
departs from simply allowing as deductions from gross income the
costs incurred in earning n et incom e. This allows deductions for
current expenditures directly related to the process of earning
income, and therefore these expenditures are not treated as tax
expenditures.
1

685

755

820

890

......

NOTE.-Limitations on the u se of totals are explained in the text:
SUM OF THE TAX EXPENDITURE ITEMS BY TYPE
OF TAXPAYE R AND FISCAL YEAR*
[In millions of dollars]

Fiscal year

Corporations
and
individuals

1977 __________________ _
1978 __________________ _
1979 __________________ _
1980 __________________ _
1981 __________________ _
1982 __________________ _

114,470
124,395
133,865
146,285
157,460
168,465

Corporations

Individuals

27, 050
28,740
30,370
32,425
32,240
31,425

87,465
95, 710
103,545
113, g35
125,280
137, 100

*These totals represent the mathematical sum of the estimated fiscal year
effect of each of the 85 tax expenditure items included in this table.
Source: Staffs ofthp, 'T'rPflsnrv n"nl'l rtm"ni flnrl t h" T"h,t ("""",,1+ fnn nn rt'n"n+:n~

~

APPENDIX B. SURVEY OF RECENT LITERATURE
RELATING TO TAX SIMPLIFICATION

A. Introduction
1Vhile many comprehensive studies of the Federal income tax sys~m
have touched upon problems of complexity, relatively few analyses
ha ve focused primarily on that aspect of the tax laws. This section
of the RepOlt 1 summarizes several commentaries published during the
last ten years which analyze the obstacles to achieving simplicity without undue sa,crifice of other t ax law objectives and which suggest steps
toward simplifioation.
The tax experts whose 'articles have been briefly summarized below
include Boris 1. Bittker,2 professor of law at Yale University, James
S. Eustice,3 New York University, and Stanley S. Surrey,· Harvard
University, together with various authors of a 1969 symposium on
tax reform published by Duke University 5 and a "Report on Oomplexity and the Income Tax" issued in 1972 by the New York
State Bar Association's Committee on Tax Policy.6 The views
outlined below are grouped by topic-structural factors and basic
policies contributing to complexity; responsibilities for complexity
asserted to rest with the Congress, the Treasury, the courts, and tax
practitioners; and signs of progress.

B. Structural Causes of Complexity
l\.fost commentatols have concluded that one or more aspects of the
tax structure in the United States inherently give rise to complexity.
These structural causes of complexity are said to include the tax base,
timing of the tax, the taxable unit, the progressive rate structure, and
the several political jurisdictions having power to tax the same income.
Professor Surrey has observed that, in addition t o supplying most
Federal revenues, the income tax affects most areas of econOlnic and
1 This section is based on a report prepared at the Joint Committee's request by
Harry G. Gourevitch, Senior Specialist in Taxation and Fiscal Policy, and Marie
B. Morris, Legislative Attorney, American Law Division, Congressional Research
Service of the Library of Congress.
2 Bittker, TU{J) Reform and Tax Simplification, 29 U. Miami L. Rev. 1-20 (1975 ).
3 Eustice, Tax Complexity and the Tax Practitioner, 8 Tax Adviser 27- 35
(January 1977).
4. Surrey, Complexity and the Internal Re'venue Code: The Problem Of Managem,ent Of Tax Detail, 34 Law and Contemporary Problems 673-710 (1969) .
5 Symposium on Ta x B-implification and R eform , 34 Law and Contemporary
Problems (1969) [hereinafter cited as 1969 Symposium].
6 Committee on Tax Policy of the Tax Section of the New York State Ba r Association, A R eport on Co mpl e{J)it y and th e Income Ta :r:, 27 Tax L. Rev. 325- 376
(1972) .
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social life. Particularly in light of its pervasive nature, the tax has
four characteristics which tend to produce complexity:
(1) t he tax falls on net income;
(2) it is assessed yearly;
(3) it applies to discrete taxable units ; and
(4) it has progressive rates.
The tax law is necessarily detailed and complex, Professor Surrey
states, because it mnst cope with and define these characteristics. Thus,
defining and measuring net income involve complex considerations of
how individuals and corporations spend funds and which expenditures
should be relevant for income tax purposes, especially since these
measnrements 111USt be made annually. The categories of taxable units
involve complexity and invite tax manipulations. Finally, the progressive rate st ructure cOlnplicates the allocati1on of income among
taxable units, such as family Inembers or a business entity and its
owners.
Pl'Oressor Su rrey describes the "tax expenditure" apparatus as vast
both in the kinds of activities aided and in the methods chosen to provide the incentives. As a result, complexity is compounded by the
necessity to c1assify certain income as being entitled to special preferences. In som.e situations, such as partnerships, trusts, or subchapter S
corporations, t his classificatlon or 'Subclassification must be traced
throngh the original return to the return of each partner, benefici'a ry,
or shareholder. Professor Surrey states: "This subclassification is a
serious source of technical complication, which could be avoided if the
unitary concept of gross incorme were not so seriously undercut by these
schedular encl aves necessitated by the tax expenditures."
Professor Ens6ce writes that fundamental tax reform which would
lmyer rates and broaden the tax base would definitely contribute to
simplification. Accordingly, 11e suggests that the 50-pel:cent maximum
tax on e'a rned income could be expanded. He also suggests that consideration be given to a split-tier tax system, with a "simple" tax for most
taxpayers, and the "complexity game" retained for others who so elect.
In addition, he states that a floor under itemized deductions would
Jessen cOlnplexity, for exa:m ple, by allowing a deduction only for
"extraordinarv" charitable c'Ontributions. Professor Eustice likewise
cites the tax base. taxable period, taxable unit, and prop:ressive rate
structure as inevitable canses of complexit.v in light of the country's
size and economic svste·m.
.,
L aurence N. \Yo ocl worth , Assistant Secretary or the, Treasury for
T ax Policy, has stated 7 that tax simplificat.ion, even though one of the
maior objectives of tax reform, has proved difficult to achieve, principally because simplicity may be sacrificed, if it conflicts with
ohj ectiyes thought more important or with economic or fiscal goals.
l Ie also notes that complex problems involving sophisticated t axpay(, I'S may nec('sslt ate complex solutions, ana that reform meaSlll'es often
enll for complicated transition rul es to allow taxpayers time to acljnst
to the new law.
7 W ood wort h, Tax Si mp lifica ti on an d tll e Ta."C R eform Act of 196'9, 1969 SympO:-: illlll a t 711-20 .
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To eliminate some of the complexity caused by quesbons of timing~
'Villiam Vickrey (Professor of Economics, Columbia University)
has proposed the use of cumulative averaging concepts, under which
an individual's income tax would be assessed on the basis of aggregate income over a period extending from some fixed initial year to the
current year. 8
Under this proposal, any shifting of items of income or deductions
from one year to another within the oyerall period would have no
effect on tax liability. Accruals of income as of the end of the averaging period would be included in the tax base in order to prevent an
individual from shift.ing income into or ont of the ayeraging period,
but within this period an individual ',",ould be free to choose such matters as rate of depreciation and expensing or capitalizing of outlays.
Professor Vickrey's proposal combines cumu]atiye uyeraging with
full taxation of capita] gains and full deduction of capital losses~
thereby permitting repeal of a significant number of provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code.

c.

Basic Policies Which Contribute to Tax Complexity

Policies which commentators have identified as contributing- to complexity inclnde the desire for tax equity, use of the tax ~:vstem'-'for nonrevenue purposes, separate tax treatment of corporations and shareholders, lower tax rates for capital gains, and high progressiYe rates.
According to Professor Surre'y~ the preferential treatment of capital gains may be the chief contributor to statutory complexity. This
special treatment necessitates definitions of "capital gain" w'hieh can
differentiate all forms of ownership and classify all income-producing
transactiollS as either capital gain or ordinary income. Other complexities result because capital gains are not taxed until they are
"realized". This postpones the tax 'Thile the asset increases in value
and allows the potential tax liability to increase, thereby creating
pressures to delay "realization." Because of these pressures, certain
realized gains are not "recognized" until later transactions with the
same assets. Similarly, capital los::::cs are realized and recognized to
differing extents depending on the classification of the asset and
transaction.
Professor Surrey also points out that the policy of treating· COl'pOrations as taxable entities and separately taxing shareholders on dividends distributed by the corporation has required development of a
series of technical rules on the treatment of distributions by corporations to their shareholders. " Then compounded with the capital gains
concept, these rules become very complex. The progressive individual
rate structure results in additional complexity, but. Professor Surrey
notes~ other commentators have said that a broad-based flat-rate tax
wouldllot necessarily produce fewer complexities.
Similarly, Commissioner of Internal Revenue Jerome I\:urtz recently
pointed out hmy two goals of the tax system, economic equity, and
encouragement of socially desirable objectives, haye been pursued at
8

Vickrey, Tax Simplification Through Guntu lati'l:e A'I.:eraging, 1969 Symposium

at 736-50.
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the price of greater tax complexity.9 As one example of the trade-off
between equity and simplicity, he compares the social security tax,
which raised approximately $80 billion in 1976, with the income tax,
which raised about $173 billi1on. The social security tax is a simple tax,
a flat levy on gross wages, comprised of equal amounts withheld from
employees' salaries and contributed by employers. For 1977, only the
first $16,500 of salary is taxed. There are no personal exemptions,
deductions, or credits; family size is irrelevant. There are very few
technical problems or disputes. The tax is simple to administer but
regressive in its application because the more total income one has over
t he $16,500 ceiling, the lower the effective rate of tax. In contrast, the
income tax attempts a more refined and equitable definiti'on of ability
to pay. Each refinement and attempt to reach this goal adds complexity, Commissioner I(urtz notes.
Commissioner I(urtz also states that the tax expenditure provisions
are another major cause of complexity. He notes that, according to
commentators, these items have produced the greatest amount of complexity and that eliminating them would have little or no cost in
decreased equity. The Commissioner observed that there are about
80 separate tax expenditure provisions in the Code in the form of deductions, credits~ exclusions from gross income, and preferential tax rates,
each provision having its own set of issues, definitions, and limitations.
Not only ha"\?e these expenditures eroded the tax base, he declares, but
they have generated administrative problems and have made enforcement of the tax laws increasingly difficult.
In addition to the reduced rates for capital gains, progressiv"e rate
strncture, separation of corporations and shareholders, and tax expenditure appa-ratus, Yale's Professor Bittker mentions two other policies
which contribute to tax complexity. He suggests that if the concept of
realization were abandoned and taxpayers were required to value their
assets annually, many complexities would vanish such as the elaborate
rules governing nontaxable exchanges, the separate tax status of corporations, and the distinction between business expenses and capital
outlays.
Professor Bittker also asserts that cash basis accounting permits
various deferral devices by providing opportunities to postpone recognition of income. Attempts to prevent this tax avoidance have introduced some statutory complexity. But while the tax law could be
simplified by requiring accrual basis accounting, he concludes, the
taxpayer's compliance burden would be severely complicated.

D. The Congress as a Source of Complexity

1. The legislative process
Of the institutional causes of tax complexity (i.e., the Congress,
Treasnry, the courts, and the tax profession). the Congress appears
to have received the most attention from commentators.
o Kurtz, Tax Simplification: Some Observations from a Retrospective View
of tlle Tlnite(Z States' E:rperience, speech delivered May 9, 1977, in Caracas.
Ven('zuela, before the 11th General Assembly of the Interamerican Center of

Tax Administrators (reprinted in 123 Congo Rec:,
May 23, 1077) ).

S~349-S8352)

(daily ed.
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Professor Eustice suggests that the Congress, as the ultimate source
'Of all tax legislation, bears primary responsibility for complexity
in the tax law. l\Iore particularly, he suggests that the Congress may
not always be aware of the technical implications of tax provisions
it writes, that conflicting interests represented by various special interest lobbyists and the Treasury present decisional difficulties and
that time pressures may result in undue haste in enacting complex
provisions. As a result, the tax law has become overloaded with provisions designed to promote social and economic goals.
Professor Eustice states that simplification would be served if the
Congress would stop its "incessant tinkering" with the Internal Revenue Code and if it would not attempt broadscale substantive reform
"rhenever legislating in the tax area. He cautions against Congress'
trying to do too much at one time, and suggests that the Congress
instead should review and rewrite specific areas of the law following
thorough technical analysis by experts, such as the "Advisory Group"
reports on subchapters C, J. and I{ in the late 1950s.
The New York State Bar Association's Committee on Tax Policy
describes the legislative process itself as a key element in tax complexity. Rather tha~ assuming a lead~rship role, the Congress respo~ds
to pressure, accordIng to the commIttee's report. Both the executIve
branch and constituents pressure the Congress to examine particular
problems in disregard of larger perspectives. This results in conflicting
policies and a failure to focus on the structure of the tax law.
The committee asserts that political compromises also create complexity, and that even efforts to reform the law may result in compromises more complicated than the original provision, with loopholes
narrowed but not closed. As examples of complexity resulting from
"overreaction" to a particular abuse, the committee cited the private
foundation and charitable contribution deduction rules of the 1969 Tax
Reform Act.
The committee states that time pressures on the Congress contribute to complexity by allowing too little time for research and
review of the drafting to ensure that the needs for simplicity and
comprehensible structure are met. Errors take time to correct, and
corrections may be made only in response to pressure from taxpayers
and the executive branch.
The commirbtee's report recommends creation of a permanent agency
under the ae~s of, but pol~tically independent from, the Congress.
The agency could initiate and draft legislative proposals.
Professor Surrey makes these comments OIl the legisl,alt i ve process :
Under our legislative system, the pulling and hauling between Executive and Congress, between the tax committees
and the parent legislative bodies, between the House and Senate, between lobbyists for the private sector and the lobbyists
for the Executive, between one group of private lobbyists
and another group, and so on, can yield ultimate legislative
decisions which provide disorderly patterns of tax structure.
There is no commanding voice to bring order out of these
many and often simultaneous struggles. The result is bound
to be more rather than less complexity in a tax system. 10
10
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Also, Professor Surrey mentions s~yeral attempts at t~x r~forms
(e.g., wtith respect It o travel -a nd enter;t.amment expenses, foreIgn Income
taxation, and capital ga,i ns treatment) where the final result was a
compromise more complicated than the prior law or the proposed
reform, noting: 11
No taxpayer o-roup ever rejects a new tax preference on
the bo-round thatit is complex. Nor does a ~group seeking
•
I to
retain an existing tax preference reject a compromIse so ution because of its complexity and retreat to a simpler but
less favorable result.
The fact that some t.axpayers have "a.ccess" to the legislaltive process
to have the tax laws ehanged to benefit their par_ticulal' situations may
also contribute to complexity, he says.
Professor Surrey also nOites tha,t comple~ity -may result when the
ma-g~nitude of la tax problem is nOlt perceiYec1 because of -the -complex
interrelation of rules. The simple problem late-r becomes one of la.rger
scope than first imagined. For ex,a mple, in 1946 the Congress expressed concern about the preferred stock dividend as a bailout of corporate earnings at capital gain rates. At that time, the solntion
(not adopted) ,a ppeared -t o be enac.tme·n t of a short section denying
tax-free treatment It o certain preferred stock dividends. In 1954, when
rewriting ,t he Internal Revenue Code, tihe Congress realized tllat t.hc
preferred stock bruilout was only one of a variety of bailout devices
available to shareholders who desired to receive income at capital gain
rates while retaining' control of t.he corporation. The preferred stock
~a.ilont, the security bailout, t:he corporate division bailout, :the partial
~lquidalt,ion bailout, and the liquidation and reincorporation bailout
Induced the Congress to write five Code 8ections, yet each continues to
be :t re,aif:ed as -a discrete problem ·a nd no.t as an aspect of a single broad
problem.
The remedy, Professor Surrey suggest s, lies in eont,i nned and extensive research into the peoblems of tax structure.
•John S. Nolan has said that the only solution for achieving broadbased tax. ]'efo1'111 and simplification is through a long-range plan
npdrr wlllch a commission would be created to deyelop recommenclatlOns. 12 In general, there would be a schedule for consideration of
mai. or element::; in the overall plan in stages over pel'haps a 6-year
pel'locl.

2. The drafting of generalized or detailed tax statutes
Professor Surrey no.tes tihat one of the chief critic.isms of the

Inter:n~l Revenue. Code is the large number of extremely detailed

prOVlSlOns. A detaJ~ecl s:ta,tute has the ad yantage of providing answers
to the qu~stlOns whwhare. covered by the cle.tails,and hence is probably
morc satIsfactory to bUS'lllesS and ,t o tax practitioners because they
nC'~c1 the ans:Yers: On the other hand, a deta.iled tax statute 1'e('111i1'es
sInlle:d d raft m g In or der to a voicl lC'~n·i ng qnestions unans\n~l'('d or
c]'C'at m g new qnestions ; also, it is difficult to keep a detailed statnte
current.
~ urrey, .~ 1/pra a t GD1.
l2. Xolan . .-1 New T o ,T' S trll Cill1"C for tll e U llii cd Siatc.I I-Problems of 1111plcmcnt at10n and til e Impa ct of til e Politica.l Pro ce8s, slwech deliYered Murch 30, lD77,
as par t of the TJni Yersit y of ::\lichigan K py I RRue R Lecture Series.
II
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PI~ofessor Surrey believes that three factors necessit.ate detail-the
pressure for tax equity, the demand for cUl'bs on tax avoidance, and a
COlll'plex society's need for precise answers. lIe suggests a gradual shift
from a highly ~et.ailed ,to a more generali~ed tax sta~ute coupled with
a clear deleo-3JtIOll .to tUle Treasury to wnte regulatIOns of whatever
detail needed for such purposes. ,\Vith a more general statute, problems
of struoture and policy should beeome more clearly visible to .the
Ie rrislat.ors ; 'a nd regulations lend themselves t,o improvement more
re~dily It han det.ailed statut.ory provisions.
IIowever, Professor Surrey ,c,aU!tions tha,t shifting to a more generalized tax statute would bring about new roles for the Congress,
Treasury, It he courts, drafters of legislation, and the tax profession.
Treasurv would have to rise above ·t he pa.rtisan nature .of adm,inistrative ,a,CJtivi,ties exercised in audit, settlement, and 1itig.amon, in Oorder
to develop experrtiseand hack,ground informa.tion necessary to formulate moro detailed regulations. The Congress would have tOo permit the
judgment.s of Treasury to stand in spite of Ip ressure for change from
unhappy constituents. The courts would ,h ave to recognize Treasury
decisions 'as ,a uthori,t ative except in l'\are instances. The drafters of
the st,atute would have to develop new :techniques to estrublish basic
principles and provide guidance to Treasury without becoming entangled in detail. The tax ;p rofession would have.to accept Jbhe Treasury
as the arbiter of ,t.ax detail, rather than resorting so often to the courts
or legislature.
The :New York State Bar Committee also recommends ,t hat future
tax legislation be more generaJ.ized rather than detailed, and that the
details be le£t, to tJhe Treasury to fill in It hrough regulations and
rulings. Essentially, the sa·me recommendrutions have been TI1·a de by
Professor Eustice.

E. The Role of the Treasury in Tax Complexity
The New York State Bar Association Committee contends that the
Treasury makes major contributions to the complexity of the tax law.
The committee stated that excessive Treasury concerli for revenue loss
and tax abuse has led it to seek legislation which is too specific or
which narrowly limits the number of taxpayers who mio-ht benefit
from the easing of certain tax burdens. The committee r~commenc1s
that Treasury hire more personnel and consult more with experienced
tax lawyers.
The committee ,also recom,m ends tJha,t Treasury use temporary 1'eO"~lat~ons more 'often, .a1~d establish a policy of sta~ting ,a position on~l
slgnlficant matters of Interpretation llJt ,tJle earliest possible date.
To alleviate delays in the rulings process, the COllllluttee sugO'ests
setting a shori deadline on issuing rulings, and if this could ngt be
met, the Internal Revenue Service should issue interim 1'ulinO's which
wO~llc1 protect the taxpayer until the ~nal ruling was publish~d or the
rulll1g' was later revoked. The comnuttee recOllllmends a "small rulings'~ - branch be established to gi ve speedy seryice on rulings involving
r~laltr:ely sm,a ll 'a/mo~lnts of tla x (less ,tl~an $50,000) in nonrecurring
sltua'~'I011S .. The ServIce should also decIde more quickly whether it
acqUIesces In Tax Court ca.ses.
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Lack of uniformity and delay in audits are the Service's ch!ef
administrative problems, the committee states. Increased automatIOn
and a hearinO" procedure fDr tihose who feel tJhey have received nonst,a,ndla rd rtreatilnent 'a re suggested las solutions tD these problems.
Professor Eustice likewise ;takes the ,pos~tion that the Treasury's
concern wirth the loss .of !tax revenues contributes to complexity. He
also notes rthat the occasional diversion .of Internal Revenue Service
manpower for nontax functjons (e.g., the wage and price control program) reduces the Service's .aJbility to deal wi.th complex tax problems.
F. The Role of the Courts in Tax Complexity
Arguing that :the chief oause .of tax complexity in :t;he judicial system is the lack of uniform review, and therefore lack of unifornl
results, many commentators have called for a separate tax court system with its own court 0;£ appeals. Thus Professor Surrey has stated: 13
It hardly sooms efficient to have an elaborate Tla x Court
procedure ia longside a D'istrict Court system .and :a Court
.of CI,a ims forum as well; or to have T.ax Coutt decisi.ons
spreading out f.or 'Up-pella,t e review to eleven CouIits of A'p peals; Dr to 'lmve complex civlil tax issues decided by juries;
or to have so much turn .on tile deficiency as against the
refund procedure.
The New York State Bar Association Committee also declares that
the diversity of forums and the lack of uniform review results in COlllplexity and delay in judicial resolution of tax matters. The committee
recommends that the U.S. Tax Court have primary jurisdiction in civil
tax matters, including refund suits involving income, estate, gift, or
excise taxes, and that the U.S. District Courts should be
simult,aneously divested .of such jurisdict,ion. The connnitteefurther
recommends creation .of one Tax Count of Appeals to handle all tax
appeals now divided among the U.S. CouIits of ~ppe.als, .thereby ending the situation in which vhe T'a x Court may be forced rt.o decide
identical cases on It he basis of different rules because the cases are to
be 'a ppealed to different circuits.
Professor Eustice end.orses the committee's recommendations for a
"single track" court system from the Tax Court to a new Court of Tax
Appeals, and the removal .of jurisdicti.on over tax eases from the U.S.
C.ount of Claims, District Courts, and Circuit Courts.
G. The Role of Tax Practitioners in Tax Complexity
. Commentators have concluded that tax practitioners generally do
lIttle to aid th e cause of tax si'mplifica,tion, and rtha-t puacti.ti.oners have
a p rofessional r esponsa:bility to do more.
The New York State Bar Association Committee points out that the
t~~ la'.vyer, when :epr~senting.a client, may develop novel theories in
lItrgatIOn, seek legIslatIve solutIOns to the client's problems, and advise
the client on methods t.o avoid high tax rates. If successful, the lawyer
may add significan t complexity to the case law and administrat'ive
process.
13
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The committee not,es that lawyers can enlighten or confuse in their
role as educators of the public. Lawyers, whether writing, educating
on tax topics, 'advising the government, 'Or acting in groups, should
provide leadership, guidelines, advice, and criticism.
Further, the New York State Bar Association Committee recommends that tax practitioners work with other groups concerned with
tax complexity. l\1embers of Congress, judges, Internal Revenue Service 'Officials, and tax practitioners should get together to examine broad
principles, such as division of responsibilities between the Congress
and Treasury, overhaul of the entire tax structure, and basic premises
of tax theory.
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H. Progress Toward Simplification
Discussing the Tax Reform Act of 1969, Dr. "\Voodworth notes that
compliance burdens for low and middle income taxpayers have been
reduced. Problems resulting from Clalculating and verifying itemized
personal deductions have been alleviated for many taxpayers by
increases in the standard deduction and the low-income allowance.
Raising the amount of income necessary tQ trigger filing requirements
has simplified the compliance burden fO'r those taxpayem in poverty
level income categories. To com'ple.ment the higher filing requirements,
low-income individuals who "ould not be subject to tax are allowed to
eliminate withholding from their wages. Tax tables to eliminate individual calculations 'Of rthe tax and computation of the tax by the Internal Revenue Service also make compliance easier for taxpayers.
To achieve further simplification, the New York State Bar Association Committee suggests restricting itemized personal deductions to
those taxpayers with really extraordinary expenses. Thus, unless expenses exceeded 10 or 15 percent of adjusted gross income, there would
be no deductions. This change would be combined with the elimination
of the standard deduction (perhaps retaining the low income allowance) and using the resulting revenue to reduce tax rates. Lowered
rates might further reduce complexity by limiting the tax maneuvering "that is inevitable ,,-ith a TO-percent top rate."
The committee also suggests that certain Code sections either be
made inapplicable to or simplified for low-income taxpayers. Thus,
"the law might eliminate the complicated tiers of capital g·ain rates and
capital loss carryovers, the multiple limitations on medical expenses,
the minimum tax on preferences, sick pay and retirement income, net
operating loss carryovers, depreciation recapture (Sections 1245 and
1250), collapsible corporations (section 341) , investment credits, ... "
A broadly based study "employing this approach might produce a tax
return comprehensible to less sophisticated taxpayers, and possibly a
separnte Code of substantive provisions written in language com'pre~
hensible to them."
Professor Surrey cites various administrative f.actors which tend to
lessen the complexity of the income tax-graduated withholding at the
source of wages and salaries; use of the standard deduction to 'Obviate
the problems involved with personal expense deductions; improvements in tax return forms and instructions; the use of automatic data
processing of returns; and availability of the rulings procedure.
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